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Abstract 
Art has an important role to play in providing a critical reception for science and in considering the way 
scientific findings affect us emotionally. Understanding this complex relationship is key to my own 
studio practice and is the primary motivation behind this project. 
The central questions for this research project are as follows:  
How has the genre of representations of science changed since the early Enlightenment? 
In what ways can I employ painting to respond to the changes in the genre? 
Science has become a dominant social force in liberal Western democracies and, arguably, the world. 
Nonetheless, science frequently comes under attack from political interest groups, evident in the 
critique of military applications of science, recent attempts to undermine the science of climate 
change and critiques of biogenetic engineering from environmental groups concerned with the 
potential of science to disrupt or corrupt nature. Yet, as the impact of climate change grows 
increasingly severe, both the practice of scientific research as well as public understanding and 
acceptance of that research are vital.  
While science is influenced by the personal, emotional motivations of scientists, it is often 
characterised as a process of dispassionate, unbiased observation. In this studio based project I use 
painting to depict the practice of experimental science, including aspects of scientific discovery and 
scientists themselves. My studio based research draws on the historical genre of visual art 
representing science and examines how this legacy informs and shapes the current public reception of 
science and the engagement of the public with science. 
Since the late 20th century there have been significant efforts to foster and encourage collaborations 
between scientists and artists through the establishment of dedicated institutions and galleries. These 
initiatives have fostered much interesting work, suggesting the possibility of a hybrid discipline and 
encouraging the application of emerging technology in art practice. However, the projects facilitated 
by these institutions are often framed as an aspect of science communication and, while these 
endeavours may be highly successful as artworks, they may also run a risk of contributing to the 
mystification of science. My work uses the discipline of painting to attempt to understand the practice 
of science as a cultural phenomenon. 
I follow the relationship between art and science from the 17th century when experimental science 
first emerged, and at which time it shared its cultural status with art. I then consider the 
professionalisation of scientific enquiry and subsequent divergence between art and science at the 
beginning of the Romantic period in the early 19th century. I also consider later initiatives designed 
with the specific intent of decreasing the gap between art and science in the 20th and 21st centuries. 
The investigation of paintings and artworks up to the Romantic period reveal a shifting impression of 
science. This is because, with the exception of some portraits, the iconography changes its meaning 
from a largely negative and satirical genre, characterised by paintings of quacks or alchemists, to a 
more respectful iconography of doctors and chemists. By the 19th century, artists were incorporating 
scientific discoveries in their work with depictions of weather, geography and archaeology. Artists also 
worked with scientists in the development of the new technology of photography, and towards the 
end of the 19th century and in the early 20th century, representations of more abstract concepts from 
physics and mathematics began to be used as the basis for artworks. Scientific concepts have 
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remained a theme in the imagery of science in art beyond the mid-20th century, when science was 
also represented in artworks that incorporated emerging technologies. 
Studio based research also leads me to consider the more formal qualities of such representations 
shaped by the influence of experimental science and the legacy the early Enlightenment. While recent 
studies have considered scientific theories as a mode of representation, and applied aspects of visual 
art theory to analyse them (Mutanen 2010), my studio research has led me to consider this 
relationship by constructing paintings drawing on works of the mid to late 20th century as models for 
examining representation and perception in visual art, which I combined with references to scientific 
research and theories. My paintings use this new understanding of the aesthetic dimension of 
scientific theory to reconfigure the ways in which representational painting can be constructed.  
In particular, the artworks of Chris Henschke, Laurent Grasso, Keith Tyson and Mark Fairnington 
provide useful indications of possible approaches to art, referencing both historical and contemporary 
scientific practices. My work has also been informed by the ideas of Bruno Latour and Graham Harman 
in how experimental science practice also represents the world, along with Martin Bauer’s work on the 
inherent tensions and mystifications in the processes of science communication.  
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Introduction 
Experimental science has grown to become a dominant social force 
in liberal western democracies and, arguably, the world. 
Nonetheless, science frequently comes under attack from political 
interest groups, evident in the critique of military applications of 
science, recent attempts to undermine the science of climate change 
and critiques of biogenetic engineering from environmental groups 
concerned with the potential of science to disrupt and corrupt 
nature. Yet, as the impact of climate change grows increasingly 
severe, both the practice of scientific research as well as public 
understanding and acceptance of that research are vital.  
This dissertation shows how a series of complex shifts in the 
relationship between art and science has changed the genre of 
representations of science. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the 
current approaches contemporary art takes to deal with science and 
situates my own practice within this field, highlighting some potential 
gaps and problems my work seeks to address. It shows how recent 
contemporary art has engaged with science and how this 
engagement has often struggled to recognise the tension between 
the practice of science and its communication. The chapter considers 
how the blindness to this tension means that art projects about 
science and collaborations between artists and scientists risk 
widening the gap between these two aspects of culture, often 
despite explicitly stated intentions.  
Chapter 2 outlines how the emergence of modern science in the 
early 17th century was depicted in visual art and how art of the 
period demonstrates that the development of a scientific culture was 
accompanied by a strong drive to ensure the credibility of the new 
knowledge being offered. It is argued that science relied on the 
privileged status of some of its most noteworthy practitioners, 
especially Robert Boyle, to achieve the level of established 
respectability it carried into subsequent centuries. The chapter 
examines the history of representations of science from satirical 
paintings of alchemists and quack doctors, to formal portraits of 
scientists as gentlemen who would not be depicted physically 
conducting experiments. This shows how imagery gradually shifted 
from negative portrayals to more positive images of doctors and 
chemists. By the end of the 18th century, important artists were 
directly referencing scientific discoveries, Joseph Wright of Derby 
painted a major work showing a scientific demonstration in an upper 
class household, and Jacques-Louis David completed a portrait of 
Antoine Lavoisier and Marie Lavoisier complete with the scientific 
equipment, which enhanced their status in society. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the emergence of a cultural gap between art and 
science at the end of the 18th century, with art becoming the 
domain of emotion and imagination and science the domain of fact 
and authority. The social status of science was secure by this period 
and at the same time representations of science in visual art had 
become increasingly rare. The genre of art representing science with 
depictions of alchemists, astronomers and anatomists collapsed. 
Commissioned portraits of scientists nevertheless remain common, 
though only a few paintings of scientists undertaking research are 
found. However, as depictions of science in action became rare, 
scientific discoveries in meteorology, botany, archaeology and other 
fields were incorporated in the imagery of visual art while science-led 
developments in pigments and photography were used in the 
process of creating visual art. The chapter shows that the impact of 
the Romantic movement was to increase the gap between art and 
science despite the fact that some of the key Romantic artists and 
writers explicitly celebrated science and scientific achievement. This 
leads into a discussion about how early 20th century developments 
in mathematics, geometry and physics were used to inform abstract 
art.  
Chapter 4 considers some theoretical frameworks for understanding 
the relationship between art and science, including the history of the 
“two cultures” debate, models for considering common ground 
between art and science and defining points of difference between 
the two. My own practice is analysed in this context along with 
responses to some of the recent contributions to that discussion. My 
studio based research has led me to consider this relationship by 
constructing paintings that draw on works of the mid to late 20th 
century as models for examining representation and perception in 
visual art, combined with references to scientific research and 
theories.  
The dissertation seeks to answer two major questions:  
How has the genre of representations of science changed 
since the early Enlightenment? 
In what ways can I employ painting to respond to the 
changes in the genre? 
In addressing these questions the focus of this project is the history 
of modern experimental science in Western Europe and the history 
of Western art. A more detailed examination of the earlier histories 
of science in Asia, Africa and the Middle East are beyond the scope of 
this research. Also beyond scope is an exhaustive review of the field 
of art dealing with science. Although this is a small subsection of the 
field of art, it can and has filled many museums and books. I cover 
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indicative examples as well as specific works and artists that inform 
my practice.  
My research has indicated that contemporary art risks contributing 
to a problem of mystification that may tend to exacerbate the 
problems of science communication. I seek to address this in my 
work by making the processes of mystification overt and explicit. 
While I depict new scientific knowledge in a way that is somewhat 
celebratory, I seek to retain some critical examination of the 
practitioners of science themselves, and how they relate to the 
world. While respecting the factual reality of scientific knowledge, 
the intention or purpose of my practice is not to communicate or 
broaden public understanding of science, but to produce work which 
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Chapter 1 - Contemporary Practice: Situating this 
Project in the Contemporary Field 
Since the emergence of modern science in the 17th century, the 
borders between art and science have become more distinct. 
Although artists continue to work with scientists and incorporate 
scientific theories and discoveries in their work, the representation 
of science as a genre in art has collapsed. My own work is an 
investigation of this collapse and how art may respond in the 
contemporary context.  
In this chapter my own studio based research is located by 
undertaking a brief survey of recent contemporary art that 
specifically references science or scientific practice. This chapter 
covers some of the major tendencies in how contemporary artists 
represent science, and how my own practice relates and responds to 
these tendencies. My approach to producing artworks is discussed, 
including the time I spent with scientists in laboratories, specifically 
at the Queensland Brain Institute, the Centre for Excellence in 
Particle Physics at Melbourne University and The European 
Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Switzerland.  
This research project undertook an analysis of institutional exhibition 
announcements published on E-flux, an archive of announcements 
dating back to its inception in 19991. Of approximately 5000 
exhibitions for which the website has published information only 35 
exhibitions, or less than 1%, deal explicitly with science. The analysis 
excluded exhibitions that referred only to science fiction, even 
though many shows and artists putatively dealing with science fiction 
are, in fact, touching on issues related to the current and historical 
practice of science. In addition, some shows listed in the database 
may have dealt with science even though this was not explicitly 
mentioned in the press release or associated material stored in the 
e-flux database. However, even allowing for the above, 
                                                          
1 E-flux is a website which disseminates news of museum and institutional 
shows. The website selectively distributes the press releases of around 2000 
institutions, biennales and art events. According to the authors of the 
website the service is used by “Nearly all the leading art museums, 
biennials, cultural centres, magazines, publishers, art fairs, and independent 
curators worldwide” (www.E-flux.com/about/ retrieved at 13: 57 on 29 
October 2013). It is not immediately apparent how a claim like this could be 
objectively verified, and the selection process used to determine which 
exhibition announcements are disseminated, and enter the database, is not 
transparent, so that there may be some selection bias involved in compiling 
the database. For the purposes of this investigation, the E-flux database has 
been used as an indicator of an institutional exhibition of contemporary art 
that has a level of international recognition. 
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contemporary art dealing with science constitutes a very small 
fraction of overall output, especially given the dominance of science 
in contemporary culture. 
 
Survey of Contemporary Art and Science  
Artists on the whole, have more frequently made work responding to 
life sciences, especially natural history, biology and botany than 
physics, and only rarely to chemistry. The mathematical and 
technical understanding required for physics and chemistry 
represent a significant barrier for engagement, and are challenging 
to interpret visually. Life sciences have a long and deep association 
with the visual arts through the traditions of botanical and biological 
illustration and are perhaps more closely aligned with the traditional 
subjects of visual arts i.e. how humans relate to each other, to the 
land and to the non-human world. 
While physics has been less frequently used in art than life sciences, 
it has proven to be popular subject for artists of the 20th and 21st 
centuries. Some of the most widely publicised discoveries have 
occurred in this field and, arguably, the most famous scientists of the 
20th century; Albert Einstein, Werner Heisenberg and Stephen 
Hawking, were physicists. The widely publicised experiments and 
discoveries of physics such as nuclear weapons and particle 
accelerators are associated with enormous, complex machinery and 
apparatus. The combination of widespread popular reporting and 
visually striking technology are subject matter which have proved 
appealing for some contemporary artists. This tendency of art to 
respond to technology has been criticised by James Elkins who has 
suggested that contemporary art has been limited in responding to 
science, with artists typically dealing with either new technology or 
“popular science” rather than the culture of science as practiced in 
the laboratory (Elkins 2012, 12). 
Elkins’ observation, that the culture of science as practiced in the 
laboratory is not often represented, is borne out by a survey of 
contemporary art. In addition to the theme of new technology, as 
Elkins proposes, artists have tackled a wide range of ideas. In my 
analysis, some major themes in contemporary art dealing with 
science have emerged including; experimental technology and the 
aesthetics of machinery as with Conrad Shawcross and Tom Sachs2; 
reinterpretations of scientific taxonomy evident in the work of Mark 
Dion, Damien Hirst, Mark Fairnington and Cai Guo-Ciang; data 
visualisation in the form of diagrams or infographics, evident in the 
                                                          
2 Rutsky defines the term ‘machine aesthetic’ where the reproduction of high-tech is 
not determined by functionality but takes on its own aesthetic logic (Rutsky 1999: 
10). 
Figure 1, Mark Dion, Mandrillus 
Sphinx, 2012, wood, glass, plastic, tar, 
metal, ceramic, paper, cork, ribbon, 
and string, 175.3 x 67.3 x 128.3 cm 
Figure 2, Conrad Shawcross, Paradigm 
(Ode to the Difference Engine), 2006, 
mixed media, dimensions variable 
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work of Mark Tyson, Ceryth Wynn-Evans and Laurent Grasso; and 
bio-art as with Tissue Culture and Art Projects and Eduardo Kac.  
Psychology, comparative psychology and neuroscience are 
commonly cited in critiques of art, but they are less overt in the 
works themselves. Human-animal relations, questions of climate 
science and ideas of nature with techno-science are also recurring 
themes in contemporary art. As this dissertation shows, the 
iconography of science appears in these works through presentations 
using visual tropes and motifs of the laboratory. Some of these 
provide a link to a longer history of representations of science, even 
though the work may be conceptual or process based rather than 
visual or object based.  
Shawcross’ work exemplifies an approach to science based on both 
the aesthetics and applications of new technology. Using mechanics 
and robotics he creates works which refer to scientific 
representations of the world touching on physics, geometry and 
aspects of the history of science. His titles often make reference to 
renowned scientists, as with the ‘ADA project’ (2014) which refers to 
the computing pioneer Ada Lovelace and “… embodies scientific 
notions Lovelace pursued” (Shawcross, 2014). He refers to Charles 
Babbage in the work ‘Paradigm (Ode to the Difference Engine)’, 
(2006) (Figure 2). Other works refer to moments of scientific 
discovery, such as ‘Slow Arc Inside a Cube’, (2008) the scientist 
Dorothy Hodgkin’s discovery of the structure of pig insulin using 
diffraction patterns from X-rays, a process of discovery which she 
described by analogy to the understanding of how a tree looks by 
examining its shadow. 
Melbourne based artist Chris Henschke has directly used X-Ray 
projections as part of an ongoing series of works he has made both 
using and referring to particle accelerators, the Syncotron in 
Melbourne and the LHC in Cern. In his work ‘Light from my childhood 
illuminated with x-ray beam’ (2008), Henschke produces an image 
which superimposes his personal memento with the atomic 
diffraction pattern produced by the reaction of the beam with the 
object (Figure 3). The bulb has an iconographic meaning associated 
with the pop-culture image of the idea, often used to indicate a 
moment of discovery, invention or inspiration, though in Henschke’s 
work the globe is dark. Henschke’s work both employs and evokes 
the technology of the particle accelerator in a highly personal way.  
In my paintings I portray technological devices presented in the 
considered manner used by scientists, or at least approved by 
scientists. For example, Cosmotron (2011) shows a peacock seated 
on a section from a Cosmotron particle accelerator (Figure 4). The 
device itself portrayed as if it were some desirable object of 
industrial design or consumer technology. In a series of paintings, I 
referred to the satellite Sputnik as an object specifically designed to 
be visually appealing, and indeed to be visible in space from earth. As 
with my painting, Peacock Observes Sputnik (2011), the non-human 
Figure 4, Sam Leach, Cosmotron, 2011, 
oil and resin on copper, 30cm x 20cm 
Figure 5, Sam Leach, Peacock 
Observes Sputnik, 2011, oil on linen, 
90cm x 50cm 
Figure 3, Chris Henschke, Light from 
My Childhood Illuminated with X-ray 
Beam, 2008, photograph 
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animals shown with the objects in my paintings are birds culturally 
associated with display and that have evolved display mechanisms to 
demonstrate fitness by their impracticality (Figure 5). However, the 
way the objects and apparatus I have painted were originally 
displayed, maintains a careful separation or emotional detachment. 
There are no humans, non-human animals or ornamental devices. 
The introduction of the non-human animal into the display is 
intended to change this detached presentation of technology into a 
representation of technology embedded and connected to the living 
world and participating in the emotional connotations that non-
human animals can bring.  
The aesthetics of scientific taxonomy as presented in museum 
displays, especially natural history museums, have been a subject for 
a number of contemporary artists including Hirst’s vitrines, Carsten 
Holler’s fungus models and many artists using or depicting taxidermy 
animals. This subset of science related art is particularly resonant 
because it underscores our participation in the current mass 
extinction event. Museum displays often feature the most 
endangered or, poignantly, recently extinct species. Fairnington’s 
Raft (2006) shows taxidermy specimens of various species of 
megafauna either in a museum storage facility or in a museum 
display (Figure 6). The painting is dominated by a group of giraffe 
heads and torsos in the foreground, all of which seem to gaze in the 
same direction, out of the picture frame but past the viewer. The 
title invokes a biblical reference to Noah and the overall impression 
is that these animals are moving together on their raft (or display 
plinth) into a future in which they are the only remaining examples of 
their kind. The use of non-human animals in this context generates 
associations with global warming, and hence some misgivings about 
the destructive legacy of new technology developed from the 
scientific revolution and the Enlightenment.  
My own painting on the theme of the raft, Tannerite Raft, 2012, 
brings together animist totems of technology and the figures of 
scientist or technician, suggesting a flattened ontology between 
these entities. By placing them on a raft, I want to suggest that both 
the humans and the technological elements are equally in need of 
rescue (Figure 7). The painting references the work of Australian 
artist Edwin Tanner, a former engineer, who produced a series of 
paintings showing what appeared to be animate machine 
components in various configurations. 
Guo-Ciang’s Heritage (2014) makes a connection between global 
warming and the collection and display of specimens in natural 
history museums. In this work many species of megafauna gather 
closely together at a water hole in a sandy field, suggesting they are 
cooperatively seeking the last available water (Figure 8). Bekof 
observes that Guo-Ciang’s works “… remove the glass from the 
diorama” (Bekof 2010: 389). Guo-Ciang’s animals are not genuine 
taxidermy animals, but fabrications. Compared with Hirst who 
notoriously used taxidermy animals, in some cases specifically killed 
Figure 9, Sam Leach, Dissection, 2011, 
oil and resin on wood, 35cm x 27cm 
Figure 8, Cai Guo-Ciang, Heritage, 
2014, 99 life-sized replicas of animals: 
polystyrene, gauze, resin and hide, 
dimensions variable 
Figure 6, Mark Fairnington, Raft, 2006, 
oil on canvas, 204cm x 256cm 
Figure 7, Sam Leach, Tannerite Raft, 
2012, oil and resin on wood, 35cm x 
27cm 
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for his work, Guo-Ciang’s approach opens the possibility for a 
discourse about the ethical treatment of animals and the relationship 
between humans and non-humans in art as well as in science. 
In my work I have used specimens presented for display in natural 
history museums, some of which have significance in the history of 
science beyond their inherent value as objects of study or record. In 
Dissection (2011) I used the platypus specimens displayed in the 
Museum d’Histoire Naturelle of Paris (Figure 9). These skins were 
acquired in the early 19th century at a time when little was known 
about the Platypus and the mounting and presentation of the skins 
was based on supposition (Burkhardt 2001). In my work, which 
closely follows the presentation of the specimens in the museum, I 
have framed the animals to suggest that one platypus may be 
examining or performing a dissection on the other, giving some 
control to the non-humans of how knowledge about these creatures 
might be obtained.  
In Tatias (2011), I based a work on an example of a Holotype 
specimen. Holotypes are a unique example of an animal that is a 
representative of its species (Hounsome 2015: 536) (Figure 10). 
Traditionally, these individual animals are killed and preserved as a 
reference specimen, although there is some debate about the 
necessity and ethics of this practice (Donegan 2000). In these works, 
like Fairnington and Guo-Ciang, I have made use of the natural 
history specimen only through representation rather than 
presentation of the actual dead animal, as Hirst does. The 
presentation of genuine dead animals raises an ethical question. 
Huang argues that if the works evoke Walter Benjamin’s “auratic 
gaze” they might ethically justify the use of animals. Huang argues 
that while Hirst’s works are ethically questionable on this criterion, 
Fairnington’s approach achieves an ethical position by interrupting 
the typical systems of museum display to “… address the 
intervention of humans in nature” (Huang 2015: 112).  
Where my work has represented animals I have, like Fairnington, 
sought to consider the interraction and relationship between 
humans and non-human animals being represented. However, I also 
use genuine, or putatively genuine paleolithic artefacts (Figure 11). 
This aspect of my practice does raise some ethical questions. Firstly, 
some of the artefacts are thought to have been created by non-
human or proto human hominid species such as Homo Erectus or 
Neanderthalensis. Secondly, these artefacts were purchased by me 
from sellers usually without detailed provenance. I have no way of 
knowing if these objects are fake or, if they are genuine, if they have 
been acquired in a legal and appropriate manner rather than through 
looting or desecrating an archaeological site. This leaves some 
ambiguity as to whether the auratic gaze may apply with these 
works. 
New technologies and specimens can be considered as the material 
residue or physical evidence of scientific activities, however a 
significant part of scientific research is based on mathematics and 
Figure 10, Sam Leach, Tatias, 2011, oil 
and resin on copper, 20cm x 20cm 
Figure 12, Ceryth Wyn-Evans, a 
community Predicated on the Fact 
that Nothing Really Matters, 2013, 
neon light, dimensions variable 
Figure 11, Sam Leach, Paleolithic Tool, 
2013, stone tool, oil and resin on 
wood, 30cm x 30cm x 10cm 
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data analysis. This part of scientific research is often communicated 
and explained through diagrammatic representations. As Elkins 
points out, much of the science referred to by artists is popular 
science and while the mathematical complexity is not usually high in 
popular science publications, charts and slickly designed data 
visualisations are common (Elkins 2008). Diagrams of molecules used 
in chemistry have some currency in popular culture, often as a 
reference for drugs. For example, Wyn-Evans work ‘A Community 
Predicated on the Fact that Nothing Really Matters’ (2013) is a neon 
rendering of the diagram of the molecule of LSD superimposed on a 
diagram showing the results of a particle collision at the Large 
Hadron Collider (Figure 12). Wyn-Evans intended this to suggest that 
both the particle physics experiment at CERN and the LSD molecule 
offer pathways to new worlds. Certainly the work points to the 
intersection of iconographic and symbolic representation in scientific 
diagrams.  
Tyson’s Operator paintings take a formula as their basis and attempt 
to fulfil it in an absurdist way (Figure 13). This approach effectively 
takes the visual elements of the formula or algebraic expression and 
proposes a pictorial response. The underlying mathematics are 
essentially ignored. By applying a relatively rigid methodological 
framework to the construction of these paintings, Tyson alludes to 
the scientific method described by Karl Popper, although the artist 
claims to be uninterested in this stating,  
 
“I’m a great lover of science. It’s a fascinating language that I 
use regularly, and its brilliant insights have inspired my 
artworks… The challenge is to find ways I can use concepts 
that cannot be visualised in two, three or four dimensions… 
These concepts are very exciting because they’re both 
rational and counterintuitive. Here art has an advantage over 
science in that its methodology can be tumbling and 
contradictory, whereas strict mathematical language tends 
to be built on axioms, rules of inference and theorems, and 
has to be consistent. With art you make a creative leap of 
faith, and later you explain it. I am not interested in the 
processes of science but I am interested in nature and 
science is very convenient and elegant language to use to 
explore that” (Tyson 2012).  
It is interesting to note Tyson’s use of 17th century Dutch painting 
motifs (Figure 14). This period is of central importance to my work as 
will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
In my painting Diagram for Rhino (2013), I show an interaction 
between two Rhinoceroses overlaid by a translucent graphic taken 
from charts found in science journals (Figure 15). The juxtaposition is 
intended to suggest that the organisms depicted are potentially 
reducible to data points and that conversely, data points, even when 
Figure 1, Sam Leach, Diagram for 
Rhino, 2013, oil and resin on wood, 
35cm x 45cm 
Figure 13, Keith Tyson, Integrated 
Waveforms, 2009, mixed media on 
aluminium, 198cm x 198cm 
Figure 14, Keith Tyson, the Vigil of 
Argos, 2009, mixed media on 
aluminium, 198cm x 198cm 
Figure 15, Sam Leach, Diagram for 
Rhino, 2013, oil and resin on wood, 
35cm x 45cm 
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simply represented can potentially be unpacked to convey a huge 
amount of information.  
Grasso’s work also juxtaposes mathematical and scientific diagrams 
and observational illustration with historical representation. Grasso’s 
work draws more deeply on the early history of science. According to  
the museum’s press release “… the exhibition, titled Portrait of a 
Young Man, builds on Grasso’s reflections on the Renaissance, a time 
when the fields of science and the arts actively informed one 
another” (E-Flux 2014). Grasso’s work juxtaposes certain aspects of 
scientific observation with early Renaissance painting. The science in 
this case is pre-modern, and the works seem to echo the idea, 
explored most notably by Martin Kemp, of artists advancing an 
interest in optics or natural phenomenon as a precursor to modern 
experimental science. In Grasso’s paintings, the stylised illustrative 
techniques of late medieval painting are combined with a more 
accurate, observational rendering of natural or mathematical 
phenomena (Figure 16). The disjunction of timing underscores how 
the emergence of modern science coincided with a shift in the 
techniques of Western art and points to the existence of a cultural 
change that is broader than either of the fields of art and science.  
Where Grasso looks at the early Renaissance, my work looks to the 
early Enlightenment and the scientific revolution as a point of 
reference. Paintings I have made such as Fracture Landscape (2012) 
and Van Dalem in Dymaxion (2012) draw on elements of a secular 
depiction of landscape in the 17th century, a subject which will be 
dealt with more fully in Chapter 2 (Figure 17) 
A significant subgenre of contemporary art related to science is art 
dealing with biology, often referred to as bio-art. Youngs argues that 
bio-art is part of the “… longstanding artistic tradition of creating life 
like artworks,” that “… evolves as technology grows from paint and 
chisels to computers and DNA manipulation” (Youngs 2000: 377). 
Beyond this notion of a continued refinement of lifelikeness 
connected with art from antiquity is the tendency for contemporary 
work in this subgenre to deal most commonly with genetic 
manipulation.  
The earliest example of this genetics based bio-art is Edward 
Steichen’s 1936 exhibition of delphinium flowers chemically treated 
to cause chromosomal doubling. However, it was not until the late 
20th century that more projects using biological science and genetic 
engineering began to emerge, often involving the use of laboratories 
and the collaboration of skilled scientists. Scientists working on 
genetic engineering processes have often kept a relatively low profile 
since this field attracts some quite excitable media responses3. The 
                                                          
3 For example, the controversy surrounding Dolly the sheep and 
comparisons to Frankenstein’s monster as documented in Hellsten’s Dolly: 
Scientific Breakthrough or Frankenstein’s Monster? (Hellsten 2000). 
Figure 18, Marc Quinn, Portrait of Sir 
John Sulston, 2001, sample of sitter's 
DNA in agar jelly mounted in stainless 
steel, 12.7cm x 8.5cm 
Figure 16, Laurent Grasso, Studies into 
the Past, 2012, oil on panel, 104cm x 
74cm 
Figure 17, Sam Leach, Facture 
Landscape, 2011, oil and resin on 
wood, 30cm x 30cm 
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rationales expressed by the artists working on bio-art are often 
appeals to aesthetics and the application of new technology for the 
sake of art or, as Stracey puts it, “rather glib ‘because I can’ 
attitudes.” The tendency for these projects to have artists’ 
statements and intentions featured in the literature rather than 
comments or thoughts by the scientists risks an interpretation that 
mirrors the “art for art’s sake” formulation and misses the possibility 
to frame both the scientific practice and application in a broader 
societal context.  
Marc Quinn’s A Genomic Portrait: Sir John Sulston (2001) is a 
polycarbonate sheet on which bacterial colonies have been grown 
from cells containing Sulston’s DNA (Figure 18). The DNA extracted 
from Sulston’s sperm and the bacterial colonies were created using 
standard methods of DNA cloning. The sheet is framed in a 
refrigerating stainless steel enclosure, suggesting the iconic 
aesthetics of biology labs, one of which was presumably involved in 
the construction of the work. The piece offers a highly reductive view 
of an individual person, playing on the popular conception that traits 
are largely, perhaps exclusively, determined by DNA. The work 
functions both as an expression of this idea and a repudiation or 
critique of it, underscored by the very minimal visual presentation of 
the work.  
While Quinn’s portrait offers a consideration of a human’s 
relationship to his own genetic material, perhaps more pressing 
questions are raised on this problematic aspect of bio-science and 
bio-art by working with “semi-living” material (Sharma, 2014). In 
their project Victimless Leather (2004), the Tissue Culture and Art 
Project showed cells grown on a scaffold that resembled a miniature 
leather jacket (Figure 19). In this way, a substance biologically similar 
to leather was obtained without the death or suffering of a non-
human animal. As with Quinn’s portrait, the visual aspect of this 
work draws attention to the iconography of the laboratory by 
displaying the cell culture in a glass matula along with retorts, tubing 
and laboratory stands. 
Where non-human animals have been used, controversy has often 
followed. Kac’s project GFP Bunny (2000) involved a collaboration 
between artists and scientists to splice a gene from a jellyfish into a 
rabbit to cause it to fluoresce green when seen under blue light 
(Figure 20). This work prompted well publicised protests both over 
the creation of the animal and her subsequent ownership. Kacs 
intended to take the animal to his home to live as a family pet but 
the laboratory refused to release her for “undisclosed reasons” 
(Stracey 2009). Stracey observes that while Kac deliberately and 
successfully sought public commentary as an aspect of this artwork, 
he did not acknowledge the known risks and dangers this particular 
genetic modification had for the rabbit (Stracey 2009). 
Figure 19, the Tissue Culture and Art 
Project, Victimless Leather, 2004, 
photo courtesy of the artist 
Figure 20, Eduardo Kacs, GFP Bunny, 
2000, photo courtesy of the artist 
Figure 21, Marta de Menezes, 
Nature?, 2000, photo courtesy of the 
artist 
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Marta de Menezes worked with biologist Paul Brakefield to modify 
the patterns on butterfly wings. This work did not directly employ 
genetics but used tools to scar the imaginal disc on the wing of the 
caterpillar as it transitions to a butterfly (Figure 21). De Menezes 
explains how this work was prompted by her learning about the work 
of Brakefield’s laboratory, which was researching the way wing 
patterns developed and the evolutionary impact of different wing 
patterns. While Brakefield undertook the work of manipulating the 
images on a butterfly wing using the same methods and techniques 
for both his scientific research and the artistic project, the objective 
shifted. The purpose of Brakefield’s scientific modification of the 
butterflies was to discover “… how the wing pattern [is] formed 
during butterfly development, and what is the evolutionary 
significance of developmental variation in this process”. De Menezes’ 
artistic project aimed to “… explore this potential in order to create 
live butterflies with wing patterns modified for artistic purposes,” as 
well as to “… demonstrate that interactions between scientists and 
artists can be fruitful for all parties” (de Menezes 2003). De Menezes 
explains that some of her artistic projects involved techniques and 
processes that had not previously been used in the laboratory but 
yielded results which might prompt new avenues of scientific 
enquiry.  
Kathy High’s project Embracing Animal (2004-6) used genetically 
modified rats that had previously been used as breeding animals for 
an experimental laboratory. The rats are treated with care and 
empathy and are housed in a structure the artist describes as a 
penthouse for rats, alongside structures used for viewing video 
works on the subject of human-animal relations (Figure 22). The 
arrangement of these structures and the accommodation for the rats 
is reminiscent of a laboratory arrangement for working with rats, 
with maze-like tubes and modular equipment. 
In my work Rat (2013) I considered the status of laboratory rats. The 
rat in my painting is perched on the edge of a group of coloured 
tubes, based on an interpretation of a maze-like structure and the 
iconic test tube shape (Figure 23). In this work, the rat is represented 
in a scenario which strongly implies a controlled environment, 
perhaps a laboratory, but certainly a place manipulated by humans. 
However, I selected an image of a rat which suggested to me some 
optimism or an expression of autonomous desire and agency. In this 
way I hoped that the setting would imply the rat retained some 
agency and power as an individual within the experimental 
environment.  
In my work Cinder (2012), a hairless chimpanzee is portrayed resting 
in a stark environment (Figure 24). The hairless animal is both 
suggestive of the strains of hairless rats used for testing immune 
deficiency diseases and draws attention to the physiological 
Figure 23, Sam Leach, Rat, 2013, oil 
and resin on wood, 40cm x 40cm 
Figure 24, Sam Leach, Cinder, 2012 oil 
on linen, 120cm x 120cm 
Figure 22, Kathy High, Embracing 
Animal, 2004, installation view at 
Mass MoCA 
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expression of the genetic similarities between chimpanzees and 
humans. In my painting, I have portrayed the chimpanzee in such a 
way that he seems to be sleeping quite peacefully, with perhaps the 
trace of an expression analogous to a human smile. In this painting, 
as with my painting Rat, the Chimp is in a space which is clearly 
constructed or designed by humans, though his apparent 
contentedness should imply that this condition is not unduly 
uncomfortable or distressing. Nevertheless, in both these works, 
there is some latent threat to the creature simply by being in a 
human controlled environment.  
Without wishing to diminish the achievements and importance of 
much scientific research involving non-human animals, it is certain 
that this aspect of scientific practice has often involved considerable 
suffering on the part of the non-human animals. As discussed above, 
the practice of bio-art often involves the manipulation or creation of 
non-human animals raising ethical questions about the science 
involved and particularly about the art.  
 
Contemporary Critiques of Art about Science 
Scientific knowledge has explanatory power and exploring this 
through art quickly tends to the didactic. This is in tension with the 
emotional content: usually some variant of awe, wonder or the 
sublime. Echoing aspects of Elkins’ critique of contemporary art 
dealing with science, Jonathan Jones writing in the Guardian about 
the work of artist Katie Paterson states:  
“… it wouldn't be hard to send a work of art into 
proper orbit: there are enough missions, enough 
interested scientists, surely. So why so 
introspective? It's as if art has become too small in 
its concerns to take on the big stuff. When it does, 
it seems in this case to obsess about the process of 
the artist imagining science, rather than engaging 
with actual scientific enquiry... Art about space is a 
very exciting field - but not if it just ends up being 
art about art” (Jones 2014). 
Paterson recently won the South Bank Sky Arts award for a necklace 
made of polished fossils representing the chain of evolution (Figure 
25). Jones concedes that while Paterson is “… consistent in exploring 
scientific themes” he also argues “… it does not work in the terms it 
sets itself. Her metaphors are too slight to say much about either 
nature, or humanity’s passion to understand it” (Jones 2014).  
A number of exhibitions have been curated to attempt to bring art 
and science together, or variations on this idea. Many of these shows 
Figure 25, Katie Paterson, Fossil 
Necklace, 2014, necklace comprised of 
170 rounded fossils, spanning 
geological time, dimensions variable 
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are successful and present interesting work in an insightful way, but 
the objections and concerns raised by Elkins and Jones are rarely 
considered. In 2011, Arthur Miller curated the exhibition Art and 
science: merging art and science to create a revolutionary new art 
movement. Miller states:  
“These days some of the most innovative artists are fusing 
art and science to create a brand new art movement inspired 
by science. Striving to visualise the invisible and what it will 
mean to be human in the future, they create images and 
objects of stunning beauty, redefining the notion of 
‘aesthetic’ and of what is meant by art” (Miller 2011: 1). 
Miller’s use of the term beauty in this description is problematic. The 
critic James Elkins is highly critical of this type of fusion between art 
and science, arguing that scientists tend to imagine an affinity with 
art when they describe theories or discoveries as “elegant” or 
“beautiful” even though these terms have little currency in the 
discourse of contemporary art. (Elkins 2008: 38). 
The Think Art - Act Science series of exhibitions showed a selection of 
work produced by artists who had participated in the Swiss artists-in-
labs program. In this program artists were embedded in laboratories 
for an “… immersive nine-month residency in a scientific research 
institute or a university science department” during which:  
“… the artists were exposed to discourses within 
the scientific community and gained deep insights 
into the methodologies and processes of scientific 
research in areas ranging from biology and 
biodiversity to cognitive neuroscience and 
psychology to nanotechnology, robotics, and 
artificial “(E-flux 2011). 
The press release, commendably, does not make any claims for the 
actual works resulting from this exposure beyond describing the 
themes addressed as “… ecology and environment, spatial awareness 
and emotions, and explorations of new technologies” (E-flux 2011). 
Some institutions, such as the Lelaboratoire Artscience Lab, do seem 
to facilitate meaningful collaborations. However, in this instance, 
many of the projects appear to have been designed with the 
intention of creating commercially available, manufactured products. 
The founder of the laboratory, David Edwards, described his role in 
the development of a new method for delivering the drug insulin to 
the lungs:  
“Like many new ideas, this one came about not 
through deduction but by association, in this case 
of a drug particle and a childhood memory. My idea 
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arrived through the aesthetic method. We put the 
idea to the test with laboratory experiments — the 
scientific method — and published it in Science. 
Ironically, such an approach seems particularly 
necessary to commercialising science” (Edwards 
2007: 789).  
This does indicate some level of utility for a scientific application, 
though the explicit commercialisation of scientific research has a 
problematic relationship with Popperian notions of pure research 
science. In this institution, artists are involved in an aspect of 
industrial design rather than the production of artworks.  
 
Contemporary Art and the Mystification of Science 
Frequently, the engagement with science in the arts becomes 
apparent in critical journal articles and curatorial essays that almost 
glibly invoke science as a contrast to art or as a simile for certain 
parts of an artistic practice. The term science is used to signify a 
range of ideas from a particular aesthetic, notions of objectivity, 
methods of research, or simply comparatively new technology4. This 
rarely involves any consideration of the nuances of scientific enquiry, 
nor any awareness of the vagaries and paradoxes of the scientific 
processes explored in the field of the History and Philosophy of 
Science. It reiterates a narrow and caricatured idea of science related 
to a Popperian view and reinforces the dichotomous views of art in 
relation to science advanced by Charles Snow. Elkins has discussed 
this tendency for contemporary art to refer to science in ways that 
distort, obscure and simplify the science involved (Elkins 2009: 39). 
His critique is based on a concern that art will contribute to the 
mystification of science, and the challenge for artists lies in the 
recognition that scientists are highly skilled professionals producing 
research that often requires years of training to be fully appreciated. 
On the other hand, scientists often engage with the arts simply to 
communicate or promote their research without regard to the merit 
or integrity of the artwork itself.  
Tomas Saraceno’s Space Time Foam is “… poised between the quest 
for the impossible and the scientific rigour” according to the press 
release (E-flux 2013). Space-time foam is a term coined by the 
                                                          
4 For example, the Ullens institute press release for Zhang Wang’s 2011 installation, 
My Personal Universe stated that, “by juxtaposing the cold science of what is real 
with the joyous alchemy of what is possible, Zhang Wang illuminates the cosmos 
that surrounds us all as well as the universe that lies within”. (quoted from E-flux, 
2013).  
Figure 26, Tomas Saraceno, Space 
Time Foam, 2012, installation view at 
Hangar Bicocca 
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physicist Wheeler to describe an energy turbulence that occurs 
around the Planck length5. This turbulence is several orders of 
magnitude smaller than subatomic particles. Saraceno’s work plays 
with the scale of humans in relation to their environment as a 
metaphor for this developing area of physics, while simultaneously 
operating as a metaphorical network and a proposal for a utopian 
habitation (Figure 26). The text cited above seems to suggest that 
the artistic part of Saraceno’s practice is in some way disconnected 
from what is possible. However, the work itself emerges as a 
successful and multi-layered consideration of the relationship 
between experimental research in physics and a range of speculative 
impacts on human life and activity.  
The texts accompanying these science related exhibitions, as 
recovered from E-flux, are brief and unattributed. The commentary 
about the way that the work relates to science is usually less 
sophisticated and nuanced than the work itself. However, these 
comments reveal something about particular institutional art world 
views of the relationship between art and science. Or, given this is 
often marketing material, the way that art world professionals think 
that the public might view the relationship between art and science. 
To this end, statements are made that claim creativity for art, as in 
this example about the work of Beatrice Pediconi:  
“Her work aspires to couple the scientific 
observation of the behaviour of materials and the 
capacity to reproduce them with a state of creative 
freedom in which the image is shifted onto planes 
of perception quite different from those to which 
traditional painting has accustomed us” (E-flux, 
2013) (Figure 27). 
Creative freedom, it seems, is only available to scientific observation 
through the intervention of the artist, reinforcing the separation 
between the domains.  
Science is also often presented as a worldview, or system of 
knowledge without special status and equivalent to others, as with 
the Bass Museum’s comment, “… UNNATURAL presents scientific, 
romantic, conceptual, poetic, sensual and ecological conceptions of 
nature” (E-flux, 2013). The text for Shezad Dawood’s exhibition at 
London’s Parasol Unit offers a similar idea: “… Dawood’s New Dream 
Machine Project, an interactive piece with an imposing physical 
presence, draws attention to how science, art and mysticism have 
come together, and the surprising technological innovations that can 
                                                          
5 Approximately 1.6 × 10−35 metres, as Ron Cowen explains, “This 'Planck length' is 
thought to mark the scale at which the macroscopic concept of distance (cont’d) 
(cont’d from previous page) ceases to have meaning and quantum fluctuations begin 
to cause space-time to resemble a foamy sea.” (Cowen 2012). 
Figure 28, Shezad Dawood, New 
Dream Machine Project, 2013, 
installation view at Parasol Unit 
Figure 27, Beatrice Pediconi, 
9'/Unlimited, 2013, still from video 
installation 
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result” (E-flux, 2013) (Figure 28). Using the term science in this 
context not only emphasises the idea that art and science are 
distinct, but also undermines the authority of the scientific 
worldview. 
Another recent example of art-science is the 2013 exhibition Foreign 
Bodies, Foreign Ground.  
“The artists were invited to spend at least six 
months exploring the activity of researchers and 
produce new work in response to their 
experiences… They record journeys taken within 
the complex realm that lies between scientific 
processes and local communities, often on the 
frontlines of communicable diseases” (Brown 
2013: 733). 
This exhibition was reviewed by a self-described “non-arty” scientist 
for the journal bio news who noted that “… in hindsight I am not sure 
what I was expecting, except perhaps for some more science, but 
despite trying to pull these two worlds together, the end result of 
‘Foreign Bodies, Common Ground’ is… an art exhibition” (Brown 
2013: 733). However, on further refection Brown notes that art and 
science share a trait of curiosity and that the “Wellcome Trust's 
efforts in using art to help make science more accessible to the 
public are well-aimed” (Brown 2013: 733). Brown does find some 
benefit for scientific researchers, to the extent that artists focused on 
a gap between research and public perception demonstrating that 
“… researchers perhaps need reminding how our work fits into a 
wider context” (Brown 2013: 733). 
The notion that art may be used to enhance public understanding of 
science, or contribute to public education is flawed. Since artworks 
that involve representation inevitably cause some aesthetic 
distancing between the subject and the object, there is a risk that art 
will exacerbate the endogenic tensions between mystification and 
demystification caused by the public communication of science. The 
following chapter discusses how artists, including abstractionists, 
such as Wassily Kandinsky, described how their work was informed 
by scientific representations of information including diagrams and 
charts. As Bruce Clarke and Linda Henderson noted, “… fascinated by 
invisible forces and the notion of energy itself, these artists engaged 
in representational activities that were more like those of scientists 
attempting creatively to visualise or model natural phenomena” 
(Clarke & Henderson 2002: 6). Michael Lynch and Steve Woolgar 
discuss the range of devices used in scientific representation as “… 
graphs, diagrams, equations, models, photographs, instrumental 
inscriptions, written reports, computer programs, laboratory 
conversations, and hybrid forms of these” (Lynch & Woolgar 1988: 
99).  
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Bruno Latour describes these modes of representation as 
“inscriptions”, characterising them as “immutable mobiles” (Latour 
1986: 3). In his study of a biology laboratory, he explained that for all 
of the apparatus, instruments and devices in the laboratory:  
“… their end result, no matter the field, was always 
a small window through which one could read a 
very few signs from a rather poor repertoire 
(diagrams, blots, bands, columns). All these 
inscriptions, as I called them, were combinable, 
superimposable and could, with only a minimum of 
cleaning up, be integrated as figures in the text of 
the articles people were writing” (Latour 1986: 3–
4). 
Samuel Edgerton considers that “unpleasant” aspects of science can 
be more palatably presented by aesthetically sensitive treatments by 
artists, using representation of viscera in anatomical paintings as his 
example. He suggests that science needs art precisely to access the 
audience available to art but not science (Edgerton 1986: 185). The 
problem with this approach is pointed out by Stanley Cavell with 
respect to art explaining physics. Cavell explains that the viewers 
would “… have to think about art, when what you want them to be 
thinking about is physics” (Cavell 1986: 174). 
The same problem is found in the works commissioned for natural 
history museums, a recent notable commission was the large Oak 
Tree (2009) for the British Museum by the artist Tanya Kovats (Figure 
29). This work addresses the public understanding of science rather 
than the practice of science. Viewed without the distortions of 
associated publicity material, the work is not excessively didactic or 
illustrative and seems more a reflection on the morphogenetic work 
of D’arcy Wentworth Thompson or Ernst Haeckel. The work is thus 
successful as art on its own terms, but risks being compromised by 
attempts to use it to illustrate scientific ideas.  
A longue durée study of the public understanding and popularisation 
of science shows that the dissemination of scientific information has 
been cyclical since at least 1800 (Bauer 2012: 35). From around 1980, 
the quantity of specialist publications and media coverage of science 
has been approaching a cyclical peak that is both longer and more 
extreme than any other in the history of science. Several factors may 
contribute to this trend; political and economic circumstances, the 
role of key actors in the field and influential discoveries. However, 
Martin Bauer proposes that an overriding cause for the long-term 
cyclical nature of this trend is the internal paradox of science 
communication. Reaching a popular audience requires science to be 
simplified, visualised and mythologised, processes which are 
antithetical to the ethos of science (Bauer 2012: 52). As 
Figure 29, Tanya Kovats, Oak Tree, 
2009, installation view at London 
Natural History Museum 
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communication of science increases, science practitioners become 
less comfortable with, or intolerant of, the apparent distortions of 
their research when reported in popular press.  
In the current period, the dominant issue for science communication 
is anthropogenic climate change. Climate science has had an impact 
on contemporary art, though given the scale of the impact of climate 
change on human culture, it arguably remains under-represented. 
Sian Ede observes that even within the field of art-science, climate 
science is a minor sub-genre, noting that  
“… there are sexy subjects in science like in-vitro fertilisation 
or cloning or heart surgery or nano-technology but 
environmental science carries with it a whole burden of 
responsibilities and guilt which makes it problematic for 
political investment in it” (Ede 2005: 1).  
However, Jennifer Gabrys and Katherine Yusoff argue that this 
political dimension also creates an opportunity to transform the 
interaction between art and science. They suggest that, at least since 
Snow’s Two Cultures essay, “arts and sciences in the context of 
modernity have at times been conceived of as spaces of relative 
autonomy, generally intended to be free from the concerns or 
workings of politics” (Gabrys & Yusoff 2012: 16).  
While contemporary art can claim conceptual rigour, there is little 
doubt that it is regarded as being in the realm of the irrational and 
the emotional (Riskin 2002: 12). By referring to the histories of art 
and science, my work seeks to explore the emergence of the gap 
between the two fields. This interest in the historical origins of the 
modern disciplines of art and science is not driven by nostalgia for a 
time of fusion between the two, but rather a desire to understand 
the reasons for their divergence. The social and political events that 
brought about the divergence between art and science have left a 
legacy which we still operate within. In sections of society there is a 
current assumption that science has failed: it has not made human 
life better. 
Collaborations between scientists and artists often incorporate the 
research activities of scientists into the production of an artwork. 
With rare exceptions, these collaborations contribute more to the 
work of the artist and relatively little to the research work of the 
scientists beyond a vaguely conceived contribution to the 
communication or awareness of science. For example, the text which 
accompanied the 2013 exhibition Nature’s Toolbox, at the Field 
Museum in Chicago stated that “… Nature’s Toolbox uses the 
medium of art in correlation with science as a powerful catalyst for 
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creating awareness, engaging communities, and encouraging 
individual and collective action” (E-flux 2013). 
The exchanges offered by collaborations between artists and 
scientists have typically involved art suggesting new or innovative 
modes of representation and use of materials, while science enables 
these innovations through data and instrumentation. These 
encounters have reinforced rather than bridged the putative gap 
between art and science, and have not necessarily questioned the 
underlying assumption of autonomy of the fields. As seen in the 
examples above, exhibitions aimed at bringing together art and 
science often emphasise the specific domains of each discipline, and 
designate the use of research as either scientific or artistic but not 
both.  
Climate science necessarily broadens the scope of sciences, 
effectively “… turning laboratories inside out,” as Latour puts it, so 
that we exist in a worldwide lab experiment on climate change 
(Latour 2003: 2). Climate change therefore represents both a 
requirement and an opportunity to critically address notions of 
artistic and scientific autonomy, as Gabrys and Yusoff pointed out: “it 
is through encounters with environmental change, however, that 
these characteristics of apparent autonomy begin to mutate within 
arts–sciences discourses” (Gabrys & Yusoff 2012: 16). 
This process of mutation is precarious since, as Bauer notes, the 
practices that facilitate or accompany the public communication and 
understanding of science also risk building tension between 
processes of de-mystification and mystification within the sciences. 
The failure to properly understand a scientific question in the context 
of the particular field in which it is posed contributes to the 
mystification process, as does casting scientists as ideal paragons of 
virtue and honesty (Mutanen 2010: 57). Ede suggests that the 
ambiguous and multi-layered meaning of artworks may contribute to 
an appreciation of the inherent complexity and beauty of scientific 
knowledge (Ede 2005: 68). While Ede’s hope that art referring to 
science may enhance the aesthetic appreciation of scientific 
knowledge, the very act of celebrating this can be a destabilising 
factor in the balance between popular communication of science and 
scientific practice.  
A number of foundations and research bodies have been established 
to support and facilitate collaborations between art and science, 
among these are Art and Science Collaborations Inc, Synapse, 
SymbioticA and Sciart. Collaborations between artists and engineers, 
or experts in new technologies were common through the 1970s and 
1980s but a particular focus on science emerged in the 1990s. While 
much of the work produced in the growing field of art-science uses 
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some form of scientifically derived content, there is relatively little 
work that undertakes a critical examination of the practice of the 
science that has delivered the technology, material or imagery artists 
have adopted. Elkins suggests that artists tackling this material are 
likely to over-simplify, misunderstand or misrepresent the 
discoveries under consideration (Elkins 2008: 39). Elkins’ concerns 
summarise the challenge that lies at the core of this project: to find 
out how painting can be used to build on the cultural history of the 
representation of science in order to provide a greater 
understanding of modern science.  
 
Personal Interactions with Scientists as Part of My Studio Based 
Practice 
Part of my studio based practice for this research was to visit 
scientists and laboratories, in these discussions I did not collaborate 
or undertake specific projects with the scientists, but observed their 
work and discussed ideas about the relationship between art and 
science. One of these projects was a commissioned portrait of Dr 
Mandyam Srinivasam. Srinivasam, who works with bees, focuses on 
bee cognition and the applications of this in biotechnology. His work 
sits at an intersection of the political, the social and the aesthetic. 
Srinivasam also related his experiences in collaborations between 
artists and scientists to me. He worked in collaboration with an artist 
to design an experiment using his bee training techniques. This did 
not elucidate any new insights into bee behaviour, but Srinivasam 
indicated that he found it to be a positive experience. However, he 
was approached on at least two subsequent occasions to undertake 
collaborations with artists causing him to reflect that this was 
diverting resources from his own research in order to assist 
producing work that was certainly art and not science.  
The most important consideration for me was to make a portrait 
which included some reference to the physical aspect of the research 
that Srinivasan undertakes (Figure 30). When I discussed the portrait 
with Srinivasan, he expressed an interest in being portrayed working 
with his team. This represented a problem for a commissioned 
portrait of an individual, so I made a reference to the collaborative 
nature of scientific research by including an additional hand at the 
left of the portrait.  
A study by scientists in Melbourne demonstrated that portraits have 
a tendency to show the left side of the face, generally perceived as 
the more emotionally expressive side (Nichols et al, 1999). However, 
as I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 2, portraits of scientists 
tend to show the right side of the face, the less emotional, more 
rational. My experience spending time with Srinivasan revealed him 
Figure 30, Sam Leach, Portrait of Dr 
Srinivasan, 2014, oil and resin on 
wood, 60cm x 40cm 
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Figure 32, Anthony Gormley, Feeling 
Material XXXIV, 2009, installation view 
at CERN 
to be a warm, generous and reflective person concerned for the 
ethical treatment of his subjects. So, against the standard for 
scientific portraiture, I constructed the portrait with the left side of 
his face depicted.  
Srinivasan’s research has demonstrated that bees perceive and 
navigate the world in a way that is highly optical. Some of the 
experimental apparatus he designed to test this has striking 
similarities to formal, abstract and op-art from the mid to late 20th 
century, with curved planes, coloured dots and geometric designs. 
The art of this period was seeking to test human aesthetics and 
perception. It was fascinating to see patterns and shapes which 
recalled those artworks being used to test the perception of bees6. In 
my portrait of Srinivasan, some references are made to this 
connection through the pinkish red dots in the background and the 
black and white circular plane in the lower right. Finally, the 
application of Srinivasan’s research in bio-mechanical robotics brings 
the cognitive and perceptive abilities of humans and non-humans 
together in a way that provides new possibilities for future 
technologies and the potential for new aesthetics. Srinivasan’s 
research into budgerigar navigation techniques, together with his 
fellow researcher Ingo Schiffner served as the basis for some 
additional paintings based on their experimental set up. 
During my time at Srinivasan’s laboratory I noticed what appeared to 
be a model room with a small net curtain moving slightly in the 
breeze. The room seemed to me to have a wistful and melancholic 
air (Figure 31). I asked Srinivasan what the purpose of this was and 
he explained that it was part of the apparatus for a series of 
experiments to test emotional response in insects. His ultimate aim is 
to set some groundwork for ethical standards, currently lacking, in 
experimentation on insects. At the time of writing, this research was 
still ongoing with results yet to be published. It may be purely 
coincidental that the apparatus which struck me as emotionally 
evocative was, in fact, a device used to test emotions in a different 
species. It is also striking that this model represents an ongoing 
experiment aimed at refuting, or at least clarifying, the mechanistic 
view of the world articulated by Rene Descartes.  
In early 2014 I had the opportunity to spend a few days at the CERN 
research facility in Switzerland. This institute is host to a very large 
number of particle physicists from all over the world. The Large 
Hadron Collider at CERN is one of the most famous examples of 
experimental science. The institute itself is relatively prosaic, with 
many of the buildings showing the wear and tear of 50 to 60 years of 
use. While the particle accelerator and detectors comprise one of the 
                                                          
6 Srinivasan’s research into budgerigars with fellow researcher Ingo Schiffner uses 
stripes which recall the work of Daniel Buren (Schiffner 2014). 
Figure 31, Apparatus to test emotional 
states of bees, photo by Sam Leach 
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Figure 35, Sam Leach, Morris 
Measure, 2014, stone tool, wood, 
steel, 35cm x 35cm x 40cm 
Figure 33, Sam Leach, the Lio near 
CERN, 2014, oil and resin on wood, 
30cm x 30cm 
Figure 34, Sam Leach, An Expanding 
Mechanism, 2014, oil and resin on 
wood, 35cm x 27cm 
most expensive and complicated machines ever constructed, the 
setting is utilitarian and functional. The famous Alice Detector is 
located beneath what is essentially a large shed in a French field.  
However, even here art is used to add to the prestige of the institute. 
A large sculpture by Anthony Gormley hangs above the entrance to 
the cafeteria (Figure 32). Recently the artist Anselm Kiefer was 
invited to visit the site. In an interesting reversal of the typical 
presumed relationship between art and science, the artistic director 
Ariane Koek described how, ”… I could see Anselm’s imagination 
spiral” as he discussed particle physics with scientists at CERN, 
including theories of deep time and the formation of the universe.  
During my own visit, I found myself struck by the physical structure 
of the experiment. In particular, the way the experiment is literally 
embedded in the landscape. Given the relationship between the 
culture of early modernism which produced both experimental 
science and modern landscape, the facility at CERN provides a neat 
intersection (Figure 33). One of the experiments, the Large Hadron 
Collider beauty (LHCb) experiment specialises in investigating the 
slight differences between matter and antimatter by studying a type 
of particle called the "beauty quark", or "b quark". This detector is 
located beneath the village of Ferney Voltaire, where the writer and 
philosopher Voltaire lived for the last 20 years of his life. The 
connection between one of the great figures of the European 
Enlightenment and one of the largest scientific experiments, a 
product of the Enlightenment, is apparently coincidental yet seems 
charged. 
The experiments at CERN are based on measuring and indexing the 
collisions between subatomic particles. Part of my strategy to bring 
additional modes of representation into the painting is to include 
abstract elements which are derived from data visualisations. 
However, I have also made paintings of scientific equipment 
especially satellites and remote sensing apparatus constructed by 
NASA as with an Expanding Mechanism, 2012 (Figure 34). A more 
literal measuring occurs in my work Morris Measure, 2014, in which a 
sculptural form referencing Robert Morris’ Three Ls of 1965 is used 
to measure a paleolithic stone tool (Figure 35).  
These works represent an attempt to bring an aspect of scientific 
process into the work itself, through reference to processes of 
observation and through the inclusion of the artefact. Clearly these 
works are not a part of scientific research, but are an attempt to 
produce contemporary art which seeks to represent science as a 
cultural phenomenon in a way that builds on, or is complementary 
to, practises which illustrate new knowledge or deploy new 
technology.  
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The next chapter examines how understanding the history of modern 
science through an examination of visual art representing aspects of 
scientific culture can contribute to the public understanding of 
science and addresses some lacunae which have emerged in the 
body of contemporary artwork dealing with science outlined above. 
Contemporary art dealing with science is as diverse and fluid as any 
other topic or subject of contemporary art. In this chapter, I have 
identified some major themes, though these certainly cannot be said 
to fully encompass the range of current art practices dealing with 
science. Similarly, my own practice maps onto these themes in a 
broad and imperfect way. My work is primarily centred on 
representative painting. Notable by its absence in this chapter is any 
identifiable tendency of artists to represent the practice of 
experimental science, through showing scientists or experimental 
procedures. The following chapter discusses how artists did 
historically represent the activity of science, and when this genre 
began to decline.  
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Chapter 2 - The Establishment of the Iconography of 
Science with the Emergence of Experimental Science 
in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century 
My studio practice makes reference to 17th and 18th century 
painting to highlight how the emergence of modern experimental 
science left an aesthetic legacy both through representations of 
science and, more broadly, in the way the world was represented in 
painting. Modern scientific culture has pre-modern antecedents in 
Classical antiquity and the medieval period. Scientific enquiries and 
natural history had been pursued at different times and in different 
parts of the world, from ancient Greece to the Arabic golden age in 
the 9th to 12th centuries, in China during the 12th to 14th centuries 
and in French scholasticism during the 11th and 12th centuries 
However, modern experimental science only emerged in its currently 
recognisable form in Europe in the early 17th century. This was a 
period marked by several major developments in the history of 
science, which together are often referred to as the Scientific 
Revolution, though as Steven Shapin points out, this term is disputed 
(Shapin 1996: 2). The importance of the period, as Stephen 
Gaukroger observes, is that compared with previous isolated and 
sporadic scientific endeavours, science in the early 17th century 
marked the beginning of a continuous, coherent movement 
achieving an exponential growth in knowledge and understanding of 
the world (Gaukroger 1995: 5). 
This chapter discusses the way that science was represented in the 
visual art of the 17th and 18th centuries, and how this influenced the 
claims that were made for the authority and credibility of early 
experimental science. The chapter looks at images of science which 
reflect public perception of science through genre paintings satirising 
alchemists and quack doctors, and contrasts these with more 
positive images of astronomers, images produced by or on behalf of 
practitioners of science through portraiture, and images produced 
for scientific publications. The cultural changes of early modernism 
are also considered, including how experimental science impacted 
the way the world was represented, especially in Dutch landscape 
painting. I discuss how my painting draws on these histories. Finally, 
there is an analysis of two extraordinary images produced at the end 
the 18th century, Wright of Derby’s Experiment on a Bird in the Air 
Pump of 1768 and David’s Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier and his Wife of 
1788 which show the range of emotional responses to science, and 
demonstrate important aspects of the way the practice of science 
related to the public understanding of science.  
The development of a commercial art market in the 17th century, 
particularly in the Netherlands, provides an insight into the taste and 
concerns of an emerging European middle class (Schama 1988: 318). 
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Figure 36, Galileo Galilei, sketch of the 
moon in Siderius Nuncias, 1610 
The way these people viewed experimental science in the early 17th 
century is reflected in the hugely popular and viciously satirical 
images of alchemists and quack doctors produced from the late 16th 
to mid-17th centuries. However, by the late 17th and early 18th 
century, science achieved institutional and state support, and the 
careful image management adopted by the practitioners resulted in 
imagery that demonstrated a more positive public perception of 
science.  
Compared with the chaotic images found in broadly science themed 
genre paintings, images produced by and on behalf of scientists are 
typically calm, sober and objective. While genre paintings were 
generally developed for an open market, the sitters, their patrons or 
representative institutions typically commissioned portraits. As a 
result, the portrait collections of science institutions such as the 
Royal Society, Royal Institution and the French Academy of Sciences 
provide an insight into the way that the practitioners of science 
wished to be seen by the public and their peers. What they wished to 
reveal was typically a gentleman or scholar engaged with books 
rather than an experimenter working in a laboratory. The 
practitioners of science also commissioned artworks for published 
scientific texts and papers. While these images are mostly 
explanatory diagrams or illustrations, a few images survive showing 
experiments being conducted. From the 17th to the 19th century, 
even as images of science move from cautionary or satirical to 
celebratory, the images of the practitioners themselves remained 
conservative7. While the scientific discoveries made were often 
revolutionary and disruptive to long held beliefs, this was offset with 
the calm and traditional image the practitioners of science wished to 
present.  
At the beginning of the 17th century, Galileo Galilei used 
observations from the newly developed telescope to develop a proof 
of the Copernican model. His telescopically assisted observations of 
sunspots and the cratered, mountainous moon challenged the 
received Aristotelian premise of the sun and moon as perfect 
heavenly bodies (Figure 36). This research has become one of the 
most emblematic acts of discovery in the early history of 
experimental science. Even at that early stage, the impact was 
apparent in visual art. The painter known as Ludovico Cigoli was a 
lifelong friend of Galileo (Ostrow 1996: 218). One year after Galileo 
                                                          
7 There is a significant history of interaction between science and visual art 
prior to the 17th century, as detailed by, for example, Martin Kemp in The 
Science of Art (Kemp 1990) and Edgerton’s The Heritage of Giotto’s 
Geometry: Art and Science on the Eve of the Scientific Revolution (Edgerton 
1991). These studies have focussed on how artists tested and advanced 
ideas of geometry, perspective, anatomy, mechanics and optics. From the 
beginning of this new scientific movement its impact was apparent in visual 
world. 
Figure 37, Ludivoco Cigoli, the 
Immaculate Virgin of the Conception, 
1612, detail of fresco 
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Figure 39, Peter Paul Rubens, Saturn 
Eating One of His Children, 1636, oil 
on canvas, 182cm x 87cm 
published his observations, Cigoli completed a fresco in The Pauline 
Chapel of the Santa Maria Maggiore. The fresco, The Virgin of the 
Immaculate Conception with the Apostles and God the Father of 
1612, shows a moon pockmarked with craters and with detailed and 
realistic shadows of mountains along the terminator line between 
the light and dark part of the moon (Figure 37). Cigoli’s 
representation of the moon is very close to Galileo’s sketches as seen 
in Galileo’s observational drawings published in 1610. Comparing this 
work with Diego Velazquez’, Immaculate Conception of 1619 shows 
how much of a departure Cigoli’s interpretation was (Figure 38). 
Although Velazquez’ work was made seven years after Cigoli, he 
represents the moon as a perfectly smooth, Aristotelian orb. 
Galileo’s influence is seen again in a work of Peter Paul Rubens, who 
drew directly on Galileo’s observations of the planet Saturn in Saturn 
Eating One of His Children of 1636 (Figure 39). In this painting, Saturn 
is shown as a central star with two flanking bodies, as Galileo drew it 
in a letter to the Duke of Tuscany in 1610 (Dupré 2002: 308). Like 
Cigoli, Rubens had contact with Galileo in the early 17th century, and 
again, this contact resulted in new scientific results finding their way 
into painting (Huemer 2004: 18).  
Galileo went on to use empirical experimentation to derive universal 
laws about the motions of bodies in ideal, frictionless conditions, and 
his contemporary and correspondent Johannes Kepler derived laws 
of planetary motion that described and predicted the elliptical orbits 
of planets, despite his desire and expectation that the orbits would 
follow musical harmonies and geometric symmetry (Stephenson, 
1994: 3). Galileo and Kepler worked with geometric proofs, a 
complex method which was replaced by Descartes’ development of 
analytic geometry, a much more powerful system for describing 
natural phenomena mathematically.  
Galileo, along with Kepler and Descartes, laid the foundations for the 
idea that space and the world could be mapped and described 
mathematically. During the same period in England, Francis Bacon 
published Novum Organon (1620), in which he articulated the 
concept of scientific enterprise as a group project using experiment 
and observation. As the 17th century progressed, great 
experimenters such as Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke and Constantijn 
Huygens founded institutions dedicated to the progress of science 
based on the Baconian model. In the late 17th century, Isaac 
Newton’s Principia provided an overarching mathematical model to 
describe the observed phenomena of the physical world. Nature was 
no longer seen as a mysterious web of magic and spirit but as a great 
machine; the workings of which were intelligible (Shapin 1996: 36). 
This formed the basis for other processes of rationalisation that led 
to the modern focus on secular reason that Weber described as the 
“disenchantment of the world” (Weber 1958: 114). 
  
Figure 38, Diego Velazquez, the 
Immaculate Conception from Two 
Paintings for the Shod Carmelites, 
1619, oil on canvas, 135cm x 110cm 
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Negative or Satirical Portrayals of Science: Alchemists and Quacks 
During the 17th and 18th centuries science developed from the 
activity of a few learned individuals and a pastime for a small number 
of privileged and wealthy gentlemen into a dominant social force for 
the pursuit of knowledge. It also changed from a method set against 
institutional standards and received wisdom towards being widely 
accepted as a standard for accurate and correct knowledge. During 
that period representations of science moved from satirical or critical 
images of alchemists to formal and stylised portraiture.  
The painter Jan van der Straet, known as Stradanus, painted the 
Duke of Tuscany in 1570, showing the Duke alongside other figures 
at work producing chemicals in a workshop that is identified by 
Willem Hackmann as “… the earliest painting of a laboratory with no 
alchemical or allegorical overtones” (Hackmann 1989: 35) (Figure 
40). In Stradanus’ painting, the Duke (the figure at the bottom right) 
is heating some material in a pan while assistants work on other 
processes. Behind him is his master alchemist, the Flemish botanist 
Benincasa, who is dressed in formal academic gowns (McKiernan 
2013: 172). This image of the scientist as an academic, detached 
from material experimental processes would become typical over the 
next century. However, this painting is unusual, in that the depiction 
of the Duke shows him apparently performing in the role of assistant 
to the scientist.  
The Duke, Francesco I, besides being a patron of the arts who 
created the Uffizi gallery, was a keen student of alchemy, and 
maintained a laboratory in his palazzo (Hackmann 1989: 35). 
Stradanus’ image offers an insight into the emerging culture of 
modern science. In reading such iconography images should be 
interpreted from left to right, with the left representing what is 
known, and the right indicating what is unknown (Cerruti, Ieluzzi & 
Turco 2008: 725). In Stradanus’ painting, at the very left, a small 
figure can be seen reading a book, while at the right the Duke is 
working on a chemical preparation. Thus, the image suggests that 
new knowledge is being obtained through the process of 
experimental work rather than received texts. The Stradanus work 
was commissioned by the Duke for his personal study (Hackmann 
1989: 35), so the intended reading of the work can be presumed to 
reflect the Duke’s personal ideas about experimental science. The 
action takes place in a large, classically designed space and conveys 
an impression of a clean, orderly and industrious approach to the 
task. The overall tone is almost celebratory.  
In contrast to this positive attitude is Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s 
satirical drawing The Alchemist of 1558 (Figure 41). This image was 
hugely popular, was reproduced many times and served as the 
inspiration for hundreds of paintings on the theme of alchemy in the 
following centuries (Principe & DeWitt 2002: 12). In Breughel’s 
arrangement, the alchemist is at work on the left, while a person 
Figure 43, Adriaen van Ostade, an 
Alchemist, 1661, oil on wood, 34cm x 
45.2cm 
 
Figure 2, Jan Steen, The Last Coin, 
1668, oil on canvas, 28cm x 
34.5cmFigure 3, Adriaen van Ostade, 
An Alchemist, 1661, oil on wood, 34cm 
x 45.2cm 
Figure 41, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, the 
Alchemist, 1558, engraving, 33.5cm x 
44.9cm 
Figure 40, Stradanus, Alchemist, 1570, 
oil on slate 
Figure 42, Pieter Bruegel the Elder, the 
Alchemist (detail), 1558 
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reads from a text at the right. The title of the text is “alghe-mist”, a 
pun on the term alchemist that translates as “all is crap” (Silver 2012: 
23) (Figure 42). The alchemist’s suffering wife is searching her empty 
purse while hungry children play in a bare cupboard. As the 
alchemist prepares to drop his last coin into the crucible, through the 
window the children are depicted being handed over to the 
poorhouse (Wamberg 2006: 14). In Brueghel's work, the narrative is 
the opposite of Stradanus’: the image encourages the viewer to 
move away from foolish experimentation towards the received 
wisdom of the text. The popularity of Brueghel's image may owe 
something to the work striking a chord with a prevailing view. 
However, his image is also a highly appealing and amusing piece of 
populist art. Its aesthetic and narrative appeal, with its identifiable 
characters and scenarios, no doubt fuelled the success of the print, 
ensuring a wide distribution of this particularly harsh assessment of 
experimental science. It generated negative connotations for the 
associated iconography of the genre paintings it inspired, even if 
many artists did not necessarily hold a particularly negative view of 
alchemists or alchemy.  
Adriaen Van Ostade’s an Alchemist, (1661) is typical of the many 
genre paintings on the subject of alchemy (Figure 43). As in 
Breughel’s image, Ostade’s alchemist works at his bellows as his 
children search empty cupboards for scraps. The alchemist’s wife 
cleans her child’s bottom, a symbol of disorder (Schama 1988: 481). 
Jan Steen’s alchemist in The Last Coin (1668) repeats the action of 
Brueghel in consigning a much-needed coin to his experiments, while 
a woman looks on in despair (Figure 44). Though, as in the Brueghel, 
this can be read as a domestic scene between the alchemist and his 
suffering wife, (Corbett 2004: 256) an alternative reading suggests 
that this scene shows a charlatan alchemist defrauding a luckless 
woman (Rehn 2011: 62). This reading corresponds to the charlatan 
doctor motif also sometimes painted by Steen, for example The 
Quack, 1650 to 1660 (Figure 45). The most prolific painter of the 
alchemist genre piece was David Teniers the Younger who is thought 
to have produced more than 350 paintings of alchemists (Principe & 
DeWitt 2002: 13). Teniers combined the imagery of Breughel’s 
drawing with the composition and style of paintings of peasant life 
by Adriaen Brouwer (Schummer & Spector 2007: 220). Teniers’ 
Alchemists frequently depicted the second is the alchemist working 
his bellows at a furnace, a typical figure disparagingly referred to as a 
“puffer” (Principe & DeWitt 2002: 18) (Figure 46). The puffer figures 
derive from an older motif of Satan teaching humans to forge gold, 
as seen in Albrecht Dürer’s engraving for Sebastian Brant’s book Das 
Narrenschiff of 1494 (Figure 47). The diabolical source of the puffer 
figures frequently recurring in alchemist paintings gives an indication 
of the low esteem in which the practice of alchemy was held and the 
suspicion with which its practitioners were viewed. Many of the 
practitioners of the experimental science in the 17th century had 
Figure 47, Albrecht Dürer, Of Fraud 
and Deception, wood cut from das 
Narrenschiff, 1494 
Figure 46, David Teniers, the Alchemist, 
1670, oil on panel, 32cm x 25cm 
 
Figure 4, David Teniers, the Alchemist, 
1670, oil on panel, 32cm x 25cm 
Figure 44, Jan Steen, the Last Coin, 
1668, oil on canvas, 28cm x 34.5cm 
Figure 45, Jan Steen, the Quack, 1650-
60, oil on panel, 37.5cm x 52cm 
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close links to alchemy or were practicing alchemists. These paintings 
give an indication of the challenges they faced in building credibility 
for science.  
The image of the matula, or rounded flask of the kind used to inspect 
urine, was historically an icon of learned medical professionals. It 
served as a symbol for the medical profession in a relief by Andrea 
Pisano, Medicine of around 1350, made for the Campanile of 
Florence, and was often an attribute of beatified physicians such as 
the patron saints of medicine Cosmas and Damian as seen in an early 
16th century version of Anne’s Book of Hours (Schummer & Spector 
2007: 217) (Figure 48). From the 16th century the urine flask was 
increasingly used as an object of ridicule or parody as shown in a 
painting from the Wellcome collection in which a ludicrously 
caricatured quack swills a urine flask before a gullible old woman 
painted in 1549 (Figure 49). Though medicine was an established 
discipline, genre subjects of quack doctors were popular, as well as 
depictions of allegorical and euphemistic moral lessons in physicians’ 
consultations such as Steen’s Uromancer of 1633 to 1635 (Figure 50). 
In this painting, an emotional maiden has a flask of her urine 
examined by a lasciviously smirking doctor whose foolishness is 
underscored by his shoes being on the wrong feet. 
It is noteworthy that the iconography of science was subject to 
ridicule in these genre paintings when science itself was evolving and 
expanding as a practice. It may be that changes in society that 
facilitated the development of experimental science also made room 
for a hostile or critical reaction. Yet, it is also possible to speculate 
that the increased influence of science itself caused the reaction in 
visual art, especially given that the genre paintings were produced 
for a middle class public through an open art market. 
Other reactions to science were also evident, as the images of 
alchemists were not exclusively negative. Thomas Wijck, a student of 
van Ostade, who worked at the same time as Teniers, cast alchemists 
in a more favourable light. In Wijck’s the Alchemist, made after 1644, 
the alchemist is seen wearing the fur trimmed gown and hat of a 
scholar (Figure 51). The alchemist’s wife is calmly preparing a meal, 
assisted by her son. There is a loaf of bread and pewter jug on the 
table, symbols of stability and well-being (Principe & DeWitt 2002: 
24). Benedict Nicholson suggests Wijck's work as one of the primary 
influences on Wright of Derby (Nicholson & Wright 1968: 52), and 
certainly the more positive portrayal of experimental practice 
foreshadows Wright's more enthusiastic portrayal of scientific 
demonstrations.  
In Wijck’s alchemist paintings, the alchemist himself, or the learned 
scholar practicing alchemy is not shown performing tasks in the 
laboratory. Instead, the assistants were depicted performing the 
Figure 49, Unknown Artist, Quack 
Doctor, 1549, oil on wood, 24.2cm x 
25cm 
Figure 50, Jan Steen, Uromancer, 1633-
35, oil on panel, 41.5cm x 35cm 
Figure 48,  Unknown Artist, Cosmas 
and Damien, illustration in Heures 
d’Anne de Bretagne, early 16th century 
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menial tasks while the alchemist consults texts or checks results 
(Rehn 2011: 71). Wijck's paintings emphasised the scholarly aspect of 
the pursuit, and the domestic context in which the alchemists were 
portrayed was more harmonious. Bacon and Boyle both expressed 
their disdain for “mechanical” alchemists, referred to disparagingly 
as “puffers” (Principe & DeWitt 2002: 18). Bacon stated “… I care 
little about the mechanical arts themselves, only about those things 
which they contribute to the equipment of philosophy” (quoted in 
Jardine 1974: 116). While Boyle declared that he did “… distinguish 
betwixt those Chymists that either Cheats, or but Laborants, and the 
true Adepti” (Boyle 2013: 9). Unsurprisingly, therefore, no portraits 
of Boyle exist in which he himself is a laborant, either in an 
alchemical or any other setting (Maddison 1959: 146). However, 
Boyle did practice alchemy, and remarked how he was criticised for 
spending time upon such an “… empty and deceitful study” as 
“chymistry” (Newman & Principe 2005: 17)8. 
Boyle explains his intentions for new experimental science as follows:  
“… that by having Thus drawn the Chymists 
Doctrine out of their Dark and Smoakie 
Laboratories, and both brought it into the open 
light, and shewn the weakness of their Proofs, that 
have hitherto been wont to be brought for it, either 
Judicious Men shall henceforth be allowed calmly 
and after due information to disbelieve it, or those 
abler Chymists, that are zealous for the reputation 
of it, will be oblig’d to speak plainer then hitherto 
has been done, and maintain it by better 
Experiments and Arguments” (Boyle 2013: 6). 
Shapin argues that the “dark and smoakie” laboratories Boyle refers 
to are the disparaging genre images of alchemists painted by Teniers, 
Ostade and others (Shapin 1988: 378). The success of the campaign 
of image control, articulated by Boyle and carried out by the 
community of scientific practitioners at large can be seen by the shift 
in imagery over the subsequent century. In 1734, Chardin exhibited 
an image described as A Chemist in His Laboratory in which a robed 
figure studies a text in a well-lit, orderly room (Figure 52). Links to 
earlier alchemist images can be found in the shelf of glassware, 
which includes two glass alembics, typical equipment found in 
alchemical laboratories. The shift in tone is significant, since it 
indicates that the trappings of the alchemist are no longer closely 
associated with the foolishness of Brueghel’s satire, but instead are 
                                                          
8 Newton, Boyle and Locke all had connections with alchemical quests, as detailed 
by Principe in his book The Aspiring Adept: Boyle and his Alchemical Quest (Principe 
2000). 
Figure 52, Jean-Baptiste-Siméon 
Chardin, a Chemist in his Laboratory, 
1734, oil on canvas, 105cm x 138cm 
Figure 51, Thomas Wijck, an Alchemist, 
after 1644, oil on panel, 48.3cm x 
39.4cm 
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associated with enlightened modern science. The image of the 
scientist has become that of a calm, sober, respectable gentleman 
engaged in scholarly activity. 
Positive Portrayals of Science: Astronomers and Anatomists 
By the early 17th century, astronomers were already an established 
part of formal academia. The first chair in “chymistry” was not filled 
until 1609, long after both Mathematics and Astronomy had found a 
place in universities. In contrast to alchemists, who were viewed 
derisively, astronomers were shown as wise men engaged in a 
worthy pursuit9. These depictions of astronomers were less popular 
than the genre pieces of alchemists and quacks. Indeed, the 
iconography of the compass, quadrant and globe was already 
established by the late medieval period, for example in Pisano’s relief 
image Astronomy of around 1350, made for the campanile of 
Florence. When the Pisano image was made, the quadrivium of 
arithmetic, astronomy, geometry and music was a standard course at 
elite institutions of higher learning (Zervas 1975: 484). Jost Amman’s 
image Der Astronomus, produced in 1568 closely follows the schema 
laid out by Pisano (Figure 53). The image of the robed, usually 
bearded man with a globe and a scientific instrument had become 
the established symbol for astronomy (Elmqvist Söderlund 2010: 61). 
Gerrard Dou’s Astronomer of 1655 repeats the use of the bearded, 
robed man with compass and globe (Figure 54). Vermeer’s 
Astronomer of ca. 1668, although beardless, is robed and has his 
hand on a globe with his compass resting on a table (Figure 55). The 
dress of these astronomers is the typically formal gowns of 
academics, giving the figure an air of authority. Dou’s astronomer 
wears a beret, a garment not worn in the 17th century except as a 
symbol of a scholar or member of a learned profession such as 
doctor or lawyer (Hollander 2011: 177). It was of a type commonly 
worn in the previous century and had, by the middle of 17th century, 
come to serve as a symbol of scholastic endeavour. Martha 
Hollander suggests that Dutch painters developed a style of 
academic dress based on robes imported and copied from Japan.  
This is the form of robe worn by the figure in Vermeer’s the 
Astronomer. Hollander observes that “… the type of robed 
scholar/distinguished man displayed in portraiture and genre alike, 
offers a fantasy of class, intellect and materialism” (Hollander 2011: 
177). These exotic portrayals of astronomers are indicative of the 
relatively secure status of that profession. The tools of astronomy, 
especially telescopes, established a position in iconography quickly 
after their invention as items indicating wealth, status and learning. 
Though telescopes had been used for astronomical observation since 
                                                          
9 The first chair of Chymistry was filled by Johannes Hartmann in 1609 at the 
university of Marburg (Principe & DeWitt 2002: 6). 
Figure 54, Gerrard Dou, Astronomer, 
1655, oil on panel, 36cm x 39cm 
Figure 55, Jan Vermeer, Astronomer, 
1668, oil on canvas, 51cm x 45cm 
Figure 53, Jost Amman, der 
Astronomus, woodcut in das 
Standebuch, 1568 
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the beginning of the 17th century, they were not often depicted in 
use as observational tools. A collaborative work by Rubens and 
Brueghel the Elder, Sight, made in 1617 shows one of the earliest 
telescopes among other items including a magnifying glass, 
compasses, globes and paintings in an allegorical arrangement 
dealing with the sense of sight (Figure 56) 
As discussed previously, there is evidence that Rubens met Galileo in 
1604 so it is possible he was aware of the newly discovered use of 
telescopes for astronomical observation10. Telescopes also appear as 
objects in still life arrangements, such as Christian von Thum’s Still 
life with Astronomical Instruments of 1670 to 1680 (Figure 57). While 
von Thum's painting does have the familiar tropes of vanitas: still life 
of the skull and the burned candle, the skull wears a laurel wreath 
and the instruments are rendered in a way that invites 
contemplation of their intrinsic beauty (Elmqvist Söderlund 2010: 
51). The pursuit of astronomical studies seems to be judged a worthy 
use of our limited lives.  
My painting, Telescope of 2013 combines the images of alchemy and 
astronomy by depicting a contemporary reflecting telescope with a 
detail of a glass alchemist’s alembic and replacing the foot of the 
telescope with a bird’s foot (Figure 58). By combining some of the 
comparatively negative iconography of the alchemist paintings with 
the more prestigious history of representations of astronomy, I seek 
to acknowledge the role of alchemy in early experimental science as 
well as to introduce some of the satirical warmth to astronomy. The 
curtain at the top right of the picture is part of the telescope 
apparatus, designed to block excess light from reaching the 
receptors. In my painting I have referred to the treatment of fabric 
found in paintings by Gerard Ter Borch and Johannes Vermeer to 
emphasise the visual connection with the 17th century as well as a 
sense of capital intensive materiality also associated with those 
painters.  
The angle of the mirror in my painting is slightly evocative of a sail, a 
factor I have emphasised with the red shape. Perhaps this might 
recall the Narrenschiff, as illustrated by Dürer (Figure 47), but a more 
optimistic interpretation might be to compare with the frontispiece 
for Bacon’s Novum Organon which showed a ship passing between 
the pillars of Hercules, thought to represent the edge of the known 
world, and hence voyaging into the unknown seas of new knowledge 
(Figure 59).  
In 1711, the Bolognese Count Luigi Marsili, a soldier, naturalist and 
amateur astronomer, commissioned a series of landscape paintings 
featuring detailed views of the astronomical bodies as seen through 
a telescope. Donato Creti, a well-regarded painter of the time, 
created the landscapes and the miniaturist painter Raimondo 
                                                          
10 See page 41. 
Figure 56, Jan Brueghel the Elder and 
Peter Paul Rubens, Sight, 1617, oil on 
panel, 64.7cm x 105.5cm 
 
Figure 57, Christian von Thum, Still Life 
with Astronomical Instruments, 1670-
80, oil on canvas, 68.5cm x 84cm 
Figure 59, Frontispiece to Francis 
Bacon's Novum Organon, 1621 
Figure 58, Sam Leach, Telescope, 2013, 
oil and resin on wood, 35cm x 27cm 
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Manzini, who had previously made paintings of flora and fauna for 
Marsili, added detailed depictions of the 5 planets then known, along 
with the sun, the moon and a comet (Persegati 1986: 169) (Figures 
60, 61, 62 and 63). These paintings are significant as they are among 
the first to show any sort of observational science being performed, 
as commissioned by a practitioner of the science. The purpose of 
these paintings was to secure the approval of Pope Clementine XI to 
establish Bologna's Istituti della Scienze, for which Marsili had 
donated his scientific instruments and artefacts (Johns 1992: 580). It 
appears that Marsili did not perceive any loss of status with being at 
least known, if not depicted, as a practicing astronomer11. 
Marsili had the astronomer Eustachio Manfredi advise the painters 
Creti and Manzini on the contents of the paintings, stating in a letter 
to Marsili:  
“I have specified to Creti the need to have the sketches 
designed painting by painting. Saturn, Jupiter, mars and the 
Moon require a tint denoting night time, while Venus and 
Mercury are to be observed either at the first light of dawn 
or at night; the sun in full daylight. For the observation of the 
moon, one or two astronomers will be required who will 
observe through telescopes of medium size. For Jupiter the 
same would be depicted with longer telescopes and for 
Saturn with the longest telescopes and without tubes. Mars, 
one imagines, would be observed in the meridian with the 
semicircle. The painting of Venus was to show a pendulum 
quadrant, Mercury was to include a quadrant having two 
telescopes for distance, and the sun with a helioscope. In this 
manner it will be possible to demonstrate in the paintings all 
of the principal instruments that exist in your observatory 
shown in full view, and the painter will have a free hand to 
exhibit his talents in the diverse positions of the observers. 
When this has been completed, Manzini with two strokes of 
his brush will add the planets and I hope you will be satisfied 
with the combined work of all” (Johns 1992: 583). 
As part of his preparation for painting the details of the planets 
Manzini was to use a telescope to view the planets directly (Johns 
1992: 582). These paintings are unusual, in that they depict 
astronomers in the outdoors making observations using telescopes 
and other scientific instruments, rather than the previously typical 
image of the astronomer in a study with compass or globe.  
                                                          
11 The major surviving portrait of Luigi Marsili, painted by E.Zanchi and A.Calva, is an 
equestrian portrait showing Marsili as an armour clad military man (Stoye 1994: 
357). 
Figure 61, Donato Creti, Mars, 1711, 
oil on canvas, 51cm x 35cm 
Figure 60, Donato Creti, Jupiter, 1711, 
oil on canvas, 51cm x 35cm 
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Beyond the explicit instructions of the astronomer Manfredi, Creti 
added some poetic touches. The erotic associations of the planet 
Venus are alluded to by a romantically suggestive arrangement of the 
figures (Kockel et al. 2005: 53) (Figure 62). A young woman sits in the 
foreground, her chin on her hand, gazing at one of the astronomers 
whose attention is focussed on the second astronomer. In Comet, 
alone among the series, neither instruments nor astronomers are 
shown. Instead, a woman seated prominently in the foreground 
weaves flowers into her hair (Figure 63). This is also the only painting 
of the series in which the gaze of one of the figures is turned 
outwards towards the viewer. Though comets had already had a long 
historical association with portentous omens, the 17th century saw 
concerted efforts to make empirical studies of them (Oort 1986: 
186). Christopher Johns proposes that the woman in this painting is 
suggestive of “the witches and sorceresses that had been 
popularised by Dosso Dossi in Venice in the first half of the 
Cinquecento” (Johns 1992: 589). Though the poetic associations 
apparent in the Venus painting do encourage a more allegorical 
reading, the woman in the Comet does not have any of the 
accoutrements of the witches. It seems significant that in one of the 
depictions of the most suggestive and dramatic of astronomical 
events in the series, Creti has taken the step of directly engaging the 
viewer. In the absence of astronomers, the viewer is entreated to 
take up instruments and participate in the project of building 
empirical knowledge of comets.  
While the paintings were well received by Marsili and the Pope, the 
astronomer Manfredi was ultimately dissatisfied. Johns finds that 
Manfredi was not pleased with Creti's ultimate de-emphasis of the 
instruments in favour of greater attention to the figures and to the 
mood of the landscapes. Possibly, the decision was Marsili's, or at 
least was approved by him, since the nobleman was enthusiastic 
about the series. Indeed, Clement XI was delighted with his new 
acquisitions (Johns 1992: 584). This is one of the very few recorded 
instances of a scientist’s reaction to a painting, and it is even more 
valuable emerging so soon after the appearance of modern science. 
By Johns' account, Manfredi gives clear expression to the tension 
between representations of science made by non-practitioners, and 
the images preferred by scientists themselves. Manfredi preferred to 
minimise distortions, at least in the portrayal of the instrumentation, 
while Creti worked to heighten the emotional resonance of the 
paintings themselves. The imagery of science took a different form 
when the scientists were in more direct control of the content of 
painting, as in the case of commissioned portraits.  
 
Portraits of Scientists 
Painted portraits played an important role in establishing the social 
status of science. Without government recognition or prestigious 
awards, a fine portrait executed by a well-regarded artist was a 
Figure 62, Donato Creti, Venus, 1711, 
oil on canvas, 51cm x 35cm 
Figure 63, Donato Creti, Comet, 1711, 
oil on canvas, 51cm x 35cm 
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major claim to status. From the mid-17th century the walls of the 
Royal Society and the Royal College of physicians began to be filled 
with portraits of members and contributors (Hackmann 1989: 11). 
As noted in Chapter 1, while undertaking this research I was 
commissioned by the National Portrait Gallery of Australia to paint a 
portrait of a leading Australian scientist and fellow of the Royal 
Society, Dr Srinivasan. It is worth noting here that my own 
experience of working on a commissioned portrait of scientist was 
that no constraints were explicitly imposed on the style or substance 
of the work. However, the portrait was subject to review during 
production and also to a final acceptance so that the portrait was 
approved by the commissioning museum and the sitter before 
entering the collection.  
Genre paintings were executed for an open art market, so that 
painters were guided by the public taste in subject matter. 
Portraiture, by contrast, was specifically commissioned either by the 
subject or some patron or institution seeking to support or valorise 
the subject. This meant that the image of science projected through 
portraiture is more tightly controlled by the practitioners of science 
than the allegorical or satirical genre paintings. The anatomy 
paintings described earlier in this dissertation would also be 
commissioned works, hence the content was again controlled.  
This allows us to see, in the visual art of the 17th century, the two 
strands of credibility-building that science required. Firstly, the way 
society at large views and responds to the new science and secondly 
the way that science itself proceeds from within – the message 
scientists intended for other scientists. In relation to the former, it 
can be seen that alchemy and medicine are viewed with suspicion 
and, sometimes, hostility.  
The links between a personal sense of decorum, and knowledge of 
court etiquette and political power outlined by Norbert Elias (Elias 
1994), established the framework in which gentlemen scientists 
could use their status to establish the truth-value of their work 
(Biagioli 1996: 196). Shapin also argues that the erosion of authority 
of the Catholic Church following the protestant Reformation meant 
that by the 17th century the authority ascribed to the knowledge 
embedded in that institution had also been undermined (Shapin 
1996: 124). This left the way open for a more secular approaches to 
the development of knowledge, and one of the remaining sources of 
social legitimacy was the traditional role and status of gentlemen. 
The challenge for science, Shapin argues, was to make science a 
suitable topic for gentlemen to pursue. 
Connections with nobility were exploited in order to elevate the 
social status of scientific practitioners. The exchanges of 
correspondence between Galileo and Kepler were made through 
aristocratic and diplomatic channels. Galileo furthermore used the 
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Medici family’s networks to distribute both his texts and his 
telescopes and thereby enhance his social status. Mario Biagioli 
suggests that Galileo’s trip to Rome in 1611 was to enhance the 
apparent legitimacy of his experimental work. Vinta, the secretary of 
state to the Grand Duke of Florence, understood Galileo’s trip to 
Rome “… as a way not to quench possible rumours about the heretic 
implications of Galileo’s discoveries, but simply to legitimise their 
empirical status” (Biagioli 1994: 58). 
In Rubens' Self Portrait in a Circle of Friends of 1605, the artist has 
painted himself clasping arms with Galileo12, suggesting the two of 
them are equals at this time (Figure 64). The group also includes the 
tutor Lipsius and three of his students who had recently obtained 
degrees in law and Rubens' brother. Galileo's placement in this group 
confirms the rising status of science.  
The status of science was enhanced more significantly by the 
participation of practitioners whose social standing was already 
assured. Perhaps no other scientist did more for the standing and 
credibility of 17th century science in this respect than Boyle. Boyle's 
social position and wealth allowed him to pursue his research with 
pure disinterest making him the exemplar of the gentleman scientist. 
Furthermore, as a gentleman his experimental results were 
authoritative, since to doubt the word of a gentleman as a credible 
witness would have broken well established social codes.  
Johannes Kerseboom made the only authenticated painted portrait 
of Boyle in 1689 (Figure 65). Kerseboom was a moderately successful 
portrait painter whose sitters included Osborne, the Duke of Leeds, 
and the Antony House, Earl of Coventry and Percy, Duchess of 
Somerset (Wright et al. 2006: 478). The Boyle portrait remains 
Kerseboom's best-known work and many copies of the work have 
been made, both as paintings and engravings. In Kerseboom’s 
portrait of Boyle there is no evidence of alchemical, or experimental 
work of any kind. He is wearing a long, formal wig and black silk 
gown, typical formal attire for a gentleman scholar.  
The engraver William Faithorne executed the only other 
authenticated portrait of Boyle, dated 1664 (Figure 66). Boyle's 
assistant Hooke wrote to Boyle while the engraving was being made 
offering suggestions on what instruments might be included in the 
portrait:  
“I have made a little sketch, which represents your 
first engine placed on a table, at some distance 
beyond the picture, which is discovered upon 
drawing a curtain. Now, if you think fit, I think it 
                                                          
12 The case for this identification is made convincingly by Huemer (2004) and Reeves 
(1999) 
Figure 66, William Faithorne, Robert 
Boyle, 1664, engraving, 29.9cm x 
22.4cm 
Figure 64, Peter Paul Rubens, Self 
Portrait in a Circle of Friends, 1605, oil 
on canvas, 77.5cm x 161cm 
Figure 65, Johannes Kerseboom, 
Robert Boyle, 1689, oil on canvas 
75.6cm x 65.2cm 
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might be proper to add, either by that, or in the 
corners A or B (where you may have any other 
instruments, or anything else added, if you think 
fit) your last emendation of the pneumatic engine” 
(Hooke quoted in Maddison 1959: 154). 
The engraving shows Boyle's air pump in the background, partially 
revealed by a curtain, though no other machines are evident. There 
are no known records of discussions with Kerseboom on the content 
of the painted portrait, but the evidence of the correspondence 
relating to the engraving does indicate Boyle's desire to have his 
technical achievements commemorated.  
From the Renaissance onwards it was typical for portraits to include 
some items indicating the sitter’s interests or position. However, 
with the exception of representations of astronomers and 
anatomists, experimental science practitioners were rarely portrayed 
with scientific instruments. Instead, during the period from 1660 to 
1820, as Ludmilla Jordanova notes, the typical portrait of scientists 
was in a particular, traditional, seated or reclining position she 
describes as the “Man of Learning” (Jordanova 2000: 42). The 
attributes of profession tended to be the personal attributes of 
gentlemanly attire, academic or clerical robes and papers or books.  
A recent study published by the Royal Society demonstrated that a 
different lateral bias exists in portraits of scientists than for the 
whole of the population (Nicholls et al. 1999)13. Generally, more 
portraits show the sitters left cheek, or at least have the portrait 
centred on the left eye so that the left side of the face is dominant in 
the picture. The tendency is stronger for portraits of women than 
men and exists for portraits from the Renaissance to the present day 
in painting and photography. It was demonstrated that the same bias 
was not true for portraits of scientists. A suggested  explanation for 
this in that the left side of the face is perceived as being more 
emotionally expressive than the right (Nicholls et al 1999: 1522). The 
Rubens portrait earlier in this dissertation aptly demonstrates this by 
showing Galileo’s right cheek alongside Rubens' left. A subsequent 
study, tested portraits showing the right or left cheek and asked 
volunteers to determine whether the subject of the portrait was a 
                                                          
13 This theory was tested by inviting participants in a study to pose for a portrait 
under two alternate conditions. A first group were asked to pose as if for a family 
remembrance, while the second group were asked to pose based on the following 
script, “you are a successful scientist...You have just been accepted as a member of 
the Royal Society and have been asked to provide a portrait...you want to give the 
impression of an intelligent, clear thinking person but don’t want to look at all smug 
or proud. To avoid this, you try very hard to avoid depicting any emotion at all.” 
(Nicholls et al. 1999: 1520) The result of this was that 58% of female participants and 
64% of male participants presented their left cheek for the “family” style portrait 
while 57% of both male and female presented their right cheek for the hypothetical 
royal society portrait (Nicholls et al 1999: 1521).  
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student of Chemistry or Humanities. The result showed that where 
the right cheek was prominent a majority of participants identified 
the subject as a chemist whereas the left cheek portraits were more 
strongly identified as arts students. Of course, this is revealing both 
in terms of the success of the program of science to obtain credibility 
through manifesting emotionless objectivity, and the self-
identification of scientists with this aim.  
On the rare occasions that portraits of men engaged in scientific 
inquiry were made for personal use, or by non-professional artists, 
some more interesting results were obtained. Enoch Seeman's 
official 1726 portrait of Newton shows Newton in the “man of 
learning” pose, with a copy of his text and a celestial globe (Figure 
67). By contrast, a portrait made in the same year by William 
Stukeley, a member of Royal Society who sketched Newton from life, 
perhaps during a meeting, offers a far stranger vision (Figure 68). In 
Stukeley's portrait the multi-breasted figure of Diana, goddess of the 
moon, is seated on globe holding a disc on which Newton's head 
appears, reminiscent of a classical roman profile (Keynes 2005: 27). 
In the sky above are two comets following their marked orbital 
trajectories while on the surface of the globe the stars of the Plough 
constellation appear, a reference to the myth of Jason and the 
Argonauts. Stukeley, an antiquarian, had been using Newtonian 
principles to calculate dates in a chronology of Classics. This drawing 
does appear quite whimsical, but taken on face value, Stukeley does 
elevate Newton's status to the realm of classical mythology, far from 
the usual studiously mundane commissioned portraiture. 
Portraits of anatomists were typically in the form of a group portrait 
showing members of a guild. In contrast to individual portraits of 
scientists, anatomists were often shown standing next to a corpse, 
sometimes with an instrument in hand. These images of anatomy 
lessons largely consisted of commissioned group portraits, so it can 
be assumed that the commissioners had considerable control over 
the content of the work.  
The title page for Andreas Vesalius' hugely influential anatomy book 
de Humani Corporis Fabrica by the artist Jan van Calcar made in 
1543, shows an important shift in the role of the anatomist (Figure 
69). In an earlier anatomy text by de Ketham (1491), the anatomist is 
shown overseeing the action at a distance while a barber works on a 
body (Figure 70). In van Calcar's illustration for Vesalius, the 
anatomist is at the centre of the theatre, performing the dissection 
and conducting the lesson. In the foreground, two archaic barber-
surgeons are left out of work, fighting for spare surgical instruments 
beneath the table, and watched disdainfully by a dog (Benini & Bonar 
1996: 1389). These two images, which are less than a century apart, 
demonstrate a shift of focus from the received wisdom of the text to 
the learned wisdom of practical experiment.  
Figure 68, William Stukeley, Isaac 
Newton, 1728, ink and watercolour on 
paper, 19.4cm x 15.8cm 
Figure 69, Jan van Calcar, Frontispiece 
to Vesalius’ de Humani Corporis 
Fabrica, 1543 
Figure 67, Enoch Seeman, Isaac 
Newton, 1726, oil on canvas, 127cm x 
148cm 
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By the early 17th century, both the methods and iconographies of 
anatomy instruction had become somewhat standardised. An 
example is Aert Pietersz’ The Lesson of Anatomy of Dr. Sebastiaen 
Egbertsz of 1603, which typifies many of the traits of this significant 
sub-genre (Figure 71). Paintings of anatomists generally conveyed 
little information about anatomy, while the instruments used for 
dissection are often absent or minimally represented (Baljet 2000: 
10). So although anatomists are among a rare of group of scientific 
enquirers to be portrayed undertaking their enquiry, the details of 
this are restrained and stylised so that the active practice of 
experimental science is still largely left out of the image.  
 
The Unadorned Style: Building Credibility for Science with Language 
While much of the discussion in this chapter is focussed on the 
development of scientific culture in England and the Netherlands, 
there was significant transfer of knowledge to and from England and 
a great deal of international rivalry15. The context for the control 
exercised in the visual depictions of science is set by the, often quite 
explicit, intentions articulated by some of the most influential 
thinkers and practitioners of experimental science in the 17th 
century. Barbara Shapiro argues that Bacon’s legal experience 
formed the basis for the emphasis on testimony that he advocates 
for natural history. The history of legal practice in England establishes 
a credible platform for science and ultimately, “… made it possible 
for members of the Royal Society to adopt an already familiar and 
societally approved approach to testimony” (Shapiro 2002: 46). 
Bacon articulated the notion of science as a group enterprise in his 
Novum Organon of 1620 in which he articulated a program for 
building knowledge based on sound methodology, observation and 
refutation. Highly critical of early natural histories as objects of 
“mere curiosity,” (Manzo 2007: 59), Bacon argued for building 
credibility based on the rigorous methods of observation. This 
emphasis on things rather than words is, according to Harvey 
Wheeler, “… based on phenomenal Form, processus, and 
schematismus, permitting a new method that Hooke called a `logic 
machine', applicable to all empirical fields of knowledge and 
constituting a revolution in thought” (Wheeler 2001: 45). 
Leo Solt argues that another major driver for the integrity of science 
was the link between Puritanism and science. 
                                                          
15 For example, the extensive rivalry between France and England centred on the 
practice of blood transfusion as documented in Holly Tucker's Blood Work (Tucker 
2011). 
Figure 70, Unknown Artist, woodcut 
print in Fascicule di Medicina, 1491 
Figure 71, Aert Pietersz, the Lesson of 
Anatomy of Dr Sebastien Egbertsz, 
1603, oil on canvas, 137cm x 392cm 
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“While turning their backs upon Aristotle, medieval 
Scholasticism, and Christian humanism, which 
stressed faith and speculative reason, the Puritans, 
who placed their emphasis almost exclusively on 
faith, were characterised by the kind of utilitarian 
outlook to be found in the writings of Francis 
Bacon. Such an outlook made their views attractive 
to merchants and artisans who, through an ethic of 
industry and frugality, were interested in growing 
rich through an ethic of industry and frugality, to 
scientists who, through a conviction that God’s 
glory was revealed in nature, were more interested 
in advancing a useful technology based upon sense 
perception than in advancing knowledge through 
mathematical abstractions” (Solt 1967: 19).  
By the 18th century, in Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, the 
Academy was imagined as an institution of the absurd. His Lagado is 
full of failed and ridiculous schemes to create new knowledge and 
techniques. In the Academy, a blind professor leads his students in 
preparing and mixing pigments for painting based on feel and smell. 
In the theoretical department of the Academy, a professor has a 
machine that randomly arranges words from a universal language:  
“… so that the most ignorant person, at a 
reasonable charge, and with a little bodily labour, 
might write books in philosophy, poetry, politics, 
laws, Mathematics, and theology, without the least 
assistance from genius or study” (Swift 2012: 225). 
Joseph Agassi argues that the blind professor can be understood as 
an example of Bacon’s empirics: those who would blindly undertake 
experiments with no view to a practical theory; while the random 
word generating professor represents Bacon’s Reasoner or 
Rationalist. The ideal for Bacon, Agassi points out, is science as “… 
the offspring of the marriage between intellect and the world, 
namely, the offspring of the world of experience that comprises a 
mix of Reason and Perception,” (Agassi 2012: 5). Not only does 
Swift’s satire underscore the challenge faced by the new science in 
building credibility, but also points to the problem with articulating a 
method for uniting theory and experiment. As Bacon states,  
“… Empirics are like ants; they only collect and use; the 
Reasoners resemble spiders, which make cobwebs out of 
their own substance. But the bee takes the middle course; it 
gathers material from flowers but it transforms and digests it 
by a power of its own” (quoted in Agassi 2012: 6). 
According to Peter Dear, the defining characteristic of modern 
science is that experiment is “… constituted linguistically, as a 
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historical account of a specific event that acts as a warrant for the 
truth of a universal knowledge claim” (Dear 1992: 6). Hence, 
experimental science needs to establish external credibility for its 
truth claims. In the early 17th century, the Baconian model of fact 
accumulation was through experiment and experience based on legal 
precedents, using models of witness accounts. The Royal Society was 
established specifically to fulfil Bacon’s ideas for science as a group 
activity, and became the first dedicated institution for science in 
1660.  
Boyle also drew on legal models for reporting his experiments while 
also, according to Shapin, establishing the codes and manners of 
gentlemanly conduct required to transfer the authority accorded to 
men of rank in his society to the science he and his cohorts practised 
(Shapin 1994: 122). Shapin also argues for the value of Boyle's social 
status in giving weight to the scientific facts, and sociologists of 
scientific knowledge have argued that there are problems to resolve 
in the relationship between fact and theory (Shapin 1994: 143). John 
Schuster and Alan Taylor argue that while there is suspicion of 
abstract reasoning, facts need to be supported within a framework. 
Shapin’s analysis of Boyle’s accumulation of experimental facts, say 
Schuster and Taylor, does not seem to adequately resolve the 
tension between fact and theory (Schuster & Taylor 1997: 504). 
In the book Leviathan and the Air Pump, Shapin and Simon Schaffer 
directly address this tension by relating the debate between Hobbes, 
who saw knowledge as proceeding by deduction from first principles, 
and Boyle, who saw knowledge emerging probabilistically as an 
outcome of experiment (Shapin & Schaffer 2011). Rose-Mary Sargent 
points out that Boyle specifically advised against allowing theory to 
exert too much influence on experiments, suggesting that his fellow 
experimenters would omit certain experiments based on the belief 
that the results would be “… foretold by mere ratiocination or 
rational inference from Truths that are known already” (Sargent 
1995: 164). 
Experimental practitioners faced many difficulties with the correct 
design and use of experimental apparatus. Experiments were often 
carried out numerous times with variations in technique and 
equipment. There was an emphasis, especially in reporting, on the 
single event. The extent to which 17th century mechanistic science 
represented the prevailing view of the world was exaggerated by the 
way scientific discoveries were published because a gap had 
emerged between the private practice of experimental science and 
its communication in the public realm. Experimentation was seen as 
necessary, and findings were explored experimentally rather than via 
publication, though some vivisection experiments were public. 
Boyle’s noble detachment led to the development of a language for 
reporting experimental science that was deliberately dry and 
unadorned (Shapin & Schaffer 2011: 67). Boyle’s experimental 
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reports were designed to represent reliable testimony, and 
contributed to establishing the credibility of science in the early 
modern period, demonstrated publicly at the Royal Society. As 
Latour states:  
“Boyle relies on a paralegal metaphor: witnesses 
surrounding the scene of action can testify to the 
existence of something, the matter of fact, even 
though they do not know its real ontological 
nature. The very empirical style we still use today 
is crafted by Boyle in order to manage this 
witnessing Boyle forced a widening gap between 
the adorned style and a dry style of reporting” 
(Latour 1990: 148).  
A gap was also widening between the practice of experimental 
science in private laboratories by thinking, feeling experimenters and 
the communication of experimental results. In the following passage 
by Boyle, Dear notes the prevalent use of the passive voice, as with 
many of Boyle’s experimental descriptions:  
“Then the tube being stopt with the finger and 
inverted was opened, according to the manner of 
the experiment, into a somewhat long and slender 
cylindrical box (instead of which we are now wont 
to use a glass of the same form) half filled with 
quicksilver: and so, the liquid metal being suffered 
to subside, and a piece of paper being pasted on 
level with its upper surface, the box and tube and 
all were by strings carefully let down into the 
receiver” (Dear 1992: 154). 
Dear argues that the experimental descriptions were intended to 
convey the sense of an observer of an experience or event and the 
distancing of the practitioner. This literary construction, he argues, is 
intended to take the place of the classical authorities, such as 
Aristotle or Galen that would previously have been evoked in natural 
histories. Dear cites an example of Newton’s description of his light 
experiments provided to the Royal Society in which years of 
experimental practice are distilled into a carefully described, but 
fictional, single event. In contrast, a lecture delivered by Newton on 
the same topic took the form of a frank explanation of the 
phenomenon followed by a technical description and geometric 
demonstration of the experiment (Dear 1992: 155). 
The mathematisation of science, largely led by Newton in the second 
half of the 17th century, changed the standards for truth. 
Experimental science had already moved from the certainty of 
ancient authorities towards the reliability of objective observation. 
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However, even objective observation was gradually seen to be less 
than a guarantee of absolute truth. Shapiro argues that new 
knowledge was understood to be probabilistic “… in the realm of 
fact, there are degrees of probability of certainty rather than two 
sealed compartments, one for truth of demonstration and the other 
for opinion” (Shapiro 2002: 271). The discipline of Mathematical 
probability did not emerge until 1650, when Blaise Pascal published 
studies of probable outcomes of chance games and his famous 
Pensées later in 166916. However, by Newton’s time Mathematics 
was understood to be the language of nature and this, according to 
Wheeler, led to Baconian science becoming less prominent as a 
model for truth establishment (Wheeler 2001).  
Even as science was becoming mathematised, the mechanistic model 
of the world was losing credibility. Attitudes to human and non-
human animal experiments changed over the course of the 17th 
century. Vivisection and transfusion experiments faced mounting 
criticism for their cruelty. Coupled with this, Descartes’ ideas about 
animals being nothing more than complex automata were resisted 
both in France and England, especially by Henry More (Cohen 
1936)17. The mechanistic view of the world had delivered credible 
scientific results, and it was anticipated that, in time, the universe 
could be explained in terms of physical laws acting on matter. Nature 
was not a mysterious web of magic and spirit but rather a great 
machine: the workings of which were intelligible (Shapin 1996: 36). 
However, Descartes’ had an ongoing exchange with his 
contemporary Pierre Gassendi, a notable observational scientist who 
was the first to publish data on the transit of Mercury, and who 
argued that based on Comparative Anatomy there was no case for 
denying conscious experience to non-human animals (Williams 1883: 
100). In correspondence between Descartes and More, this point is 
forcefully made by More:  
“For the rest, my spirit, through sensitivity and 
tenderness, turns not with abhorrence from any of 
your opinions so much as from that deadly and 
murderous sentiment which you professed in your 
Method, whereby you snatch away, or rather 
withhold, life and sense from all animals, for you 
would never concede that they really live. Here, the 
gleaming rapier-edge of your genius arouses in me 
not so much mistrust as dread when, solicitous as 
                                                          
16 A comprehensive discussion of the impact of probability on 17th century life and 
science is beyond the scope of this paper but is well covered, for example, in The 
Empire of Chance: How Probability changed Science and Everyday Life (Swijtink & 
Gigerenzer 1989). 
17 See Boas’ The Happy Beast, for a discussion of Theriophily, the attitude of placing 
high value on non-human animal morals (Boas 1933). 
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to the fate of living creatures, I recognise in you not 
only subtle keenness, but also, as it were, the sharp 
and cruel blade which in one blow, so to speak, 
dared to despoil of life and sense practically the 
whole race of animals, metamorphosing them into 
marble statues and machines” (Cohen 1936: 50). 
Cartesian dualism had implications for humans too. Since ancient 
times vivisection and dissection had demonstrated the physical 
similarities between human and animal bodies so the exceptionalism 
required to make a special case for the human soul was difficult for 
some to accept. Anita Guerrini notes that Descartes himself 
described human anatomy in mechanical terms in his Traite de 
l’homme (Guerrini 1989: 398). 
Guerrini speculates that, among other factors, the trial in 1669 of 
Jean Denis, a French physician whose transfusions of animal blood 
into humans caused several deaths, led to a decline in vivisection 
experimentation (Guerrini 1989: 403). Privately, scientists sometimes 
expressed reservations about pure rationality and experimentation if 
it involved animal suffering – indicating that despite a professional 
position of detachment when conducting experiments, animals were 
not understood as mere machines by the experimenters. Hooke, 
writing to Boyle about the vivisection of a dog that involved 
artificially pumping the animal’s exposed lungs with a bellows said, 
“… I shall hardly be induced to conduct further trials of this kind, 
because of the torture induced” (Guerrini 1989: 401). Though Boyle 
killed many animals in experiments with vacuum pumps, he did spare 
a kitten he had nearly suffocated, “… thinking it severe to make him 
undergo the same measure again” (Guerrini 1989: 398).  
 
Science and Society in the 18th Century 
During the 18th century, the discipline of science emerged from the 
specialised practice of a relatively small number of experts to a 
widely appreciated, fashionable and politically powerful cultural 
force. The collapse of mechanism and the rise of sensibility as 
explanatory models for scientific understanding contributed to the 
acceptance and appeal of science in this period (Gaukroger 2012: 
360). Denis Diderot and the “sentimental empiricists” argued that 
information gathered by the senses, including emotions and 
passions, were to be trusted above rational thought and abstract 
reasoning that used logic and imagination to overcome the 
limitations of reality, and was hence prone to solipsistic excess 
(Riskin 2002: 12). 
Jessica Riskin suggests that the trial of Franz Mesmer brought about 
the end of the era of sentimental empiricism. As president of the 
Academy of Sciences, A. Lavoisier headed the trial. Mesmer’s 
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demonstrations of people extravagantly displaying their feelings 
under the influence of otherwise undetectable animal magnetism 
took the precepts of sentimental empiricism to an extreme (Riskin 
2002: 1). The pseudo-science of Mesmer represented the logical 
conclusion of the idea that feelings represented truth, and A. 
Lavoisier’s panel concluded that imagination was the cause of the 
mesmeric effects. From the beginning of the 19th century, the image 
of science and scientists became colder and more detached. It is this 
apparently reductive dryness of science that is commonly cited as 
the cause for the anti-science reaction of early 19th century 
Romanticism.  
Painted in 1768, almost a century after Boyle’s and Hooke’s 
experiments with a vacuum pump, Wright of Derby’s painting 
Experiment on a Bird in an Air-Pump reflects the change in the 
public’s understanding of science (Figure 72). A demonstration of an 
experiment is represented in the painting. Witnesses experiencing 
strong emotional reactions surround the demonstrator, including the 
sorrow of a young girl, the considered contemplation of an old man 
and the distracted indifference of a pair of young lovers. Richard 
Holmes suggests that this painting marks a transition from 
Enlightenment science to Romantic science, as the process of 
discovery becomes a moment of wonder and mystery laced with a 
sublime terror (Holmes 2009: 5).  
Wright of Derby was associated with members of the Birmingham 
Lunar Society, an informal group of scientists and engineers including 
Erasmus Darwin, Joseph Priestley, James Watt and others. Two of the 
children in the painting are E. Darwin’s eldest children (Moore 2013: 
126). Wright of Derby's involvement in this society exposed him to 
discussions about science and emerging technologies. The wealth of 
some of the members of this society may have encouraged his 
interest in portraying scientific subjects.  
Alfred Nordmann suggests that in this painting, observers would 
have had no hope of rationally building from observed facts to 
general theories. Nordmann notes that the other experimental 
apparatus visible, which are the Guericke spheres, barometer and 
watch, do not suggest a coherent research program designed to 
demonstrate a particular phenomenon but rather frame the 
exposition of a single, compelling fact “… instead of Descartes’ 
portrait of a perfectly dissociated thinker who reinvents the world 
from scratch, one now gets… the object of experience overwhelming 
its beholders” (Nordmann 2006: 8). However, Nordmann may be 
overstating the case here: Guericke’s spheres were used to 
demonstrate the force of atmospheric pressure, where two 
hemispheres were equipped with a valve so that a vacuum could be 
formed between them, holding them together while strongmen, 
horses and so on, would be unable to separate them. The barometer 
also measures atmospheric pressure while the watch may be a 
metaphor for the clockwork universe. 
Figure 72, Joseph Wright of Derby, 
Experiment on a Bird in an Air-pump, 
1768, oil on canvas, 183cm x 244cm 
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The emotional response of the young girls to the bird’s plight calls 
attention to the status of the animal in this scene. This painting is 
one of the few instances where attention is paid to animal rights in 
relation to experimentation (Ruston 2008: 57). Yet, while it is clear 
that at least some observers are concerned for the welfare of the 
animal, it is not clear that animal rights are the subject, or just a layer 
of meaning that viewers may bring to the painting. A boy at the rear 
of the painting is moving toward the bird's cage. It is not clear 
whether the cage is being returned to its position in anticipation of 
the death of the bird, or being brought back in anticipation of its 
resuscitation. Even if the bird is to be resuscitated, the viewer might 
imagine that the bird would remain in captivity along with the 
unpleasant possibility of a repeat performance of the demonstration.  
At the end of the 18th century, there were changes in the way 
scientists were portrayed to the public in art. In France, the spread of 
science through popular lectures, demonstrations and the salons of 
the Republic of Letters saw scientific values and an appreciation for 
experiment and natural history spread from a small group of 
intellectuals to a requirement for individuals wishing to enter and 
progress in polite society (Sutton 1995: 242). Geoffrey Sutton argues 
that the modern interpretation of science as a source of liberating 
truth derives from the role of women in the salons of Louis XIV’s 
France. The role of women in the promulgation of science resulted in 
“… more literary, metaphorical, polite and charming circles of 
science” (Sutton 1995: 242).  
David’s Portrait of Monsieur Lavoisier and His Wife of 1789 aptly 
demonstrates the tension between practice of science and its 
communication in this period (Figure 73). A. Lavoisier, a pre-eminent 
man of science of the era, is seated at a table with drawings of 
scientific equipment. His gaze is directed at his wife, M. Lavoisier, 
rather than his work. M. Lavoisier, in turn, is looking at the viewer, 
mediating between the practitioner of science and its public 
reception (Vidal 1995: 565). 
M. Lavoisier was a skilled artist in her own right and made drawings 
of her husband’s laboratory equipment for his publications. In 
David’s double portrait, her drawing folio can be seen behind her. 
Metaphorically and formally, within the painting, she provides a link 
between arts and sciences, while her husband is connected with 
experimental apparatus. In David’s portrait, the tension between the 
practice of science and its communication is portrayed as a subtle 
and harmonious balance. There is laboratory glassware visible in the 
David portrait, though by comparison with Wright of Derby’s 
painting, the David portrait of A. Lavoisier focuses on the written, 
theoretical aspect of science. Here a more subtle blend of reason and 
empiricism can be found.  
Nordmann suggests that in this work, the viewer is invited into the 
space of the painting in the manner championed by Diderot, to be 
Figure 73, Jacque-Louis David, Portrait 
of Monsieur Lavoisier and His Wife, 
1789, oil on canvas, 259.7cm x 
194.6cm 
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“enthralled” (Nordmann 2006: 17). Nordmann draws a link between 
Fried’s analysis of 18th century representative painting and 
representation in science. The success of a painting depended on 
convincing the viewer that they were an observer, not physically 
present but mentally present, in the tableaux of the painting, and “… 
only by establishing the fiction of his absence or nonexistence could 
his actual placement before and enthralment by the painting be 
secured” (Fried 1980: 103).  
Nordmann finds similarity between this mode of representation in 
painting and modes of representation in science. This, he argues is 
similar to scientists, or scientific observers, being “… drawn into the 
representation of nature and into a community of investigators 
[who] become invisible to themselves and each other” (Nordmann 
2006: 12). The community of scientists “became absorbed into A. L. 
Lavoisier’s experimental and rhetorical space of persuasive and 
arresting proof while maintaining the illusion that there is nothing 
theatrical about the space and that they themselves play no part in 
it” (Nordmann 2006: 12). If this was true for the scientists who 
associated with A. Lavoisier or followed his work, then the non-
scientists who viewed the painting must find themselves quite 
disconnected from the activity of science. A process of distancing 
that is heightened by the mediating presence of M. Lavoisier herself. 
 
Using Landscape to Understand the Cultural Context for Early 
Modern Science 
Apart from the history of depictions of science, the paintings of the 
Dutch Republic in the 17th century offer insights into the politics and 
culture, that saw the emergence of modern science. Roland Barthes 
notes that the Dutch Republic in the early 17th century was also the 
birthplace of contemporary corporate capitalism and was highly 
concerned with the aesthetics of commerce and exchange. In 
painting, objects were not portrayed as an idealised or universal 
Platonic form but were depicted as specific commodities and items 
for exchange. (Barthes 1993: 64). At the same time, modern 
experimental science developed. Both of these developments relied 
on a view of the world comprising distinct objects, which could be 
removed from their context and surroundings. According to this 
view, the world is made of things that could be isolated, extracted, 
examined, valued and ultimately sold. The popularity of the 
wunderkammer during the early 17th century is related to both 
observational science and the opening of international trading 
routes. Barthes writes:  
“The concern of Dutch painters is not to rid the 
object of its qualities in order to liberate its essence 
but, quite the contrary, to accumulate the 
secondary vibrations of appearance, for what must 
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be incorporated into human space are layers of air, 
surfaces, and not forms or ideas. The only logical 
issue of such painting is to coat substance with a 
kind of glaze against which man may move without 
impairing the objects usefulness” (Barthes 1993: 
64).  
As collectors of specimens moved through the world with colonial 
trading fleets, rare and interesting specimens were collected both for 
scientific study and to supply a growing demand for display items 
among an increasingly wealthy middle class. This was reflected in 
Dutch still life paintings with rare and exotic objects portrayed 
alongside more prosaic and humble items in gleaming arrangements.  
Dutch landscape painting also provides evidence of the social 
structures and changes associated with the emergence of modern 
science and capitalism. These landscapes are populated with peasant 
figures, shepherds and merchants and trading vessels, as shown in 
Pynacker’s painting Boatmen Moored on Lake Shore of 1668 (Figure 
74). As Ian Dejardin notes, these scenes were “… a kind of collective 
Dutch fantasy of a colourful world increasingly within their grasp. 
After all, what location was so exotic that Dutch merchants could not 
reach it?” (Dejardin 2008: 26).  
A major theme in my work is idealised, constructed landscape that 
references the Dutch Italianate landscape paintings of the 17th 
century by artists such as Adam Pynacker, Herman Swanevelt, Jan 
Baptist Weenix, Jan Both and Aelbert Cuyp18 (Figure 74). This group 
of Dutch painters based themselves in Italy for a period in the early 
17th century, and developed a style of paintings strongly influenced 
by the German painter Adam Elsheimer and the French painter 
Claude Lorrain, with whom Swanevelt worked. The genre was 
popular in Holland and most of the Dutch painters returned to 
Holland to continue their practice, constructing landscapes from the 
store of images of trees, mountains and ruins in their sketchbooks, 
from secondary material and imagination (Harwood 1991: v). Some 
painters such as Cuyp and Philips Wouwerman produced Italianate 
landscapes despite never having travelled to Italy at all.  
Cornelis Van Dalem’s Landscape with Origin of Civilization 1560-1570 
is an example of the type of flat or enclosed depiction of landscape 
typical of Flemish painting prior to the 17th century (Figure 75). The 
stylized rocks, shallow space and even lighting create a scene, which 
bears little resemblance to any extant place. When this painting was 
made, early European colonial expeditions and trading vessels were 
reaching new lands generating an interest in “primitives”19. In this 
landscape, figures inhabit a small, idyllic hamlet. A young couple tend 
                                                          
18 See discussion in Chapter 1 
 
19 For example, see Palencia-Roth on cannibals and “the new man” 
(Palencia-Roth 1985) and Mostaert’s West Indies Landscape, 1545. 
Figure 74, Adam Pynacker, Boatmen 
Moored on the Shore of Lake, 1668, oil 
on canvas, 187cm x 240cm 
Figure 75, Cornelis van Dalem, 
Landscape with the Origin of 
Civilisation, 1560-70, oil on panel, 
88.5cm x 164cm 
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a flock of sheep, a mother looks after children in a hut near a full 
store of food while a man talks respectfully with a grey bearded 
elder. On the hill above the scene another figure plays the flute. 
These people have crops, domesticated livestock, clear social roles 
and even artistic culture. They are clad in animal skins but seem to 
have European features.  
Van Dalem's work, touches on aspects of archaeology, palaeontology 
and anthropology. These areas of enquiry, at the time of painting, 
were not yet developed as specific branches of science. Although the 
depiction of the landscape makes little concession to realistic 
imagery, it creates an engagement with a search for objective truth 
about the world through proto-scientific speculation about the 
origins of European culture.  
Van Dalem’s painting centres on a fissure in the rock wall that reveals 
an open, light-filled landscape beyond. The open landscape seems to 
suggest the flat features of Northern Europe and invites the viewer 
to speculate about the expansion of this small community into the 
vastness beyond. The small acres the farmers occupy the bulk of the 
scene, but this small, framed view implies something much larger.  
The colonial gaze informed the depiction of landscape at the end of 
the 16th century and this colonial impulse went hand in hand with a 
spirit of enquiry. New discoveries were potentially of great value and 
the establishment of viable trade routes was vital work. The nascent 
traders that would come to form the behemoth Dutch East India 
Company were in the process of establishing control over swathes of 
the globe. The influx of new products and new information needed 
to be sorted and understood, as did the rapid and dramatic changes 
it brought for the way Dutch society was to view itself. Van Dalem’s 
painting offers a fascinating insight into the way the Dutch sought to 
reconcile their own origins with the discovery of so many different 
peoples around the world. From the contemporary point of view, van 
Dalem's work almost reflects Jared Diamond’s proposition in ‘Guns 
Germs and Steel’ (Diamond 1999). Diamond argues that the 
European civilisation emerged due, at least in part, to the helpful 
proximity of species of animal and plants amenable to 
domestication, as well as stable environment with ready access to 
the materials needed to make tools: wood, workable stone, soil and 
ore. It is highly speculative to suggest that van Dalem’s painting was 
based on a similar hypothesis, although it is clear from the painting 
that the subject of early civilisation was approached with a spirit of 
inquiry indicative of an open-minded culture. Admittedly, this was 
also a culture poised to use their knowledge to shamelessly and 
ruthlessly exploit anyone and anything in their path.  
In my painting, Van Dalem in Dymaxion, 2013 I combined elements 
of van Dalem's landscape with the schema from Buckminster Fuller's 
dymaxion map, replacing van Dalem's fur-clad humans with clean-
suit wearing scientists (Figure 90). The scientists operate in the same 
utopia as van Dalem’s proto-farmers, with the same potential to 
expand into the wide and bright vista glimpsed beyond the stony hill.  
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Paul Finney suggests that the feeling the Italianate landscape 
painters convey with their panoramic images is connected with the 
truthfulness of their depiction of the landscape (Finney 1999: 344). 
This truth is not related to accurately rendering a specific location, 
but rather to the arrangement of elements and the observation of 
specific components, such as particular trees, rock formations and so 
on. The Italianate landscapes were laden with many claims and 
readings. The paintings are a secular view of the world freed from 
mytho-poetic narrative. Instead of biblical or mythological figures, 
the staffage are peasants and merchants. It is a constructed, 
idealised landscape, but based on real observations and truthfully 
conveys something of the mood or feeling of the landscape depicted. 
The landscapes were popular in the Dutch Republic because they 
represented a fantasy world in which there was no exotic location 
beyond the reach of Dutch merchants, and a balance between 
wildness and order in nature is contrasted against a mechanistic view 
of the world. The images of Martian landscapes sent from the United 
States Mars Rovers communicate the same message for 
contemporary society. The Italianate landscape is a panoramic view 
which implies a certain taste defined by a privileged and powerful 
position in society, a strata of society to which eminent practitioners 
of science in the 17th century belonged.  
John Barrell discusses the taste of a man who “… must occupy a place 
in the social order where he has no need to devote his life to 
supporting himself and his dependants, or at least (in some versions 
of the argument) of supporting them by mechanical labour” (Barrell 
1992: 42). This releases him from the obligation to consider objects 
as particular concrete materials and is able to consider the abstract 
and general relations between them. Barrell points out that this 
disinterest was what made a man suitable for government, but it is 
also the disinterest that made Boyle and the gentleman scientists 
suitable to conduct and publish disinterested accounts of their 
research. 
If the landscape is constructed in the studio, how are the structures 
of society, power and control reflected, and can the studio be 
compared with the laboratory in this respect? Latour discusses how 
facts accumulate in the laboratory and the impact of sociological 
events on laboratory life. Latour notes that observers and scientists 
are confronted with the task of creating order, a coherent account of 
causes and effects, from a chaotic accumulation of facts and 
observations (Latour & Woolgar 1986: 34). Similarly, artists 
constructing landscapes in their studios, from their notebooks of 
various observations, face the task of constructing some coherent 
order. Scientific observation is a methodological approach that seeks 
to decrease, or at least limit, the distorting impact of observational 
bias. Good experimental design controls all variables, apart from 
those that are the specific subject of enquiry. The selection and 
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description of the variables are based on a scientific theory, 
according to Popper’s influential delineation of the scientific method 
(Popper 1953: 472). The idealised landscape constructed by Both 
shows a panoramic landscape bisected by a fast moving stream 
(Figure 76). A draughtsman is positioned looking at the stream, a 
sheet of paper before him. He is engaged in a discussion and seems 
to be either about to sketch the stream or preparing some kind of 
document recording information about the environs: the task of 
constructing order from the chaos of observation. 
In the background of Both’s painting, a wealthy person in a sedan 
chair is moving down the road, observed by two idle peasants. 
Barrell suggests that in Both’s painting the panoramic outlook hints 
at a position of privilege and power – a relationship emphasised by 
the implied presence of a wealthy individual inside the sedan chair 
passing the peasants. The occupant of the sedan chair is isolated 
from the environment, and indeed the individual is not visible at all. 
By comparison, the rude mechanicals are sitting in the countryside, 
watching the wealthy person pass. There is an implication about the 
possibility of movement for the wealthy person from the relatively 
wild and hilly woodland into an open vista in which distant fields and 
a town are visible. The peasants will remain in their positions on the 
land and have only their few acres, while the infinite horizon is the 
domain of the privileged. The draughtsman seems to be between 
these worlds. His clothing is finer than the peasants and the nature 
of his work suggests his stay in this landscape is temporary. While the 
peasants, in their drab, rugged clothing seem as much a part of the 
country as the trees and rocks. The draughtsman’s red coat, white 
hose and fine black shoes are a counter point to the organic tones of 
the scene. The 17th century was the period of the enclosure acts, a 
major change in the geo-politics and economics of the rural 
landscape. Common rights were replaced by private property and 
rural communities became part of a broader labour market. Karl 
Polyani refers to this as process as “disembedding” and the 
“discovery of society” (Polyani 1944: 268). The depiction, in Dutch 
landscape painting, of merchants moving through a landscape 
inhabited by embedded shepherds and rural workers is significant at 
this time because it demonstrated the contrast between the new, 
emerging modern social order and the remnants of medieval society.  
The inclusion of the draughtsman in Both’s landscape suggests the 
implementation of a future project. From the current point of view, it 
is hard not to imagine that perhaps a new bridge or piece of 
infrastructure is planned. The movement of the wealthy person 
through and into the distant landscape underscores this sense of 
temporal movement and progress. In my work based on the Both 
painting, Fracture Landscape, 2012, I have emphasised the subject of 
the draughtsman’s observations (Figure 77). The suggestive mist and 
spray of the stream is converted into clean and clearly delineated 
facets. In my painting, I have focussed on the subject of the 
draughtsman’s work, the stream. Removing the bridge effectively 
Figure 76, Jan Both, Italian Landscape 
with a Draughtsman, 1650, oil on 
canvas, 187cm x 240cm 
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converts the stream into a barrier between the hilly, wooded part of 
the landscape and the open plane leading to the infinite horizon. The 
faceted, hard, shiny object is suggestive of a certain technological 
sublime. Decorative and organic details are subsumed into an 
algorithmically generated model reminiscent of the wire-frame 
models used in 3D computer software. If the landscape is an ideal, 
then it is the ideal of the Extropians20. The idealised form divides the 
space of the landscape.  
In Both’s painting, the draughtsman is attempting to construct an 
ordered image from the chaotic information provided by fast moving 
water through a landscape, through his observation and drawings of 
the stream. The faceted stream in my painting represents a possible 
endpoint for this process. The feeling that Both conveyed with his 
painting was an optimistic vision of humans occupying, owning and 
traversing their environment. The Draughtsman draws attention to 
the details of the environment that he will be seeking to record. 
Both’s use of this device heightens the sense of realism for us. Not 
only are we, the viewers, delighted by Both’s detailed and realistic 
rendering of the trees, rocks and the stream but we can also consider 
the wealth of information available to draughtsman, and consider 
how he will condense and record it all.  
As Svetlana Alpers suggests, Both implies the existence of an 
independent reality in the painting itself (Alpers 1983: 139). In my 
painting, by removing both the draughtsman and the details of his 
observation the viewer is left with the trees, rocks and, importantly, 
the implied privilege of the panoramic aspect that is the part of the 
land that extends to the open horizon. The landscape becomes the 
product of the observation itself. The faceted structure is suggestive 
of technological progress and the outcome of algorithmic data 
compression. In my painting the geometric rendering suggests not 
only an abbreviated record of observation, but also the possibility for 
an expression of aesthetic preference in the process of observation. 
The truth is shaped according to the desire of the observer. 
In the 17th century, the act of scientific observation itself became 
the subject of theoretical analysis. Daston describes how the habitual 
nature of observation accounts for the development of skill in 
obtaining information from observation,  
“… as the sciences of vision since the 17th century 
have shown in remarkable detail: without, for 
example, the habit of seeing the same object as the 
same size, regardless of its distance, it would be 
very difficult to specify what it meant to be the 
“same” object” (Daston 2008: 99).  
                                                          
20 The Extropians are a contemporary group who believe in the possibility of 
technologically mediated immortality. 
Figure 77, Sam Leach, Fracture 
Landscape, 2012, oil and resin on 
wood, 30cm x 30cm 
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Observational skills were recognised and individuals with high levels 
of skill were admired. The draughtsman depicted in Both’s painting 
makes his observation in this context. In Both’s landscape, no Greek 
gods or biblical figures enact their mythological narratives. Instead, 
modern humans traverse and alter the landscape, and the key figure 
is engaged in an act of observation. Both’s landscape represents a 
new type of landscape painting which emphasised the accurate 
observation of landscape features such as trees, rocks, hills and 
watercourses. The aesthetic embodied in these landscapes has 
influenced the shape of the physical landscapes inhabited by 
Western civilisation. It is significant that at the same time as the 
focus of landscape paintings turns to the observed botanical and 
physical features of the landscape, the overall scene depicted is 
constructed in the studio rather than painted from life. English 
landscape gardeners sought to recreate the vistas constructed in the 
paintings by physically altering hills, lakes and rivers, de-foresting and 
re-foresting.  
There is some debate about the direction of influence. That is, 
whether the paintings influenced taste, or were the paintings and 
landscapes a reflection of innate preferences that could only be 
expressed when artists were allowed the comparative expressive 
freedom of the Dutch commercial art market. More recent studies 
have sought to explain the appeal of certain aesthetics in landscape 
by evolutionary psychology21. The savannah, or park like vista, 
featuring low ground cover and an open view providing the perfect 
blend of protection of predators and opportunity for hunting with a 
water source either directly visible or implied was the type of 
landscape most favoured by our hominid ancestors (Parsons & Daniel 
2002: 47).  
The conventional view, as outlined by Kenneth Clarke, Ernst 
Gombrich and others, is that the landscape of the 17th century 
marked a distinct departure from the earlier Flemish landscapes, 
with more unity and observational reality. As Finney states:  
“Also conventional is the belief that this realistic 
genre reflects a new, secularised interest in nature 
and in the aesthetic qualities of the work as it 
presents itself to the eye. This… is why during the 
first decades of the 17th century the new Dutch 
landscape idea, abandoned the biblical or 
allegorical staffage of sixteenth century Flemish 
landscape painting and freed landscape of all 
religious and literary content. As a result, for the 
first time in Western art history, landscape became 
                                                          
21 A notable study attempted to account for acculturated taste by 
comparing the preferences of younger children against other age groups. In 
this case, the overall study showed that all subjects, regardless of age, had a 
preference for the savannah style biome with younger children showing the 
strongest preference for this type of landscape (Balling & Falk 1982: 22). 
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an autonomous genre, portrayed for its own sake, 
i.e. expressing the personal “feeling” or "mood” of 
the artist for nature” (Finney 1999: 344). 
The aesthetic choices exercised by Dutch landscape painters reveal 
something significant about the 17th century mind and, by 
extension, the aesthetic impact of early experimental science. Prior 
to the 17th century, landscapes typically appeared in paintings as 
backdrop or decoration. The world would become a stage on which 
mythological or religious scenes were set, whereas in the Dutch 
Italianate landscapes, the environment itself becomes the subject of 
the painting. Human actors are still focal figures in the landscape, but 
unlike the earlier depictions, the narrative of the human figures in 
the paintings are less important than the physical world in which the 
narrative occurs. There was a shift from mytho-poetic and religious 
iconography to a more secular iconography of trade, commerce and 
agriculture.  
The idea of feeling or mood of the landscape is taken as a type of 
truthfulness about what is being depicted. Dutch 17th century 
landscape emerges as a new mode of representing the world in a 
way that is connected with increasing secularisation and the 
emergence of scientific observation. However, this is not necessarily 
reflective of a purely mechanistic view of the world. Clarence 
Glacken argues that these landscapes represent a balanced view of 
order and wildness in nature that is an expression of theistic 
teleology (Glacken 1973). Barrell distinguishes between the 
panoramic landscape, in the manner of Claude and most of the 
Dutch Italianates, and the enclosed or flat depiction of scenes. The 
preference for the panoramic landscape is an indicator of taste and 
status: the more elevated the person, the more elevated the view. 
Barrell draws attention to the 18th century rhetorician George 
Campbell to underscore how landscape had come to represent 
achievement and progress (Barrell 1992: 49). Campbell states that:  
“in all sciences, we rise from the individual to the species to 
the genus, and thence to the most extensive orders and 
classes arrive… at the knowledge of general truths… In this 
progress we are like people, who, from a low and confined 
bottom where the view is confined to a few acres gradually 
ascend a lofty peak or promontory. The prospect is 
perpetually enlarging at every moment, and when we reach 
the summit, the boundless horizon, comprehending all the 
variety of sea and land, hill and valley, town and country, 
arable and desert, lies under the eyes at once” (Campbell 
1988: lxx).  
This chapter has sought to provide a framework to understand the 
historical development of the iconography of science, especially in 
representations of science. In the late Renaissance and the early 
Enlightenment, there was not as clear a division between art as the 
conveyer of sentiment and science as the defender of rationality as 
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there is in the 21st century. As established in this chapter, in the 17th 
century, Boyle went to pains to construct the perception of a 
separation between his published accounts of his scientific research 
and the messy, hands-on reality of his experimental practice. This 
was not a refutation of sentiment as such but rather an attempt to 
establish the disinterested processes of scientific observation. While 
in 18th century France, Riskin argues, sensibility and sentiment 
underpinned both the practice and understanding of experimental 
science (Riskin 2002: 12). 
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Chapter 3 - The End of Genre: Science in 19th and 20th Century Art 
In the Romantic movement of the 19th century, art turned towards 
the imagination and grew increasingly introspective. While art and 
science were still closely interlinked, paintings and sculptures 
depicting the practice of science, such as the alchemists, quacks and 
astronomers discussed in the previous chapter, became rare. As the 
genre of paintings representing science collapsed, artists increasingly 
incorporated scientific discoveries into both the subject matter and 
techniques for producing work. Major artists including John 
Constable, Joseph Turner and John Martin had cultivated their social 
and professional associations with leading scientists. Johann 
Goethe’s colour theories had been debunked scientifically, yet they 
remained influential with artists, particularly with the neo-
impressionists who continued to interpret and reformulate his ideas 
over the 19th century. Charles Darwin’s The Origin of the Species, 
which was published in 1859, was beginning to revolutionise both 
science and the public’s understanding of science. Artists were 
commissioned to make major works for scientific publications and 
natural history museums. These works were sometimes considered 
part of legitimate scientific research, even though the contribution to 
science of the artworks was marginal. In the 19th century the 
development of photography had a significant impact on art. In early 
photography, science and art were treated equally but as 
photographic technology was refined the role of science and art 
again became distinct. 20th century technological inventions such as 
x-rays, electrical power, radio waves and greatly improved 
microscopy influenced artists by suggesting modes of representation 
beyond the purely optical.  
In my practice, I have incorporated scientific discoveries, especially 
around the development of colour cognition in early humans. From a 
formal point of view, I have incorporated elements of the language 
of abstract painting that developed in response to discoveries in 
mathematics and physics. In my work I have sought to suggest 
parallels between certain aspects of the history of abstraction and 
forms and techniques used in mathematics and data visualisation. 
The similarity between the two is not coincidental, as the design 
used in the presentation of data has been influenced by art and vice 
versa22. In the following discussion, the intertwined histories of 
                                                          
22 There is not scope in this project for an exhaustive study of the links 
between design, science and art, but the Swiss school of design in the mid-
20th century, especially designers such as Honegger, Hamburger with their 
work for Geigy chemicals, pharmaceuticals, scientific texts has helped to 
shape the typical forms of contemporary science (Hollis 2006: 162). 
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Figure 78, John Constable, Cloud 
Study, 1822, oil on canvas, 47.6cm x 
57.5cm 
science, photography and art in the 19th and 20th century will be 
further explored.  
Scientific Discoveries Used in Art: Constable, Turner and Martin 
Constable’s cloud studies of 1821 to 1822, seem to have been 
informed by meteorological texts including Luke Howard’s well 
known cloud classifications, as outlined in his Climate of London 
published in 1818 to 1820 (Badt 1950), and it has been established 
that Constable owned a copy of a text by Thomas Forster, Researches 
about Atmospheric Phaenomena (1815). John Thornes describes the 
Forster text as, “one of the first meteorological texts to deal with 
explanations rather than descriptions of the physical phenomena of 
the atmosphere” (Thornes & Constable 1999: 698). Constable’s copy 
of this book is heavily annotated, including some references that 
suggest his awareness of both of Howard’s text and a general level of 
awareness and interest in the scientific ideas of the day, such as 
enquiries relating to electrical fluid, and atmospherics (Thornes 1979: 
33). Constable’s cloud studies often included descriptions of 
meteorological conditions written on the back, and in general his 
approach to painting was informed by his understanding of a 
meteorological scientific method (Figure 78).  
In a lecture at the Royal Institution in 1836, Constable said, “Painting 
is a science, and should be pursued as an inquiry into the laws of 
nature. Why, then, may not landscape painting be considered as a 
branch of natural philosophy, of which pictures are but 
experiments?” (quoted in Rees 1976: 59). Constable’s skies were 
paintings based on his own observation as opposed to the traditional 
landscape painter’s imagined skies, developed entirely in the studio 
(Rees 1976: 60). Constable’s ideas about the methods and intentions 
of his paintings are an example of how an artist could develop a 
visual critique in consideration of the scientific method. It is 
significant that he does so near the beginning of the Romantic 
period, which, as Riskin argues, saw objectivity become the exclusive 
domain of science while imagination was “relegated” to the arts 
(Riskin 2002: 12).  
The painter Martin made use of recent scientific discoveries in his 
paintings, particularly new discoveries in archaeology, palaeontology 
and geology. As well as his large scale Romantic paintings, Martin 
worked as a scientific illustrator producing frontispieces for books on 
prehistoric life (Rudwick 1992: 82). Martin hosted regular evenings in 
which he brought artists and intellectuals together for discussion and 
occasional demonstrations of new inventions. The renowned 
scientist Faraday and his wife were invited to at least one of these 
evenings (Hopkins 2001: 54). 
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In preparing work for his large painting of 1821, Belshazzar’s Feast, 
Martin researched his iconography extensively (Figure 79). The 
discovery in 1808 of a tablet dating from the 6th century BC in the 
reign of Nebuchadnezzar which carried the inscription, “I set up huge 
bronze bulls and serpents to the admiration of the people” seems to 
be referenced by the inclusion of a large bull on a column in the 
background of the work, and Martin himself wrote about including 
some experimental ideas on perspective in his painting, prompting 
“… letters from many persons distinguished in the world of science, 
all expressing opinions and anxiety as to the novel experiment” 
(Hopkins 2001: 56)23.  
Michael Faraday was also known to associate with Turner. Faraday 
had become associated with artists and arts workers through 
providing advice on pigments and conservation techniques for artists 
and custodians of historical artworks. He worked extensively with the 
lithographer Charles Hullmandel to improve the chemical 
background for lithography, and it was at Hullmandel’s that Turner 
apparently met Faraday. After that meeting Faraday “… often had 
application from [Turner] for chemical information about pigments” 
(Hamilton 2001: 10). Turner was also a frequent visitor to the house 
of the science writer Mary Somerville and he finds influence from 
Turner in a passage of Somerville’s writing which he describes as  
“… Turnerian in its iconography… by the electromagnetic 
induction of the earth… Even a ship passing over the surface 
of the water, in northern or southern latitudes, ought to 
have electric currents running directly across the path of her 
motion” (Hamilton 2001: 24). 
James Hamilton also contends that the sun in Turner’s painting The 
Festival upon the Opening of the Vintage of Mâcon (1803), was 
influenced by Herschel’s 1801 lecture at the Royal Society, describing 
how he had been able to make new observations which revealed 
imperfections in the surface of the sun (Figure 80). Hamilton suggests 
that the paint handling in the sun clearly reveals it as an object:  
“… there is a tiny little disc which is in three distinct parts. 
They are painted in different ways – there's a dab and a wipe 
and sort of flick of the brush. He is making it into something, 
he is giving it a surface and coming so close to Herschel's 
                                                          
23 One of these correspondents was William Whewell, the man who first 
coined the term “scientist” in 1834 and with whom Martin struck up a long 
term friendship. (Hopkins 2001: 57).  
Figure 79, John Martin, Belshazzar's 
Feast, half size sketch 1821, oil on 
canvas, 80cm x 120.7cm 
Figure 80, John Turner, The Festival 
Upon the Opening of the Vintage of 
Maçon, 1803, oil on canvas, 237cm x 
136cm 
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lecture and his naming of parts, one has to see them as 
connected events” (Brown 2011).  
 
Goethe’s Farbenlehre of 1810 was a refutation of Newton’s theories 
on colour and light. Although wrong, Goethe’s ideas were influential 
especially among artists (Figure 81). Kemp notes that Turner had 
some concerns with Goethe’s theories, writing notes on his copy of 
Goethe's text such as, “poor dame nature” when “… [Turner] felt that 
Goethe was downgrading nature’s supreme powers” (Kemp 2000: 
57).  
The application of scientific colour theory to artistic practice was a 
recurring theme through the 19th century. John Gage explains that 
while artists often directly sought the assistance or input of 
scientists, this did not mean that artists were always prepared, or 
even capable of using the information supplied to them (Gage 1987: 
47). Eugene Delacroix was notably influenced by the chemist Michel 
Chevreul’s ideas on colour. Delacroix obtained lecture notes from 
Chevreul to assist with solving technical problems arising from the 
painting of a large work on a ceiling (Gage 1987: 57). Charles Blanc, 
professor of aesthetics at the Collége de France, wrote extensively on 
Delacroix using Chevreul’s theories. Georges Seurat, in turn, was 
strongly influenced by Blanc’s writing and, through him, the colour 
theories of Chevreul. Seurat and Paul Signac explicitly stated their 
intention to apply “scientific colour theory” to the practice of 
painting (Roslak 1991: 381). Through the 19th century, despite the 
supposed gap between art and science there were deliberate and 
repeated efforts to apply theory derived from scientific practice to 
artistic practice.  
 
Use of Art in Natural History Museums 
Though images of science did not often figure in the iconography of 
art in the 19th century, the natural history museums of the period 
did use fine art representations in dioramas, sculptures, paintings 
and murals to supplement and inform displays24. For anthropologists, 
artworks could have both scientific and artistic value at the same 
time, as Nelia Dias explains. 
                                                          
24 This is similar to the commissioning of works now for various scientific 
institutes and foundations, for example Fiona Hall’s work Out of Mind 
(2011) created for the Queensland Brain Institute. 
Figure 81, John Turner, Light and 
Colour (Goethe’s Theory), 1843, oil on 
canvas, 78.7cm x 78.7cm 
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“Although art and anthropology were seen as different 
enterprises, it was accepted that art could be a form of 
anthropology; thus busts produced by Cordieer and the 
sculptures of Emmanuel Fremiet, while possessing an artistic 
quality, were simultaneously considered as anthropological 
data” (Dias 1998: 38).  
Emmanuel Fremiet’s sculptures of humans in conflict with non-
human animals such as bears, gorillas and orang-utans imply a 
narrative of human development, tool use and, ultimately, 
domination over nature. His sculpture, An Orang-utan Strangling a 
Native of Borneo of 1898 is placed in the foyer of the Gallery of 
Comparative Anatomy in the Jardin des Plants, Paris (Figure 82). The 
Gallery features a display of many animal skeletons posed to appear 
as if they are marching behind a human figure painted to reveal the 
anatomical details of musculature. Albert Gaudry, a well-known 
champion of Darwin’s theories, conceived the design of the Gallery 
and this context also informs the readings of Fremiet’s sculptures. 
Kemp argues that: “… they were as important in the public 
understanding of science as any of the museum's displays, and have, 
particularly through related book illustrations, done much to fire the 
public imagination and inspire fledgling palaeontologists” (Kemp 
1998: 727). 
While Kemp is undoubtedly correct in his observation that, in the 
context of museums, these works have contributed significantly to 
the public understanding of science, scientists themselves often 
remained sceptical of the role of popularly appealing illustration. 
Martin Rudwick points out that in the early 19th century, illustrations 
of palaeontology began to depict reconstructed interpretations of 
dinosaurs as they would have looked while alive, complete with 
swamp or rainforest habitat details. Previously, illustrators were 
confined to realistic depictions of the fossilised bones themselves. 
However, Rudwick observes, scientists were hesitant to endorse the 
scientific value of these illustrations, or include them in mainstream 
scientific papers, finding them too populist or frivolous (Rudwick 
1992: 22)25. The illustrations contribute to a process of enchantment 
that runs counter to the long-term scientific project of 
“disenchantment” (Weber 2009: 139). The more popular and 
evocative the illustrations were, the greater the possibility for 
misinterpretation or distortion of the underlying scientific facts.  
  
                                                          
25 This idea is explored further in Bauer’s conjecture on the cause of a wave-
like pattern in science communication. See discussion on page 82 of this 
dissertation. 
Figure 82, Emmanuel Fremiet, An 
Orangutan Strangling a Native of 
Borneo, 1898, marble, 140cm x 105cm 
x 115cm 
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Portrayal of Laboratory Practice 
In the 19th century, genre paintings of alchemists and quacks were 
no longer produced by the leading artists. As the discoveries of 
science began to be incorporated as subject matter, scientists 
themselves tended to feature less frequently. There were some 
notable exceptions though as in the 19th century, for the first time, a 
few paintings showing modern, experimental science in action were 
produced. Harriet Moore’s watercolour Faraday in the Chemical 
laboratory of 1852 is among the first portraits showing experimental 
science being practiced in a laboratory by a professional scientist 
(Figure 83). Correspondence between Moore and Faraday shows that 
she attended his lectures and that the two of them had formed a 
friendship (Faraday 2008: 99). Faraday was a relatively private 
person, so this friendship may account for Moore’s unusual access to 
Faraday’s private space. It is interesting to note the presence, in the 
centre foreground, of a set of bellows, which was an iconographic 
link to the long tradition of alchemy paintings. It is unclear whether 
the bellows were coincidentally present or a contrived inclusion but 
some of the equipment does appear to have been deliberately 
placed for the painting such as the open drawer at the bottom left, 
what appears to be a static electricity generator at the bottom right 
as well as a jar of exotically glowing material behind Faraday.  
Albert Edelfeldt’s painting of Louis Pasteur in the Laboratory of 1885 
shows the scientist examining the spine of a rabbit infected with 
rabies (Figure 84). Various glassware and instruments are shown; 
some stored on shelves and others arranged on the lab bench as if in 
the midst of an experiment.  
The Spanish artist, Joaquin Sorolla, also made a series of paintings of 
the psychiatrist and researcher Dr Simarro using a microscope and 
undertaking laboratory work. It is interesting to note that the latter is 
a nocturnal painting, as with Wright of Derby, except here the light is 
electric rather than candle. To make this painting, Sorolla spent time 
in the laboratory observing - but not participating - and wrote that: 
“… Art was nothing more than a stranger who tried to cause as little 
bother as possible” (Campos Bueno 2010: 19). Sorolla records that 
the scene he depicts in his work an Investigation, Doctor Simarro in 
his Laboratory of 1897 occurred in the midst of normal 
experimentation, implying that the arrangement is less contrived:  
“One night, the doctor, surrounded by his companions, was 
performing delicate embryogenesis studies with the 
microscope. He had split open several hens’ eggs without 
finding inside them the phenomena he was seeking, when 
suddenly he called the attention of his disciples and 
colleagues, who were anxiously grouped around him, to 
Figure 83, Harriet Moore, Faraday in 
the Chemical Laboratory, 1852, 
watercolour on paper 
Figure 84, Albert Edelfeldt, Louis 
Pasteur in the Laboratory, 1885, oil 
on canvas, 154cm x 126cm 
Figure 85, Joaquin Sorolla, an 
Investigation, Doctor Simarro in his 
Laboratory, 1897, oil on canvas, 
122cm x 151cm 
Figure 83, Harriet Moore, Faraday in 
the Chemical Laboratory, 1852, 
watercolour on paper  
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observe the function or the phenomenon found at last. That 
lot of intelligent heads, anxious to know, grouped around the 
microscope [author’s boldface] and injured by the artificial 
light that at the same time lit up a complete arsenal of 
apparatus, bottles, and reagents, caused a pleasant impact 
on me, suggesting the idea of the picture, which I began to 
paint right away. And that was it” (Campos Bueno 2010: 19) 
(Figure 85). 
Compared with the standard portraits of scientists prior to the 19th 
century, at the beginning go the 20th century, scientists were 
portrayed as active laboratory workers rather than rarefied men of 
knowledge. If the intention behind separating images of scientists 
from representations of their actions was to enhance or preserve the 
status of the practitioners of science, then perhaps by this time the 
status of science itself was relatively secure and performing one’s 
own experiments no longer undermined status.  
 
The Influence of Science in Realism and Abstraction 
In the 19th century science also began to more overtly impact the 
both the subjects and the technical methods used in artistic practice. 
This impact of science on art occurs in two streams through the 19th 
century: a realist stream informed by photography, and technologies 
of assisted vision; and an abstract stream as concepts about the 
nature of reality became more familiar and led to the development 
of a poetic, interpretative response to the notion of an unseen 
reality.  
Lynn Gamwell argues that the publication of Darwin’s Origin of the 
Species was a pivotal moment in changing the worldview of the 
European public, and traces a link from this event to the 
development of abstract art. Prior to this, she argues, the universe 
was understood in terms derived from Newton as a mechanical 
cosmos, eternally obeying divine laws, and from Carl Linnaeus, as 
ordered categories of biota arranged in hierarchies ultimately 
pointing to a God. This outlook was still essentially Aristotelian, and it 
was not until Darwin’s Origin of the Species that the chain of being 
was understood as flexible and dynamic. This reading does seem to 
underplay the revolutionary discoveries of 17th century science and 
the profound effect they had on European thought. However, the 
impact of Darwin’s theories was culturally very significant. Gamwell 
points out that the passionate public debates prompted by the 
theory of evolution contributed to the development of a specialised 
field of science-journalism and an adoption by the general public in 
the West of a scientific worldview (Gamwell & deGrasse Tyson 2002: 
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2). It was the scientific world view, Gamwell suggests, that 
contributed to the development of increasingly abstract art, as the 
public became more aware of a world of invisible forces and 
phenomena including x-rays, radio-waves, greatly improved 
microscopes and micrography. This meant that the concept of 
representing the world moved away from a strictly optical approach.  
Armand Clavaud, a botanist at the Bordeaux botanical gardens, 
introduced Odilon Redon to images produced by a microscope. 
Redon moved to Paris in 1870, around the time that Louis Pasteur’s 
fame was rising for his work on microbes. In 1883, he responded to 
the ideas of Darwin and Pasteur by producing a series of lithographs 
titled, the Origins showing microbial beings emerging from dark slime 
(Figure 86). Redon sent a copy of his lithographs to Pasteur, receiving 
a response from the scientist stating, “Only Redon’s pencil could give 
life to these monsters” (Gamwell 2003: 50). 
The development of photography and its application for scientific 
research also impacted art. Janet Buerger explains that after the 
formation of the French Photographic Society in 1855, artists and 
scientists worked together in exploring the new medium. The society 
awarded a prize for the best development of the photomechanical 
process and as Buerger says: “In the exhibitions, the works of 
scientists were frequently judged on their artistic merit – in fact, no 
distinction was made between photographs of scientists and those 
who called themselves artistes-photographes (Buerger 1989: 92).  
The early conjunction of science and art in photography faded in the 
later 19th century as the stylised photographic technology became 
more established and photographic artworks were valued in their 
own right (Botar 2004: 527). However, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy 
refocused attention on the aesthetic merits of scientific 
photography, and how the more painterly approach to photography 
was not providing ways to explore the full potential of the 
photographic medium:  
“The photographic apparatus has provided us with surprising 
possibilities which we are only now beginning to evaluate. 
These optical surprises latent in photographic procedure, 
become available to us very often through objective ‘non-
artistic’ pictures taken by scientists, ethnographers, etc.” 
(Moholy-Nagy 1980: 48). 
The relationship between art and science is sometimes exaggerated 
by connections that are more desired than documented. It has been 
stated that Pablo Picasso learned about non-Euclidean geometry 
from Princet and this information led to the development of the 
Demoiselles d’Avignon, from Maurice Princet (Miller 2007: 50). X-
Figure 86, Odilon Redon, The Origins, 
1883, lithograph, 21.3cm x 19.9cm 
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Rays and the photographic experiments of Eadweard Muybridge 
were also under discussion. Picasso and Einstein’s statuses as the 
respective emblems of modern art and modern science in the early 
20th century suggest a link between the two. As Henderson states, 
“Much of the writing on art’s relationship to science was done 
against this backdrop in the 1940s, and – unable to fathom how 
Picasso might have engaged Relativity Theory – authors proposed far 
more nebulous circuits of information or fell back on the notion of a 
Zeitgeist to explain the supposed connection” (Henderson 2004: 
429). Picasso stated that:  
“… Mathematics, Trigonometry, Chemistry, Psychoanalysis, 
Music and whatnot have all been related to Cubism to give it 
an easier interpretation. All this has been pure literature, not 
to say nonsense, which brought bad results, blinding people 
with theories. Cubism has kept itself within the limits and 
limitations of painting, never pretending to go beyond it” 
(quoted in Chilvers & Glaves-Smith 2009: 280). 
The critic Clement Greenberg argues for aesthetics based on a shared 
set of assumptions about the nature of reality. A position that is 
increasingly difficult to maintain in the face of advances and ever 
finer specialisations in the various disciplines of science stating that  
“[the artist’s] relation with science... is owed to the fact that, 
in our age as in every other, the highest aesthetic sensibility 
rests on the same basic assumptions, conscious or 
unconscious, as to the nature of reality as does the advanced 
thinking that is contemporaneous with it” (Greenberg 1988: 
325).  
Paul Laporte, argued that painting had created an emotional 
response to relativity:  
“This new concept means but one thing: that our attention 
has shifted from the static and mechanic aspects of our 
environment to its dynamic and energetic aspects… Painting, 
through cubism, has created a new idiom capable of 
emotionally implementing this new concept” (Laporte 1949: 
255). 
It may be true that there is some value in considering the impacts on 
the visual arts of artists’ understanding of key scientific discoveries. 
However, as Helge Kragh observes, Einstein was not well known until 
1919 when his theories were proven by observations of the transit of 
Venus. Henri Poincare was a larger and more influential figure in 
France at the time Picasso was developing the style that came to be 
known as cubism (Kragh 1999: 90). 
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While specific connections between artists and scientists may be 
dubious, especially the problematic link between Einstein and 
Picasso, scientific literacy was continuing to rise and there is much 
evidence, often from artists themselves, of direct influences from 
science and scientists. The constructivists, for example, made a 
deliberate effort to incorporate new discoveries in Mathematics and 
Geometry in their artistic practices. The constructivist movement 
including Vladimir Tatlin, Kazimir Malevich, Alexander Rodchenko, 
Naum Gabo and, later, Moholy-Nagy explicitly referred to scientific 
discoveries producing works concerned with non-Euclidean 
geometry, the apparent curvature of space-time and Mathematics. 
The aesthetic of the works drew on a combination of new 
technology, industry and diagrammatic representations of theory. 
For example, Gabo’s Construction in Space (Crystal) of 1937-9 was 
based on a diagram of an oscillating elliptical cube reproduced in the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica (Fasanelli 2002: 12) (Figure 87).  
Gabo trained in medicine and engineering and this study informed 
his approach to art in terms of form and content. His sculptures were 
based on what he described as the “stereometric method”, derived 
from techniques used to measure the volumes of solid forms. The 
methods of stereometry were widely taught with stereometric 
diagrams frequently reproduced in textbooks from the mid-19th 
century (Fasanelli 2002: 13). 
Marcel Duchamp also referenced optical and geometrical research in 
creating his roto-reliefs, as featured in his Anemic Cinema. 
Duchamp’s practice lay the foundation for conceptual and 
installation based work over the 20th century where much of the 
work currently described as “art-science” lies26. Duchamp’s interest 
in non-Euclidean and n-dimensional geometry informed the 
expansion of his experimental practice beyond traditional oil painting 
and was an influential idea among the early 20th century avant 
garde27. A text-based analysis of scientific influence is particularly 
relevant for understanding and decoding aspects of Duchamp’s Large 
Glass. His many notes and sketches were developed while he was 
working at the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève where he had access 
to a large number of science books. He drew on these sources in 
developing his “playful physics” for the work as Henderson explains:  
“Based on the theme of electromagnetic wave-borne 
communication between the biomechanical Bride above and 
the mechanical Bachelors below, the work’s narrative draws 
                                                          
26 Since at least the late 1990s the term art-science has been used to describe a 
range of a hybrid or cross-disciplinary practices which use art to demonstrate, apply 
or incorporate scientific discoveries and technologies (Born & Barry 2010: 104) 
27 Henderson explores the impact of the new geometry in The Fourth Dimension and 
Non-Euclidean Geometry in Modern Art (Henderson, 1984)  
Figure 87, Naum Gabo, Construction 
in Space (Crystal), 1937-39, cellulose 
acetate, 22cm x 27cm x 18cm 
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inventively on such fields as X-rays, radioactivity, atomic 
theory, the kinetic theory of gases, and thermodynamics – as 
well as classical mechanics, chemistry, biology, meteorology, 
automobile technology, and four-dimensional geometry” 
(Henderson 2004: 439). 
Atomic theory also influenced Kandinsky, who discussed the impact 
the discovery of subatomic particles had on him, recording in his 
Reminiscences that:  
“A scientific event cleared my way of one of the greatest 
impediments [to breaking with artistic convention]. This was 
the further division of the atom. The crumbling of the atom 
was to my soul like the crumbling of the whole world. 
Suddenly the heaviest walls toppled. Everything became 
uncertain, tottering and weak. I would not have been 
surprised if a stone had dissolved in the air in front of me and 
become invisible” (quoted in Herbert 2012: 24). 
Kandinsky’s abstract painting demonstrates how the new scientific 
discoveries encouraged or informed the development of an abstract 
stream in the visual art of the 20th century. Clarke and Henderson 
discuss how the relationship between art and science changes in 
profound ways at the end of the 19th and early 20th century, 
particularly with regard to the notion of representation. They argue 
that on one hand, the traditional notion of representation in art was 
being directly challenged by a move towards total abstraction, so 
that the sense of a connection between what is represented and 
what can be seen was broken down. On the other hand, emerging 
science and technology were providing access to previously unseen 
realms such as x-rays and radio waves, with scientific discourse 
including “… highly suggestive verbal evocations of the impalpable 
ether” (Clarke & Henderson 2002: 6). 
Stephen Petersen discusses the further impact that nuclear weapons 
had on visual arts, especially with Italian “Nuclear Art”. These 
painters, while referencing ideas from physics, were essentially 
attacking rational science because of the perceived dangers it had 
unleashed on human society (Petersen 2004: 596). The chair of 
physics at the university of Milan visited an exhibition by these 
painters in 1951: “… present in the room was the holder of the Chair 
of physics at Milan University, Professor Polvani, who at a certain 
point fled in horror, dismayed by the ‘scientific’ theories of the 
painters” (Decamous 2011: 127). The anecdote may be exaggerated, 
but taken at face value it does indicate that a tension remained 
between science used or referenced for the purposes of art and the 
sensibilities of a professional, academic scientist. 
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Salvador Dali also responded to the detonation of the atomic bomb, 
and indicated, “… thenceforth, the atom was my favourite food for 
thought. Many of the landscapes painted in the period express the 
great fear inspired in me by the announcement of that explosion” 
(Dali & Parinaud 1976: 216). Petersen suggests that the abstract 
expressionists of New York were also influenced by these events, 
citing Jackson Pollock’s statement that: “It seems to me that the 
modern painter cannot express this age, the airplane, the atom 
bomb, the radio, in the old forms of the Renaissance or of any other 
past culture. Each age finds its own technique” (quoted in Petersen 
2004: 22). 
This does demonstrate awareness among artists of the 
contemporary scientific context in which they worked and does offer 
some support for Petersen’s conjecture that the paintings reflected 
some interpretation or response to the development and application 
of physics.  
Apart from artists responding to scientific discoveries and theories, 
science influenced art through the aesthetics used in the visual 
presentation of scientific information in the 19th and 20th centuries. 
The German biologist Haeckel, one of the most famous interpreters 
of Darwin in Germany, published numerous monographs with highly 
aestheticised, carefully designed and arranged, though occasionally 
inaccurate, images of organic forms (Gliboff 2010: 617). Haeckel’s 
images of radiolarians had a major influence on art and architecture 
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The French architect Rene 
Binet explicitly based his design for the gate to the Paris Universal 
Exposition of 1900 directly on Haeckel’s studies, and wrote to tell 
him so (Proctor 2006: 406). Oliver Botar observes the influence on 
Moholy-Nagy of Haeckel, especially through his protégé Raoul 
Francé, both of whom produced work featuring highly aestheticised 
scientific imagery. Francé was an early contributor to the concept of 
the ecosystem and first coined the term biotechnik (biotechnology) 
(Botar 2004: 528). Moholy-Nagy quoted extensively from Francé and 
drew on illustrations from Grundformen for his 1938 publication The 
New Vision (Figure 88). 
Moholy-Nagy also contributed to the development of photography in 
both science and art stating that “… he wished to teach people to 
see, indeed, to see more, to expand their vision in a manner 
commensurate with modern life as well as with our physiological 
capacities” (Botar 2004: 526). Moholy-Nagy was highly critical of 
early photography that simply sought to emulate painting, and felt 
that the most interesting and significant advances were made by 
scientific applications of photography. Botar argues that Moholy-
Nagy’s project was to make aesthetics, specifically the aesthetics of 
photography, more scientific or “the ‘scientisation’ of aesthetic 
Figure 88, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, the 
Seven Biotechnical Elements, 
illustration in The New Vision: 
Fundamentals of Bauhaus Design, 
Painting, Sculpture and 
Architecture, 1938 
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vision” as Botar puts it (Botar, 2004: 527). However, as he observes 
the process also worked in reverse so that aesthetics were 
increasingly focused on the scientific images. Moholy-Nagy curated 
at least three exhibitions in which scientific photography, or 
photographic images created for the purposes of scientific research, 
were shown alongside avant-garde art photography. 
Moholy-Nagy’s student György Kepes shared Moholy-Nagy’s vision 
for raising visual art to the level of science. Kepes had sought out 
Moholy-Nagy as a student and travelled with him to the United 
States to teach at the new Bauhaus in Chicago in 1937 (Goodyear 
2004: 617). In 1951, Kepes he staged the exhibition The New 
Landscape in Art and Science in which he showed images produced 
for scientific purposes alongside artworks (Figure 89). A similar 
concept was used in a 1958 exhibition at Kunsthalle Basel, 
Kunstformen der Natur that featured examples of modernist 
paintings alongside images from science that showed at least 
superficial formal similarities. The scientific images served as a 
means to provide a meaningful context for otherwise baffling 
modern art. A 1968 exhibition at the Smithsonian museum of Natural 
History, by contrast, sought to highlight the aesthetic value of 
scientific images by comparing them with artworks as will be 
discussed in more detail in the next chapter (Henderson 2004: 427).  
Haeckel and Francé’s work sat in the tradition of morphogenesis – or 
the practice of comparing artistic forms with forms found in nature. 
This tradition, particularly in Germany, begins with the writings of 
Goethe but one of the most influential examples is found in the work 
of Thomson in On Growth and Form (1959) and is notable that 
Thompson was himself inspired by the anamorphic drawings of Dürer 
(Kevles 2007: 100). In 1951 the artist Hamilton curated an exhibition 
at the Institute of Contemporary Art, London titled Growth and Form 
with direct reference to this work.  
By the mid-20th century Kepes was writing and making work dealing 
with the relationship between art and science. Kepes related the 
difficulty he found in presenting work that sought to bring art and 
science together. In an interview with the critic Douglas Davis, Kepes 
commented, “When finally, the book The New Landscape in Art and 
Science was published in 1956, the climate was still not very 
favourable. Some magazines refused to review the book on the 
grounds that art and science are unmixable entities” (Goodyear 
2004: 611). 
The 1960s saw a surge of interest in connections and collaborations 
between art and technology, if not specifically science (Shanken 
1998: 2). Edward Shanken suggests that these collaborations may 
have been seeking to restore some balance to alarming trends in the 
Figure 89, Gyorgy Kepes, the New 
Landscape in Art and Science, 1951, 
installation view at Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology 
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escalation of the cold war and American involvement in Vietnam and 
the evolution of the military industrial complex.  
Kepes established the Centre for Advanced Visual Studies in 1967 as 
a deliberate strategy to bring together artists, scientists and 
engineers. He curated a number of exhibitions on the theme of art 
and science, including visual images produced as part of scientific 
research such as x-rays and sonar, alongside paintings and other 
artworks. He also published several books and collections of essays 
on the theme. However, he was criticised for his lack of awareness or 
understanding of contemporary art of his time. Richard Hamilton 
described his approach as one of extreme naivety in his failure to 
acknowledge or apparently grasp the significance of the work of pop 
artists in ideas around symmetry and modularity (Hamilton 2001). 
Goodyear notes that at the end of the 1960s several shows were 
held in some major institutions that sought to make connections 
between art and science, or art and technology including the 
significant MoMA show The Machine as Seen at the End of the 
Machine Age, in 1968, and held in conjunction with Some More 
Beginnings at the Brooklyn Museum of Art and Explorations at the 
Smithsonian’s National Collection of the Fine Arts and Art and 
Technology at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 1971 
(Goodyear 2004: 614). In this period Billy Klüver, an engineer at Bell 
laboratories who assisted Tinguely and Johns in producing 
technologically complex artworks, established Experiments in Art and 
Technology (E.A.T), a non-profit organisation dedicated to 
collaborations. Klüver argued that creating a synthesised or unified 
field of activity between art and engineering was not really possible 
since the goals of each were not compatible (Schanken, 1998: 2).  
 
From around the beginning of the 19th century, the relationship 
between art and science shifted. As the social status of science 
became secure, the genre of art representing science became rare, 
while artists began increasingly to incorporate scientific discoveries 
and theories in their practice. Through the 20th century, science, 
especially physics and mathematics, had some influence in the 
development of abstract and conceptual practice and this legacy 
remains prominent in contemporary art today. The next chapter 
discusses how the efforts in the mid-20th century moved towards 
establishing common ground for art and science, even though the 
legacy of the development of early modern science leave some 
questions and tensions unresolved  
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Chapter 4 - Theoretical Considerations: Art, Science and the Public 
The idea that art may make science more palatable for the public has 
resonance now, with many art science collaborations taking, as their 
theme, some aspect of climate change or bioengineering. With the 
former an emotional engagement is sought, while in the latter the 
involvement or consideration of artists may seem to act as some sort 
of ethical check or balance. As Shanken asks rhetorically:  
“Why did Cage, Rauschenberg, Klüver, Heidegger, Hultén, 
Latham and Burnham all believe that art possesses special 
and redemptive powers vis-à-vis technology, even though 
they could not identify – in completely rational terms – what 
that redemptive power might be?” (Shanken 1998: 10). 
Speculation about the possible power of art in relation to science and 
vice versa has been the subject of a long running debate, most 
famously articulated by Snow in his Two Cultures essay. This essay is 
part of a long conversation beginning in the late 19th century and 
continuing to this day with notable contributions from Aldous 
Huxley, Arthur Eddington and Graham Harman.  
This chapter examines various proposed models for common ground, 
defining differences and vectors of influence between the two fields 
of art and science. In my work I make reference to the parallels 
between the scientifically inspired utopian visions of the mid-20th 
century and movements in art particularly to Fuller and Formalist art 
of the mid to late 20th century. I consider how these parallels apply 
to contemporary culture. Finally, this chapter covers applications of 
scientific theory in my own work and how I have sought to relate the 
representations of scientific theory to current debates about the 
inter-relations between art and science, responding to Stafford’s call 
for a new formalism.  
Seeking Common Ground 
In seeking common ground between art and science in the 20th 
century, some consistent themes emerge from the literature. First, 
that art and science share a common aesthetic, or at least that both 
fields make use of aesthetic judgment. This is the theory behind 
many exhibitions of science and art, for example the Kunstformen 
der Natur exhibition of 1961 as described previously in this 
dissertation. Secondly, common ground is claimed on the basis that 
both use similar processes of enquiry. Zann Gill, for example, 
expresses support for this idea, stating, “… the arts and sciences are 
one culture to the extent that similar creative mental processes 
operate both in the formation of hypotheses in science and in 
concept formation expressed through works of art” (Gill 1986: 17).  
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As discussed in the previous section, new technology was providing 
access to previously unseen aspects of the physical world. By the 
beginning of the 20th century, both science and art were exploring 
increasingly abstract realms. Comments from artists indicate that in 
some cases, scientific discovery directly inspired or informed their 
work. Some commentators, such as Everett Hafner (1969) and 
N.Katherine Hayles (1986) argue for a “zeitgeist” explanation for a 
confluence of ideas in science and art. The idea of a parallel creative 
process is also frequently invoked as a common ground for art and 
science. The communication of major scientific discoveries forms 
part of not only the discourse in the scientific community, but also 
general news media targeted at the general population including 
artists. However, as seen in previous chapters, where science is 
directly referenced in art, it is more likely that artists have actively 
sought the information. The idea that artists and scientists operate in 
isolated and non-communicative social realms is both out of date 
and inaccurate.  
Laurence Steinberg argues that there is a desire for exchange 
between artists and science. Artists wish to access science’s “… 
arcane complexity, its apparent simplicity and sine qua non status in 
modern culture” (Steinberg 1986: 2). The scientist, on the other 
hand, seeks art’s “… supposed fancy-freedom, its power to move the 
heart, and its perdurable glory” (Steinberg 1986: 2). Discussions with 
scientists seem to indicate that an element of Steinberg’s 
characterisation is true, that the freedom of the artists is appealing. 
However, a much more common justification for exchange is the 
communication or promotion of science. Steinberg’s conjecture 
about the motivation of artists may be closer, though admittedly 
these projects are undertaken for a diverse range of reasons, from 
political and financial expediency to pure curiosity.  
On the other hand, key differences between art and science lie in the 
purpose of the activity. While both art and science can be said to 
progress, Victor Weisskopf notes, in science progress is understood 
to mean a wider and deeper understanding of the universe over 
time, yet no such idea of progress is meaningful for art. The widely 
accepted Popperian view of correctly applied science is to posit and 
test falsifiable theory, a test that is not usually applicable in art. In 
art, progress may mean, as Weisskopf says, “… there is a tendency to 
an increased sophistication in art as time proceeds. The means of 
expression become more manifold, varied and intricate.” (Weisskopf 
1979: 9). However, this does not translate to any meaningful 
description of quality or success, just change. The same idea is noted 
by Thomas Kuhn who points out that in science, images are almost 
always a by-product of research (Kuhn 1969: 403). Cavell observes 
pithily that, “… the way things are said in science is almost always 
less important than what is said, whereas the way a concept is 
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expressed in art is almost always more important than what is 
expressed” (Cavell 1986: 178).  
Elkins outlines what he calls the “standard art-science narrative” in 
three phases: the geometrisation of vision in the 15th century, an 
interest in colour theory in the 19th century and the development of 
digital or computer based art in the 20th century (Elkins 2009: 35). 
He outlines four objections to this view. Firstly, the examples cited in 
the narrative represent a very small fraction of artistic production. 
Secondly, the artists whose work is most often used as examples in 
constructing this narrative tend to be “… minor in art historical 
accounts” for example, “Cigoli, Valenciennes, Celmins or Escher” 
(Elkins 2009: 35). Thirdly, in the 20th century, artists have been 
interested primarily in technology and engineering, either by 
applying these, or reflecting a machine aesthetic and have not been 
interested in experimental method or the culture of science. Finally, 
he argues that where science appears in modern art it is “popular 
science” (Elkins 2008: 39). 
Cavell observes that the audience for art is not just peers, but a 
wider public and further that this applies well into the future. The 
public response to an artwork may be divided between acclaim, 
hostility and indifference, and this does not necessarily mean the 
artwork is any more or less successful. On the other hand, science is 
produced for an audience of peers. In principle, only people who are 
capable of producing the science can be said to fully understand or 
appreciate it. For science, a sharply divided reception to a piece of 
research may mean a crisis within the field (Cavell 1986: 172). Since 
Cavell wrote this, nearly two decades of increasingly corporately 
patronised science may have increased the desirability of a wider 
critical public28. In addition, both the increasing public stake and 
politicisation of climate science has generated a more urgent need 
for both widening and deepening the public understanding of 
science. 
Gombrich noted that the pursuit of successful representation in art 
was akin to technical or scientific progress in the 20th century and “… 
it may be said that the progress of art toward that goal was to the 
ancient world what the progress of technics is to the modern: the 
model of progress as such” (Gombrich et al. 1977: 11). No artistic 
group embraced the conflation of technical and artistic progress with 
quite as much enthusiasm, at least in their statements, as the 
Futurists. The Futurists’ manifesto asserts:  
                                                          
28 This proposition is thoroughly examined by Bauer in Paradigm change for 
science communication: commercial science needs a critical public (Bauer 
2008) 
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“… comrades, we tell you now, the triumphant progress of 
science makes profound changes in humanity inevitable, 
changes which are hacking an abyss between those docile 
slaves of past tradition and us free moderns, who are 
confident in the radiant splendour of our future” (Boccioni et 
al. 1973: 26).  
The statements made by the Futurists’ seem to support Manuel 
Corrada’s assertion that “… for artists there was a widespread feeling 
that behind these changes [in society], science was the ultimate 
cause of this transforming world” (Corrada 1992: 242). Despite the 
Futurists’ lack of reference to specific scientific discoveries, they 
nonetheless responded to science in ways that were close to 
Corrada’s notion of an early 20th century feeling about the scientific 
and technological transformation of the world.  
When artists produced works that in some way resembled or 
suggested contemporary scientific discoveries, some theorists have 
speculated that this was due to a zeitgeist or field of cultural 
influence. Hafner argues that where artists produced work that was 
similar to contemporary scientific ideas, this was due to the 
occasional subconscious influence of scientific discoveries on artists. 
As he states:  
“When the winds of science shift to a new quarter, everything in 
their path bends a little; when we look at the resulting commotion, 
we see an image of the wind itself. The response is inevitable at 
some subconscious level even when the stimulus is unrecognised. An 
artist need no more understand mathematical physics than the 
waving grain understands meteorology. And we can witness and 
profit from the response without understanding the subtle forces 
which produce it” (Hafner 1969: 396). 
Hafner’s metaphor depicting the artist as an uncomprehending stalk 
of grain bent by the wind of knowledge is, perhaps, an example of 
bête comme un peintre. As Michael Baxandall points out the term 
influence implies a passive approach on the part of the artist. Rather, 
he suggests, artists proactively seek information from the large, 
growing and ever more accessible sources of knowledge (Baxandall 
1985: 59). 
Kuhn also disagrees with the notion of scientific images having a 
similarity with artworks through the operation of an aesthetic 
zeitgeist, pointing out that this sort of coincidental similarity would 
only be possible if the scientific images were removed from context. 
For Kuhn, a fundamental difference remains between art and science 
because artists produce visual works as an end point, whereas for 
scientists any visual work produced is a tool. However, Kuhn accepts 
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that art and science have certain parallels, or share some traits, since 
paintings Kuhn argues, “… are the sorts of products a painter aims to 
produce, and his reputation is a function of their appeal. The 
scientific illustrations in the other hand, are at best by-products of 
scientific activity” (Kuhn 1969: 404). Nevertheless, in discussing his 
work on the history of science, particularly his hugely influential work 
On Scientific Revolutions, Kuhn explains that he was informed by an 
understanding of the narrative structure of art history. Kuhn 
specifically mentions his indebtedness to Gombrich in this regard as, 
even though the accumulation of knowledge or progress in both 
science and art is subject to ruptures, this does not rule out a model 
of continuity (Kuhn 1969: 404).  
A more sophisticated version of the zeitgeist model of the 
relationship between art and science involves a process where a “… 
cultural matrix guides individual inquiry at the same time that the 
inquiry helps to form, or transform, the matrix” (Hayles 1986: 22–
23). Particular fields of enquiry become more appealing or relevant 
at a given time through feedback loops of mutual influence29. By 
combining images produced in a range of different fields into a single 
history of images, Elkins proposes an extension of the idea of a 
zeitgeist or mutual inter-influence (Elkins 2001: 4). He suggests that a 
history of images should not be circumscribed by the purpose or 
context of production of the image and argues for a comprehensive 
history that would encompass not only visual works produced for 
photography, but also images produced for the purposes of 
conveying information. He goes on to note that:  
“there is no good name for such images, which include 
graphs, charts, maps, geometric configurations, notations, 
plans, official documents, some money, bonds, patents, seals 
and stamps, astronomical and astrological charts, technical 
and engineering drawings, scientific images of all sorts…. in 
other words, the sum total of visual images, both Western 
and non-Western, that are not obviously artworks, popular 
images or religious artefacts” (Elkins 2001: 4).  
Henderson shows how often the theme of shared creativity has been 
discussed in the literature of art and science, including writers such 
as Bronowski, Henning, Gustafsson, Howard, Niklasson and Miller 
(Henderson 2004: 1). While Root-Bernstein argues that artists and 
scientists not only share a common creative process but also an 
aesthetic appreciation of their work (Root-Bernstein 2004: 93). He 
argues further that artists have directly assisted and advanced 
science, not just in the Renaissance with anatomists and perspective 
                                                          
29 See also Latour on the scientist as part of a societal network (Latour 1990) 
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but also in the 20th century. He cites, as examples to support this 
claim: Fuller’s geodesic domes, which helped in understanding the 
structure of protein shells; and certain carbon molecules and 
Tensegrity structures, developed by the sculptor Kenneth Snelson, 
which were used by the scientists Donald Ingber and Stephen 
Heidemann to model proteins30. Robert Root-Bernstein extends this 
argument to suggest that new aesthetic developments, especially in 
painting, have contributed to scientific method, arguing that:  
“The process of breaking a picture into discrete areas of 
colour (pixels) was invented by pointillist painters such as 
Seurat. The technique of false-colouring objects, which 
scientists use to emphasise in obvious elements of data, was 
invented by Fauvist painters. Abstract art, in which a single 
element of a complex phenomenon (such as its pattern, 
structure or colour) is chosen for selective description, was 
pioneered by Picasso and Kandinsky in the 1920s” (Root-
Bernstein 2000: 134).  
While Root-Bernstein's argument is flattering to painters, it is a 
reverse of the argument that painters simply reflect the look of 
scientific images that stray into their path. The fact that a visual 
parallel between a process used in manipulating images in science 
and a movement in art can be found does not imply a causal link in 
either direction. Without firm evidence to back it, this assertion this 
is speculative at best.  
 
The Two Cultures Debate 
These overlapping and contradictory notions of commonality and 
difference between science and art have been the subject of a 
continuous discussion beginning in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The most famous articulation of this was Snow’s 1959 
lecture “Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution” is among the 
most influential essays written on the topic of the relation between 
art and science (Snow 1959). Snow's essay provoked discussion and, 
perhaps, crystallised the idea of a gap between cultures.  
Snow’s essay emerged in the context of an on-going discussion 
specifically taking place in England. The apparent tension between 
two cultures may be more prevalent in England than in France and 
Germany because in the latter two countries, scientific and 
technology oriented educational institutions were relatively more 
                                                          
30 Tensegrity structures use stiff rods under compression along with flexible cable 
under tension to create stable, lightweight structures.  
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prestigious than in Britain, resulting in graduates trained in science 
and engineering occupying senior positions in government and 
industry (Collini 2012: xvii)31. 
The debate that Snow contributed to arose in 1881, when Matthew 
Arnold gave a speech at the Royal Academy on science and 
literature, followed two years later in 1883, by Theodore Huxley 
speaking on the same topic (Roos 1977: 316). Arnold’s speech was 
given to address a perceived decline in the importance of Classics in 
contrast to an increasing importance of Science in educational 
institutions, and he argued for the importance of Humanities in 
ensuring that education was balanced. In Arnold's view this meant 
to, “… emphasise the necessity of poets, critics, and "scholars" being 
able to transcend the narrow historical viewpoint of their own age in 
order to make the traditions of the past available to the populace as 
a whole” (Roos 1977: 316). However, for T. H. Huxley, "… the free 
employment of reason, in accordance with scientific method, is the 
sole method of reaching truth," and that such an "… un-hesitating 
acceptance of reason… [was]… the supreme arbiter of conduct” 
(Roos 1977: 318).  
The debate regained some prominence in the 1920s. For example, in 
1924, John Haldane published Daedalus or the Future of Science in 
which he predicted: “… marvellous future developments in physics, 
Chemistry, energy, exploitation, psychopharmacology (happiness 
pills), food production, and telecommunications” (Porter 1996: 4). 
Bertrand Russell responded to this in his Icarus, or the Future of 
Science (1924) in which he argued that science had become the 
“slave of technology,” that industrialism was innately greedy and was 
dominated by “wealthy political elites” and that science:  
“… has not given men more kindliness, more self-control… 
man’s collective passions are mainly evil… therefore at 
present all that gives men power to indulge their collective 
passions is bad. That is why science threatens to cause the 
destruction of our civilisation” (Russell 1924: 63).  
Roy Porter argues that the period between WWI and WWII saw 
numerous crises for capitalism and democracy. The prospect of a 
socialist alternative informed by scientific humanism therefore 
seemed appealing. Porter suggests this term was invented by the 
philosopher George Sarton and was, at least in part, formulated in 
response to perceived reductionist materialism of scientific 
                                                          
31 The French Ecole Polytechnique and the German Technische Hochschule are elite 
educational institutions with an emphasis scientific and technical curriculum. 
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naturalism (Porter 1996: 6). The outlook of thinkers like T. H. Huxley 
meant that by the end of the 19th century, the:  
“… Darwinian movement seemed thus to have nailed its colours to 
the mast of reductionist materialism, which, in the eyes of its 
adversaries and many an honest inquirer, was both intellectually 
impoverished – bankrupt even – it could not account for life and 
mind” (Porter 1996: 6).  
Among the philosophers seeking to find a new synthesis between the 
subjective and objective were Jan Smuts, Joseph Needham, Alfred 
Whitehead, and Conrad Waddington. Porter further suggests that 
Snow may have obtained the idea for his lecture from a review by 
Joseph and Dorothy Needham, published in Nature in which they 
commented that it was curious that despite the influence of science 
on culture, “… there have been so few attempts to express its ethos 
in literature” due, not least, to the fact that there were very few 
writers with a scientific education (Porter 1996: 10). 
As pointed out by Aldous Huxley, continuing the discussion begun by 
his grandfather, “… the field has known a long succession of fighters” 
which Snow did not acknowledge or refer to during his lecture 
(Porter 1996: 4). Porter also suggests that Snow, who had an 
unsuccessful career as a chemist and whose novels were also not 
well-received, may have been writing from a more personal 
perspective. The impact of his formulation of this old problem was 
likely to have been to crystallise and reinforce it, rather than to 
contribute to any meaningful resolution. Similarly, many projects 
involving art and science now run the risk of reinforcing a gap 
between the cultures. Collaborating with scientists and using 
scientific data or processes to create an artwork, creates an effect of 
mystification and dislocation that in turn produces a situation where 
it seems more apparent that two cultures are at work. 
Porter argues that to judge Snow against the sophisticated standards 
of philosophers like Whitehead, Waddington and others is a 
disservice to him. Snow was neither a philosopher of mind nor an 
historian of science. Instead he wrote as a former scientist, turned 
novelist, unaware or unable to access the intellectual elites which 
excluded him but which had nevertheless set out solutions to the 
very problem he set.  
For Archibald Henderson, writing in 1946, closing the gap between 
the clashing two cultures was an urgent project (Henderson 1946). 
The impact of the detonation of two atomic bombs and the rapid 
technological advances in all fields during WWII created a climate of 
fear and concern:  
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“The present war has heightened our consciousness of the 
vast increase in number and efficiency of death dealing 
instruments of destruction, and the consequent menace to 
humanity’s future. It is not surprising that a nerve tension, a 
psychotic dread, is epidemic, especially among proponents of 
liberal education and humanistic culture who fear lest the 
returning young “veterans” of a global warfare and the new 
generations coming to the fore demand a type of education 
dominated by Mathematics, the physical sciences, 
engineering, and technology” (Henderson 1946: 453).  
Closing the gap between art and science offered a way through this 
psychological danger and also a means for navigating a new science 
and technology, emphasising the shared “… twilight zone of 
creativeness where both artists and scientists function” (Henderson 
1946: 454). This is accompanied by a mutual appreciation of 
aesthetics, particularly as expressed by mathematicians in their 
delight at the elegance or beauty of some piece of Mathematics. 
Elkins and Steinberg justly challenge how closely this concept of 
elegance or beauty can be mapped from Mathematics to art. 
However, the point that an aesthetic appreciation is common to both 
is valid. This concern about the violent application of science during 
war was also a motivation for Michel Serres, who saw the use of 
nuclear weapons cause a crisis among professional scientists 
concerned with the link between science and violence and who 
turned to Humanities for resolution, usually fruitlessly (Serres 1995: 
18). 
Harman discusses the significance of Snow’s two cultures argument 
in the context of an earlier example by Eddington. Eddington uses 
the analogy of two tables: a table described by physics, and a 
duplicate table of everyday life. Eddington writes, “… I have settled 
down to the task of writing this lectures and have drawn up my 
chairs to my two tables. Two tables! Yes; there are duplicates of 
every object about me-two tables, two chairs, two pens” (quoted in 
Harman 2012: 12). Harman suggests that in this bifurcated analysis, 
the scientific or model reduces things “… downward to tiny particles, 
invisible to the eye” while “… the humanist reduces it upwards to a 
series of effects on people and other things” (Harman 2012: 12). 
Harman proposes that a third table is, in fact, the real table. This 
table, he suggests, may lie between the other two, not being reduced 
upwards or downwards. Extending Snow’s dual cultures model, 
Harman suggests a third culture:  
“… perhaps it is the culture of the arts, which do not seem to 
reduce tables either to quarks and electrons or to table-
effects on humans … Quite obviously, artists do not provide a 
theory of physical reality, and Eddington’s second table is the 
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last thing they seek. But on the other hand they also do not 
seek the first table, as if the arts merely replicated the 
objects of everyday life or sought to create effects on us. 
Instead, there is the attempt to establish objects deeper than 
the features through which they are announced, or allude to 
objects that cannot quite be made present” (Harman 2012: 
14). 
 
Utopian Visions of Science 
Just as WWII injected new urgency into the “Two Cultures” debate in 
England, Fuller’s utopian visions of the mid-20th century emerged 
soon after the victory of the United States in World War II. This was a 
time when the US, had emerged as the dominant superpower, the 
rivalry with the Soviets notwithstanding. Indeed, in the second half of 
the 20th century the United States did expand its commercial 
activities across the globe with enormous and rapacious corporations 
amassing huge wealth. Fuller’s ideas about “Spaceship Earth” and 
the possibility for a universal society seem somewhat naively 
optimistic in hindsight, and at odds with the ultimately damaging 
outcomes of United States growth and expansion (Fuller 1978: 1).  
There are parallels between Fuller’s utopian vision and the benign 
and hopeful origins of the civilisation portrayed by van Dalem. 
Fuller’s Dymaxion map was an attempt to create a flexible projection 
of Earth that minimised the distortions of the Mercator projection. 
The more commonly used projections have tended to over-
emphasise the scale of Europe and the United States while 
somewhat under-emphasising Asia and Africa. By combining the 
shape of the Dymaxion projection with the van Dalem landscape I 
wished to emphasise the way that van Dalem sought in his image to 
represent an entire world-view and his utopian, or perhaps Arcadian, 
take on human history. The Dymaxion shapes represent a schema for 
mapping the world, a project keenly progressed by the merchant and 
colonial voyagers of the 16th century. My painting, van Dalem in 
Dymaxion (2013) emphasises the gap between science and 
sentiment by suggesting a teleological motivation for the scientists, 
an enthusiasm for an idealised notion of human project at odds with 
the ideal of a dispassionate accumulation of facts (Figure 90).  
In my painting I have replaced the fur-clad proto-farmers with clean-
suit wearing scientists. The image of the cleansuit is frequently seen 
in science fiction movies as well as many images published by NASA 
and ESA documenting the construction and preparation of the 
technology to be launched in to space. A frequent motif in my work 
Figure 90, Sam Leach, Van Dalem in 
Dymaxion, 2013 
Figure 91, Sam Leach, Tiger Satellite, 
2015, oil and resin on wood, 200cm x 
200cm 
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is to place the clean-suit32 wearing worker in the landscape, rather 
than the clean-room (Figure 91). As Terry Harpold and Kavita Philip 
observe,  
“The cleanroom excludes the environmental threat of stray 
matter by containing it within the active field of the worker’s 
body. The bunny-suited worker is the inverted (to be more 
precise, the introjected) psychic form of the ‘filthy savage’ of 
the colonial Imaginary” (Harpold and Philip 1999: 15) 
By placing the clean-suit wearing workers in an idealised landscape, I 
want to suggest a deliberate strategy for separation between the 
human researchers and their subject. Just as Latour observes that 
climate change has turned the laboratory inside out (as discussed in 
Chapter 1), the cleansuit inverts the biological threat.  
The idea of a separation of the human from the environment is 
underscored in my work by the surface treatment I apply to my 
paintings. The paintings are finished with a layer of clear epoxy resin 
which provides a shiny, hard appearance to the works. I began using 
this technique in an effort to find a way of presenting painted images 
in a way that would create a layered distance between the painted 
surface and the viewer. Although it was not my intention, the 
coldness of the surface offers some connection with the position of 
cold detachment science has historically sought to present, as 
discussed in Chapter 2.  
In Dymaxion Mars, I applied Fuller's Dymaxion template to one of the 
iconic images of Mars from the NASA Mars Rover Exploration mission 
(Figure 92). The image of the surface of mars is constructed from a 
montage of photographs, digitally transmitted to earth. By 
connecting this project with the van Dalem landscape via Fuller my 
painting proposes that scientific discovery causes perpetual, or at 
least cyclical dawns of civilisation (Figure 92, Sam Leach, Dymaxion 
Mars, 2013, oil and resin on wood, 30cm x 60cm). 
In the early 21st century, images of Mars are suggestive of the 
proposed one-way colonising missions that people are volunteering 
for (Schulze-Makuch and Davies 2010: 3619). Where the painting by 
van Dalem reflects the anthropological gaze informed by early 
colonialism, Fuller was informed by a more modern view of human 
origins, emphasising the commonality of humans, even though 
United States cultural hegemony retains more than a tinge of 
colonial oppression. The proposed mission to Mars is still United 
States centric, but at least limits the possibility for domination and 
annihilation of other cultures. While from the current vantage point 
substituting Euro-centrism for Anthropocentrism or Gaia-centrism 
                                                          
32 The cleansuit, also known as a ‘bunny suit’ is full body protective clothing  
Figure 92, Sam Leach, Dymaxion Mars, 
2013, oil and resin on wood, 30cm x 
60cm 
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seems to be an improvement, there is scope for a critical discourse 
on the possible impact of launching a new wave of colonialism. 
Latour’s call for a spokesperson for non-humans takes on a critical 
urgency at the point where humans go beyond Earth. Fuller’s 
optimistic vision for spaceship earth is echoed in the ambitious plans 
to reach and colonise another planet. The images of Mars are 
presented as scientific data and they are received with enthusiasm 
by a wide public. In their stark grandeur, recall the Romantic 
landscapes of Friedrich.  
The Use of Scientific Theory in My Work 
In my own work I have represented elements of scientific theories 
and artefacts. It is a matter of conjecture whether these elements 
are in my work due to a zeitgeist, or field of cultural influence, since 
from the perspective of an individual chance encounters may lead to 
intentional outcomes and vice versa. In The Development of Colour 
Terms, 2013, I have used the image of a lion I with whom I had a 
chance encounter at the Adelaide Zoo (Figure 93). The lion is placed 
in a series of coloured segments that run in a sequence based on the 
Brent Berlin and Paul Kay study of the way that colour terms have 
developed in language. Berlin and Kay found that in cultures with 
two colour terms, these would indicate black and white or light and 
dark. A third colour term would include red. Next would come either 
green or yellow, followed by blue (Kay et al. 2009). It should be 
noted that while these results are based on extensive field surveys, 
they are contested and counter examples have been offered. Anna 
Wierzbicka points out that colour is not itself a universal concept 
among human populations (Wierzbicka 2008). In studies of children, 
no corresponding evolution of colour terms can be found, a finding 
they point out was shared by C. Darwin,  
“I was astonished to observe in two or, as I rather think, 
three of these children soon after they had reached the age 
in which they knew the names of all the ordinary things, that 
they appeared to be entirely incapable of giving the right 
names to the colours of a colour etching” (Pitchford & 
Biggam 2006: 139).  
Despite these significant objections, the Berlin and Kay findings do 
support at least a widespread commonality in the evolution of colour 
terms in language groups. In my painting, I have placed the lion 
immediately after the first colour term: the distinction between light 
and dark, to suggest the primordial status of the lion. In terms of 
biosemiotics, the lion is a strong signifier. The lion is also, 
problematically, used as a charismatic index of environmental 
concerns. However, for a human in closer proximity to the lion it is 
more likely to signify an existential threat.  
Figure 93, Sam Leach, the 
Development of Colour Terms, 2013, 
oil and resin on wood, 35cm x 72cm 
Figure 94, Sam Leach, the Development 
of Colour Terms II, 2013, oil and resin 
on wood, 45cm x 35cm 
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In this case, my encounter with the lion was in the confines of the 
Adelaide Zoo. The Lion was gazing at a point in the human public 
space. I moved to that space to engage the Lion's gaze, but was 
unable to do so. The painting The Development of Colour Terms ii 
2013 is the result of this second part of the encounter with the lion 
(Figure 94). In this work the position of the viewer is in line with the 
Lion’s gaze. The lion’s body suggests that no aggressive leap is 
imminent. The backdrop to the lion is an array of colour chips, based 
on Kelly’s Colours on a Grid, 1976. Unlike the clear progression of 
colours found in the previous work, the colours are often ambiguous 
and not in any clearly recognisable order (Figure 94, Sam Leach, the 
Development of Colour Terms II, 2013, oil and resin on wood, 45cm x 
35cm). By portraying the failed attempt to return the lion’s gaze I 
attempt to portray the lion as an individual with unknown thoughts, 
feelings and motivations. The destruction of the apparent order of 
Berlin and Kay’s colour evolution into a chaotic grid of unnameable 
colours is likewise a move away from the idea of cognition towards 
an actual sense of looking at some colours.  
Although the lion would not return my gaze, my pet cat will readily 
stare at me for extended periods. Jacques Derrida describes the 
feeling of shame he experiences when his own cat sees him naked 
(Derrida 2008). Derrida draws attention to Michel de Montaigne’s 
relationship with his own cat, and how that animal figures in what 
Derrida describes as “… one of the greatest pre or anti-Cartesian 
texts” (Derrida & Wills 2002: 375). The gaze of the lion in the zoo 
may, in fact, induce the very human sense of shame. In the presence 
of the non-human individual, the painting can oblige the viewer to 
experience the blank and dehumanising gaze of the zoo captive. As 
Linda Williams points out, modern science before and during the 
Enlightenment has generated the scientific knowledge that prevents 
humans from turning away in shame from the consequences of our 
choices over which creatures remain in the garden, and those who 
will be forever banished and expelled (Williams 2012: 37).  
The experience of viewing an animal in a zoo is complex and reflects 
the changing history of the zoo. As Anderson states, the role and 
perception of zoos has changed over time. In the specific case of the 
Adelaide zoo, it began in the 19th century as a site for introducing 
familiar European species to domesticate Australian “wilderness” 
before becoming a circus-like exhibition of the exotic in the 20th 
century. More recently it has become what Anderson describes as 
“ecological theatre” of enclosures presented to match perceptions of 
the natural habitats of the captive animals serving as, “the global 
image of nature’s redemption” (Anderson 1995: 289).  
Barbara Maria Stafford questions whether human intelligence may 
have “arisen from the successive bootstrapping of natural images 
imposing themselves on our neural networks, combined with what 
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we choose to focus on” (Stafford 2004: 332). She finds that Romantic 
associationism is an attempt to “investigate subjective consciousness 
in relation to hominid origins” and suggests that the legends of 
monsters and beasts from the “childhood of the world” are echoes of 
actual encounters with wild animals in early-human or pre-human 
history (Stafford 2004: 333). While the Romantics have valuable 
insights about the way the evolution of human consciousness has 
impacted the reception of imagery, it does not follow that 
reductionist formalism is necessarily a poor substitute. Stafford 
writes,  
“This Romantic, situated and performative, prehistory of 
formalism has been forgotten, overwritten by a 
poststructuralist and decontextualised art history of 
exhaustion. We have become thoroughly conditioned by the 
clinical, serial, and analytical structures of loss— think of 
Jacques Derrida’s emphasis on break or rupture, and Paul de 
Man’s sense of futility—endemic to 20th and 21st century 
minimalism and conceptualism (Sol LeWitt, Niele Toroni, Mel 
Bochner, Marcel Broodthaers, Robert Morris, and Lawrence 
Weiner). This bleak or pessimistic or cynical work turns its 
back on Kazimir Malevich’s insight that nothingness is not an 
end but a pivot for renewal” (Stafford 2004: 342).  
This seems to me to deliberately mis-represent some of the 
intentions of minimalists. If pessimism and cynicism occur in the 20th 
and 21st century, it is more likely to be found with the overtly 
commercialised practices of Hirst or Jeff Koons. The minimalists were 
engaged in a project of testing ideas of perception and cognition, 
which relates more closely to the Romantic associationism than 
Stafford suggests. My painting Kelly Auroch Drinking Horn places an 
auroch drinking horn beneath the formalist shape referencing the 
painting of Kelly (Figure 95). The curve of the shape taken from Kelly 
reflects the curve of the horn. 
The formalist artworks made in the late 20th century seem to me to 
represent a zenith of a certain utopian impulse of modernism. The 
utopian impulse inherent in these works is also found in architecture 
and design, and Fuller is emblematic of this tendency. The modes of 
representation exemplified by Dutch 17th century fine painters 
ultimately entail loss, negation and ellipse since the resolution is 
limited by both the physicality of paint and support and the ability of 
the human mind to encode and decode the visual information. Early 
experimental science also grappled with how to represent reality. 
The abstractions of geometry and Mathematics simultaneously 
allowed for a more accurate understanding of the world and a 
separation between the physical world and its description. The 
elegant arc of a curve in an Ellsworth Kelly painting and the refined 
Figure 95, Sam Leach, Kelly Auroch 
Drinking Horn, 2013, oil and resin on 
wood, 27cm x 35cm 
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bend of a Kenneth Noland stripe painting have a link to the curve of 
an Auroch horn in an ornate 17th century guild drinking vessel.  
Stafford, contrasts a contemporary emphasis on formalism as a 
rhetoric of loss with the earlier, romantic ideas of formalism such as 
associationism and the notion that the human mind was formed in 
primordial fear and response. She states  
“… the careening meteorites, the glacialisation, the sudden 
warmings, volcanos, tidal waves, monsters, other menacing 
hominids, the broken twigs on the snow, animal spore, the 
sooty handprint: these were phenomenological gifts to the 
early mind. We have now become accustomed to pessimistic 
exercises of formalism as a negative theology. Degrees zero 
pieced together from omissions, gaps, deferrals and 
ellipses. It is difficult to imagine ourselves in a time when 
schematic configurations were not either hermeneutically 
overdetermined or, conversely, cold and empty but revealed 
something essential about how the brain generates reality” 
(Stafford 2003: 341).  
By contrasting the psychological impact of these dramatic events 
with the apparently reductive dryness of 21st century formalism, 
Stafford calls for a richer understanding of formalism that includes 
the possibility for associationism and romantic appeals to a 
primordial fear and response. While I agree with Stafford’s 
observation of the richness of Romantic formalism, the aesthetic 
discoveries of late modernism and formalism are valuable, as are any 
schematic configurations that help to increase understanding of the 
human mind or any aspect of the world.  
Some of my works test Stafford’s notion to see if the value of 
abstracted formalism could co-exist with Stafford’s 
“phenomenological gifts”. Some of the works include elements of 
data visualisation showing aspects of perception. In Leakey Skull with 
Datavis, for example, a diagram representing the evolution of colour 
language terms is juxtaposed over the famous early hominid skull 
discovered by Mary Leakey (Figure 96). The intention is to suggest 
that this relatively simple indicator about linguistic development 
actually implies that aesthetics are deeply rooted in early human 
evolution. Other works make reference to key works of formalist 
painters such as Kelly and Noland. Paleolithic Tool with Chevron, for 
example, suggests a link between the design of early stone artefacts 
and the pared back composition of 20th century formalism (Figure 
97). The works address the theme of the emergence of modern 
humanity from fossil hominid to early stone tools and emergent 
civilisation. In other works, I have extended this exploration to 
consider how humans might relate to the phenomenological worlds 
Figure 97, Sam Leach, Paleolithic 
Tool with Chevron, 2013, stone tool, 
oil and resin on wood, 30cm x 30cm x 
10cm 
Figure 96, Sam Leach, Leakey Skull 
with Datavis, 2013, oil and resin on 
wood, 35cm x 35cm 
Figure 98, Sam Leach, for Thomas 
Nagel, 2013, oil and resin on wood, 
30cm x 30cm 
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of the non-human, for example by referring to Thomas Nagel’s essay 
What It Is Like to be a Bat (Figure 98) (Nagel, 2012: 165). 
This chapter has discussed various aspects of the evolving 
relationship between art and science and some of the attempts for 
form a theoretical framework for understanding it. From the middle 
of the century collaborations between artists and scientists were 
actively encouraged with the support of dedicated institutions. This 
was in the context of a long-running debate about the nature and 
degree of separations between art and science. By the end of the 
20th century art, was increasingly used a tool for the communication 
of science though often unwittingly exacerbated the division 
between the two disciplines. Some of the causes for this have been 
noted in efforts to articulate the essential differences in purpose of 
the art and science though these are often not well acknowledged in 
collaborative endeavours.  
In my own work I have used references to Fuller’s Dymaxion to 
consider aspects of scientific culture in the 20th century, and how 
these might be related to the emergence of experimental science in 
the 17th century. I have represented elements of scientific theory in 
my paintings both as a means of reflecting on the inter-influences 
between art and science, and as a means of responding to some 
contemporary contributions to the “two cultures” discussion.  
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Conclusion 
This dissertation has shown how the series of complex shifts in the 
relationship between art and science has changed the genre of 
representations of science and how I have used painting to interpret 
and respond to these changes. 
Chapter 1 provided an overview of the current approaches 
contemporary art takes to dealing with science. I situate my own 
practice within this field and highlight some potential gaps and 
problems my work seeks to address. The survey of recent 
contemporary art dealing with science demonstrates that although a 
large number of artists have tackled the theme in diverse ways, 
science remains a relatively small subset of contemporary art overall. 
This is despite communication about science more broadly being at a 
historically high level. It is argued that there is a tension between the 
practice of science and the communication of science and art runs 
the risk of exacerbating this tension. An analysis of curatorial and 
critical texts associated with contemporary art about science 
demonstrated a failure to recognise the existence of this tension or 
understand its origins. This has meant that art projects about science 
and collaborations between artists and scientists have often ended 
up exacerbating the tension and widening the gap between these 
two aspects of culture, often despite their explicitly stated 
intentions. Nevertheless, some artists have recently made work that 
provides valuable insight and is highly successful in addressing this 
area. My own practice was mapped, albeit imperfectly, onto a broad 
categorisation of the major themes emerging in contemporary art 
about science: machine aesthetics, museum display, data 
visualisation and bio-art. While a survey of eflux showed that art 
representing the practice of science is quite rare, my own studio 
based work addresses this gap, using that subject as a way to 
understand the historical and cultural legacy of experimental science. 
Chapter 2 outlined how the emergence of modern science in the 
early 17th century was depicted in visual art and how this 
demonstrates that the development of a scientific culture was 
accompanied by a strong drive to ensure the credibility of the new 
knowledge being offered. The new methods yielded results that 
were threatening and potentially destabilising to elements of society, 
and science relied on the privileged status of some of its most 
noteworthy practitioners, especially Boyle, to achieve the level of 
established respectability it carried into subsequent centuries. Boyle 
consciously distanced his personal feelings when he communicated 
his results in his published scientific texts, adopting a dry tone based 
on legal language. It was also made clear how this process of 
desiccation has only been further refined in subsequent centuries 
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with anecdotal writing on science lingering until the 20th century. In 
art, the representation of science moved from satirical paintings of 
alchemists and quack doctors, to formal portraits of scientists as 
gentlemen who would not be depicted physically conducting 
experiments. By the end of the 18th century, important artists were 
directly referencing scientific discoveries. Wright of Derby painted a 
major work showing a scientific demonstration in an upper class 
household, and David completed a portrait of A. Lavoisier and M. 
Lavoisier complete with their scientific equipment, which enhanced 
their status in society. In my practice I use the 17th century 
landscape as a way to understand and reflect the social shifts 
occurring in Europe in this period. By combining this with imagery 
and iconography drawn from current experimental science my work 
suggests connections between fundamental political and 
philosophical shifts which facilitated the emergence of experimental 
science and the impact that has had on the relationship between 
humans and the non-human world. The impact of societal changes in 
early modernity is critical to understanding how and why the genre 
representations of science changed. 
 
Chapter 3 described how at the end of the 18th century a cultural 
gap began to form between art and science, with art becoming the 
domain of emotion and imagination and science the domain of fact, 
reason and authority. At this point, representations of science in 
visual art became rare, while certain scientific discoveries and 
technologies began to be incorporated into the imagery and 
construction processes of visual art. The Romantic movement 
increased this gap between art and science despite the fact that 
some of the key Romantic artists and writers explicitly celebrated 
science and scientific achievement. By the early 20th century new 
developments in mathematics, geometry and physics were being 
used to inform abstract art. However, the impact of WWI and WWII 
meant that science was linked to the unprecedented lethal potential 
of technologically advanced weapons and this added some urgency 
to the task of reconciling art and science. Klüver and Kepes worked 
on projects based on collaboration between artists and scientists, 
but it was not until late in the 20th century that more widespread 
institutional support for projects combining art and science began to 
emerge with some dedicated foundations established. The efforts to 
bridge the cultural gap are significant in understanding how the 
genre of representation of science has changed from the early 
Enlightenment because they reveal how the relative social status of 
the fields has shifted. This has informed my practice, especially my 
response to working with or alongside scientists. As part of this 
project I spent time with scientists in laboratories and the work I 
have made as a result of those interactions has sought to represent 
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science without necessarily seeking to reconcile or borrow from 
sciences social status. 
 
Chapter 4 looked at the long running debate about the relationship 
between art and science, often referred to as the “two cultures” 
debate with reference to Snow’s influential paper. This paper was 
itself a contribution to a discussion beginning in the late 19th century 
and continuing to the present day. This debate is situated in its 
historical context and considered alongside various propositions for 
theoretical frameworks for the relationship between the fields of art 
and science, describing how they influence each other, 
commonalities and contradistinctions. These running debates 
highlight how the genre of representation of science has changed 
from the early Enlightenment, when the distinction between the 
fields was less clearly delineated towards the current position where 
the separation of art and science is a point of primary focus, whether 
the artwork seeks to highlight differences or bridge them. In my 
practice I have made work which responds to recent contributions to 
this debate, drawing on traditions of representation ranging from 
depictions of the practitioners to references to theory and scientific 
discovery. My works do not attempt to affect a reconciliation 
between art and science, nor do they attempt to demarcate a 
boundary. Instead my practice has sought to reflect the cultural 
activity of science, exploring the historical influences and parallels 
between art and science.  
At the outset of this dissertation, two central questions were posed.  
How has the genre of representations of science changed 
since the early Enlightenment? 
In what ways can I employ painting to respond to the 
changes in the genre? 
This research has shown how the iconography of science has shifted 
from a mode that was often critical and satirical but did produce 
representations of the practice of science, to something that is often 
reverential but tends not to represent the activity of experimental 
science directly. Prior to the 17th century artists were in a position to 
produce paintings that mocked the activities of early practitioners of 
science. At that time, the social status and credibility of science were 
still being actively built. By the 19th century, the social status of 
science was relatively secure and artists were explicitly drawing on 
scientific discoveries and new technologies in the construction of 
artworks. The long debates about the relationship between art and 
science are prompted by the separations seen at the beginning of the 
19th century, and shaped by both the rapid progress and 
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technological anxiety of the 20th century. By the 21st century, artists 
are seeking the approval of science and scientists to lend an aura of 
authority to their work. Hence, the cultural power of the two fields 
has been effectively reversed. Nevertheless, the status of science is 
still not assured, as the intensity of political attacks on science in 
recent years have shown. In this context it is important to 
understand how the tensions and correspondences between art and 
science operate. Bauer has shown how there have been waves of 
science communication and periods with high levels of 
communication are followed by slumps. He cites evidence which 
suggests that this is because the practitioners of science become 
wary of the tendency for mass communication to lead to 
mystification of science, an outcome antithetical to the ethos of 
science.  
Contemporary art often draws on scientific discoveries and 
technology to inform the processes of artmaking. Collaborations with 
scientists often result in the production of more art, rather than 
providing any meaningful contribution to the research of the 
scientist. This research project has led to an understanding that 
contemporary art risks contributing to a problem of mystification 
that may tend to exacerbate problems with science communication. I 
seek to address this in my work by making the processes of 
mystification overt and explicit. While I depict new scientific 
knowledge in a way that is somewhat celebratory, I seek to retain 
some critical examination of the practitioners of science themselves 
and how they relate to the world. My paintings use representations 
of the activity, practitioners and apparatus of science to reflect on 
the shifting status and impacts of this cultural activity. My work does 
not seek to communicate or broaden the public understanding of 
science. Just as science is accepted on its own terms, my work is 
presented to viewers on its own terms as artwork. Nonetheless, art 
has the capacity to reflect on science. 
This dissertation has been informed by and reflects my studio 
practice which has, of course, been informed by this dissertation. The 
relationship between practice led and practice based research has 
been discussed at length in recent scholarly work, a comprehensive 
view of this has been beyond the scope of this project. However, 
given the subject of this project, it is apt to reflect briefly at least on 
the relationship between practice based research in art and 
experimental or practice based research in science. As discussed in 
chapters one and three, distinctions have been drawn between the 
apparent playful freedom of art and the more rigid, systematic 
approach of science, as characterised by Popper. Against this, Paul 
Feyerabend has said, “Scientists are like Architects who build 
buildings of different size and different shape and who can be judged 
only after the event i.e. only after they have finished their structure. 
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It may stand up, it may fall down – nobody knows. (Feyerabend 
2002: 2). In relation to artistic practice, I have not found it possible to 
establish a perfectly reliable method for producing successful works. 
Despite or, in some instances, because of the intention to create a 
work to advance or respond to a particular avenue of enquiry, some 
paintings will fall down. Henk Borgdorff finds commonality in the 
processes of artistic and scientific research but observes a difference 
in the outcome. Scientific research produces new knowledge where 
artistic research produces an “enhancement of what could be called 
the artistic universe” by generating new artworks rather than 
validated insights or formal knowledge (Borgdorff 2012: 80).  
In reflecting on my own practice, it is apparent that the outcomes of 
the research are best understood as an artistic achievement rather 
than an illustration of new formal knowledge generated by the 
literature based research undertaken here. My research has explicitly 
described the relationship between art and science from the early 
Enlightenment to the present day. It is clear that the genre of 
representations of science has had an influence not only the nature 
of that relationship between the fields, but also on the public 
perception of science and, however indirectly and minutely, the 
practice of science itself. These insights allow me to better position 
my work within this long and changing relationship, using painting to 
represent the practice and culture of science. As the critics Jones and 
Elkins have noted, this is an aspect of art dealing with science which 
is currently rarely addressed. This research project I have aimed to 
reflect on this tradition and make a contribution through the 
production of artistic works. In this research has brought to bear an 
understanding of the history of art in this genre and the history of 
experimental science itself to create works which make a new 
contribution to understanding the relationship between the fields 
and the potential this has for generating further avenues of artistic 
enquiry.  
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